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a
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every Thursday Morning at
in advance, at $2.00 a year.
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ItATRfl of Advertising : One inch of spaoe,
•ngrth of eolumn, constitutes a “square.**
$1 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $ 1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 centf; on#
Week. $1 00; 50 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements,** and “Auction
Kales*’, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Mains Stats
Press’’ (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $100 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

admitted at

tion- No pains
and Sciences.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Boom II, Printer’*
Exchange, Ne. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL &
Street*

Itemoved to

Franklin

Family

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS. Pearl Street, opposite Park.

School

Topsham, Me,
A- Neely, D. D., Visitor.
_5tBillings, B, A., Rector. Send for circular.

oclOtf

FOSTER’S Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

18 Free Street.
6EOEGB A. WHITNEY, Ne. 56 Exchange 8t* Upholstering ef all Iliads
done to order.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
RENA. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets#

6 FREE STREET.
k~2

HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Pest OMce,
Exchange Street.
Is. F. HOYT, Ne, 11 Preble Street* Up-

eodlm*

Mass. Institute of

Technology.

holstering

Fall Entrance Examinations,Sept. 23 and 24,at 9 a.m1

Catalogue aud June Entrance Examination
Papers, address Prof. SAMUEL KNEE LAND,
se3dlm.
Sec'y, Boston, Mass.
For

FOGG.

REMOVAL,
DB.

S Dwri East ot Temple St.,

GAS

RICHARDSON"

u

J. H. HOOPER,
l/mif

X

X-£>

Jewelry

Watches, Jewelry,

o

VVlliiri*
islwttf

au 18

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
■cDonough Patent Bed Leungei, Enameled Chair*, Arc.
KP’All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
F»rlor

WILLIAM

A. MEKSI

A. KEITH.

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BARROCR, 930 Fore Street, Car. el
Crew, r.rtland,

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING
Every Description of

xecuted, and at the
«p22 te

HOUSE.)

A. 9" MAVIS tk. CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSOH, 139 Middle St.,cer. Creu.

augldtf

JAMES MIT.liER.No. 91 Federal Street.

City of Portland.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Watch and Chronometer Makera’n Toole,
mathematical, Optical and Philo-

oophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Arc.,
56 market Mtreet, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.
P.

~~

—DEALER IN—

Hackmataek Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank aud
all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

G. Ii. HOOPER,
Street..

Cer.

Street,

York ft Maple

in

PRATT’S ASTRAL OIL

Count-

ABSOLUTELYSAFEpERFECTLY ODORLESS.
ALWAYS UNIFORM.ILLUMINATINGQUAUTIES

The peculiar style of cuttiDg gives sufleient fullat the bosom, without folding at the top, gradually and closelv fitting to, and over the hips, is longer front and back than ordinary Corsets, and in fact,
is the only Corset carset cut in this form.

EVERY

Boiler

Makers and Blacksmiths.
MAKUFACTCBEBS OF

POftTLA-NU, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horBe

'itSSAFETY.under
11
AND ITS PERFECT BURNING QUALMS-01

Merrill, Prince & Co.,

AREPMYEDBYITSCOjmNUEDUSEINOVER

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

AS THE

Dentist, corner of Congress and Brown streets with

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.

IDS FULTON ST.

E. J. MORRELL & CO.,

all parts of the State.
E.J.NOKRELL.
U. C. UOKREILL.

_

Hole

In all Styles, Grades and Sizos.

AGENTS.

Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called
The

—

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management, Durability, Drynesa and Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVA\('K 1 N ICR IN ONE SEASON, and ppf. a 1.atter article by buying of manufacturer or agent.

AND

Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

ing.

Lumber

Salesroom 253 Fore Mt., T. W. MERRILL,
Manufactory. Rent* of No. lO Cross 8t.

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Timber for Ships, Bridges, Facto-

may26dtf

ries, Railroads, dee.,

T. P. McGOWAN,

either at mill

or

New

delivered.

Sewing Machine

West India and Soutii American Cargoes

Bookbinder,

furnished to order.

Pictures, Religious Articles, Ac.

No. 1 1-2 UNION WHARF
PORTLAND, MAINE,

a«18

254 CONGRESS STREET,

Warranted Superior to
any Machine ever offered in
this market.

islwttf

Under Congress Hall.

~McGONAGLE

&

DEALEBS

j>2

COi

HARRIGAN,
IN

AND

—

Office Furniture !
No. 420, old No. 252, Congress St.,

OF THE BEST SHADES.

—

W. H. Doble, Esq., Trainer of DEXTER;
Fashion Course, L. L,
To G. F. Whitney & Co., 1732 Washington Street.
Boston, Mass.:
Gentlemen—We have been using Whitney’s Neat’*
Foot Harness Soap, and have found it all it is warranted to be; that it will keep Harnesses nice an.i
limber and give them a tine tiuish. We recommend
it to all who would keep their Harnesses in good or

RICH

From,

Yours

W"jL

se3d&wlm_
For Sale

119

& JUDKINS,

now on
1

Market St

Wharf and at the Mills. The only
purposes
sortment offered in Maine.
ESr^Orders by mail promptly attended too.
on

ON

WHARF,

on

hand

a

Lost.
POCKET BOOK containing about four hundred dollars and private papers, among which
is a receipt from Alexander Edmond's, for fifty dollars. The finder will receive SI00.00 reward on
leaving it at the City Marshal’s Office.
aul2tf
ISAAC F. QUIMBY.

•

'i

PINE
FLOORING and STE
in lots to suit purchasers, lor sale lo

BOARDS,
SOUTHERN
close cousignmeut

to

a

mj23

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 1U1 Commercial Street.

STREET,

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

TWO

tf

v

the flourishing village of Milton Mills, N. H. M:
Stock and traue in Millinery, Dry, and
Goods. Having a splendid trade, and the best loca'
tion in tbe village, with low rent, and the best rea
Small capital required, tbe Villagi
sons for selling.
is growing very fast, and this is the only store of th
kind iu the place. A splendid chance for a Dres
Maker, all which will be sold at a bargain. Thos
looking for business would do well to investigate a t
once.
Enquire of MRS. W. P. FARNHAM, Milto:

Mills, N. H.

Ladies’

our

—

A

in Maine

No. 46

Any

one

OF

OWEN & MOORE!

can

SMOKED PEARL,
WHITE PEARL and
FANCY BUTTONS,
CROCHET BUTTONS.

ean

be found at

Worsted and Worsted Goods !

Exchange Street.

Hamburg Edging) from 5 cents to $3.50
per Yard.

save

All the new and desirable styles cf

who thinks oi buying any kind ot

time and money by calling cn

U3

Geo.

stock cousisling of

ALPACAS,

POPLINS,
ACC WOOC CASHKERES,
FANCY DRESS GOODS,
SHAWLS,
SICK

LACE EDGE) IN REAL VAL.,

ME.

II. TALBOT &
6 CLAPP’S

GOODS,

OWEIS &
Congress Street,

COAL!

Co vo 11

of Brown,

&: Co.’it Old Stand.

All from First Class

tf

Tug

or iw mists

Aid.

First Class Tug will be sold at a baronce.
Hull is ten years old, top
new, Engine and Machinery
year.
in first-class order.
Length of Keel,.60 ft.
Breadth of Beam.17
Cylinder... .20x20 ft..
above

TELE
gain it sold at
this
Boiler

and

HARD
DON’T

kinds of

AND SOFT

FORGET

WM.

Light

TOE

E.

Also

Press

Children’s

PORTLAND. ME.

BOTTOM DROPPED OUT J
I

For

weil found.

good

On

50 Hhtls. Choice Porto Rico Sugar
for sale by

dtf

FLETCHER & Co.
self)

Six Per Cent. Bonds,
the Bangor City Loan, to aid the constructs
of the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad, maturing O3tober, 1874, may now be exchanged for the

Fane]

sel6 oodlw*

Maine Central Seven Per Cent. Consoli
dated Mortgage Bonds.
hundred at the office of the Treas
J. S. CUSHING, Treasurer,
Maine Central Railroad Company.
Jyl8ptilloc
Augusta, Julyl 15, 1874.

at 98

dollars for

a

<59 Commercial Ml.

For Sale.

One Thousand Cider Barrels

F#r Vessels with Cargo:
Ce7titying Manifest.. $15.00
Bill of Health... 4.00—$19.00

01 best

•el

For Vessels without Cargo:

|

Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill or

se2dtf

Health.

4.00—$11.00
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul.

Notice.
GENTLEMAN of good address can be introduced to a business that will pay $5000 a year,
Small capital only required. Address, giving real
sel6U3t*
name, C. B. W., Advertiser office.

A

d2w

Cider Barrels

regard to Consular lees will take effect.
Spain
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:

urer.

TOB PRINTING of every description neaU; r
executed at this office.

Wo.

iu

CHAS. H. CHASE & CO.

EACH.

further discount will be made.
K. PONCE,
Cor. Exchange and Middle §tn.
a

Choice Porto Eico Sugar.

YOU

further particulars enquire of

$9.90

larger number

a

sel2d2w

are hereby notified that on and after the first
day ot September, 1874. the new regulations
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of

oraei

a

for sale which I will sell lor

To Merchants and Shipmasters.

Brig “JULIA F. CAKNEY/* 33!
tons register N. M., now lying in tliii
deck

Carries cargo all under
•f^CisaYKPort.
Was built in 1866, and is in

have

quantity ot
BOSTON & MAINE TICKETS

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

VESSEL FOR SALE.

dtl

sell

tf

Office.

—

A.

DENNISON.

L. TAYLOR,
118 COMMERCIAL STREET,

to notice

on

the

Naibn, Scotland, Aug. 30,1874.

Drettv

of

town

fifteen

thousand nennln

The river Ness runs through the town and
the two parts are connected by a suspension
bridge. On the banks of the river, above the
bridge, ate some elegant residences and beautifully ornamented grounds. Nearly all the
town is on the right bank of the river.
A
light-colored sand-stone is th3 common building material, which gives the place, when the
sun or moon shines, a cheerful look.
Inverness has easy communication with Glasgow
via the Caledonia canal and the lakes, and as
the capital city of the Northern Highlands
will always be a prominent and important

quality,

in

good order.

HENHI T. CARTER, IMS Fore Ml.
ti

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE
t of Administrator of the
is

u

estate of

s

THOMAS BARKER, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons' having demands upon the estate of said deceased aro required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
JAMES T.
Administrator.

McCOBh,

Portland, Sept, 1,1871.

Our ride by rail from Inverness to Dingwall was most of the way in sight of water.
First we skirted along Moray Firth and as

took a coach. That is a wonderful ride. The
strath (valley) is five or six miles wile,
measuring from the brows of the lotty hills
which enclose it; it goes northwardly sweeping around right and left, till it is lost in the
distant mcuntains. What gives a charm to
the scenery here is the great smoothness of
the valley sides which look as if they were
the combined work of a civil engineer and a
skillful gardener. Nearly all these broad hillsides are devoted to cereal or root crops, and
just now the yellow grain contrasts hand,
somely with the turnip fields, which show
two shades of green.
In this country the
farmer depends largely on turnips to feed his
stock. Those portions of the hillsides and
tops which are devoted to woods, have as
smooth a surface as the laud under cultivation, so that the tall pines as they come over
the brows of the hill and down the valley
sides, look as we may imagine Birnam wood
did when it came to Dunsinane. To get a true
conception of the great beauty of this locality,
you must remember that all this north country is made up of ranges of mountains of
from three to tour thousand feet high, ana
that when we lift our eyes from these nicely

cultivated farms, we see on nearly every side
range beyond range of monntains, showing
against the blue sky the greatest variety of
In the valleys formed by these
outline.
mountain ranges are lakes and rapid rivers,
where the disciples of Walton are just now enjoying their favorite pastime, and this reminds
me to say that at Strath we visited the
fall of Rogie, and while there, a salmon made
an attempt to jump tbe fall, a performance
very much like what it would be to jump up
the falls at West Waterville.
At the fall of
Rogie I saw what I had never seen before,
viz: a forest of white birch trees, acres of
them and not a tree of any other kind among
them. Each tree stood distinct by itself, and
all with drooping boughs, presented a remarkably fine appearance. From the dark
and deeply seamed bark on the trunks of
these trees one would take them to be hemlock, such has been the effect of a rough cli-

Indeed, we find it difficult to realize that we
nearly 800 miles northjof our birth place
in.Maine.till we consult the almanac,and then
look at the fields and gardens. In two days
from this it will be September and here are
strawberries yet to ripen. The blossoms on
blackberry bushes are as much behind time as
the trains on these railroads usually are. We
are just in the midst of wheat and barley
harvests; oats not everywhere fully ripe. Opposite my window, a large field of barley was
harvested last week, and I witnessed the opare

eration. The team consisted of two men
with scythes, two women to make bands and
lay the bunches of barley on them, two more
men to bind the sheaves and stook them, and
These seven
a boy to rake the scatterings.
hands harvested nearly two and a half acres
in a day. Such a scythe snath I never saw
before I Cut off a down east snath at the left
handle and make it straight, then about halt.
uv

tv

u

i,uw

se5dlaw3w.S

ouwuu

lujuvu
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uiuvv

uu
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of about 45 degrees aud put a handle on that
turning this “V” arrangement into an “A” by
a cross piece, and you have the scythe snath,
everybody uses hereabouts.
When a scythe is held by a snath of this
construction,til© arms ©£ Um wonm ato
ly extended and the stroke is made with
greater ease. And what shall I say of the
wages these harvesters get ? About one dollar a day and that in a country where the
necessaries of life are dearer thau they are in
New fork

OI1DEII

AT

3511-2 Congress St.
A. CAMPBELL.

NUMBER,

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

time.

Clothing!

TO
—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

given.

on long
SCHOOL,

On lianil and for sale at low prices.
Specialty work built to order and repairing in all
its branches.
tf
aug 25

WOOD.

100.000 best Rift JLocust Treenails,
150.000 best Sawed White Oak do.
^0,000^best quality Canada Knees.

audience,

Our trip up north was a delightful one.
Going up we had several hours at Inverness,
which gave us plenty of time to see that very

naj

Fhaetons, licach

Stylish

MAT1E

—ALSO—

Price $8,000. Cash $2,500, balance

aDd

Sleighs,

Wagons, &c.

Locust Treenails.

Property

and

COALS !

jy2T

d2m

■•JfiwfgEiC*

&

Hn-.P nf IVIooEnnio Rntl.lino

170 Commercial Street,

FOOT OF WILMOT ST., BACK COVE.

au‘25dlm

ACADIA

all of which I offer at the lowest market rates.
constantly on hand a nice assortment

which they offer for sale at the lowest market prices.
They Rise always keep on hand
HARD AND SOFT WOOD.

Address

Light Carriages

NO. S A 9 CASCO STREET,

Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith and
Steam Purposes.

P. PRINCE & SON

teaching a

LOCKHART,

Manufacturers of

iiuu

Also the best of

COAL 1

Valuable School

■.amim

FOR, FAMILY USE.

Biddcford, Maine.

the best

iiiveii

FRANKLIN,

Diameter of Propeller.7x2
Tanks hold 6000 gallons water. Coal bunkers hold
twelve tons. Everything in good order and condition. For further paftiouiars enquire of or address
the undofsigned. They can be bcw»
work anv (lav
JAMES M. ANDRlswe,
in Saco River.
CHARLES H. BRAGDON,

keep constantly on hand all

Mines, viz.,

HAZELTON LEHIGH,
WHITE AND RED ASn,
LOR BERRY,

new

luCdtf

Carriages!

IIONEV-BROOK,

FOR SALE.

Steam

----

D. P. H.

TONS!

20,000

MOORE,
cor.

■

—1

intend to open for the Fall Trade.

we

BLOCK,

Carriages!

Gloves, Hosiery, Trimmings, &c.,

CO.,
ST,

CONGRESS

OPPOSITE OLD CITV BALL.
sel6
dtf

d3m

At Greatly Reduced Prices

an

mate.

good stock of

A

D

order to close them out at once and make room for
a full line of Ladies’

,

S1TMERNA, dec.

Malta Yak and Thread in Black.

Manufactory,

PORTLAND,

ju22

THREAD,

HEAL

GERMAN VAL

No. 46 and over Nos. 38, 40, 43
and 44 Exciiauge SIrect,

FLANNELS,
CINEN8,

BELTING BY THE YARD.

ELASTIC
before

A.Whitney & Co.

Warerooms and

TIES!

NECK

purchasing.

shall efter the balance of Covell & Co.’s old

se8

YAK AND HERCULES,
TRIMMING BRAIDS,
DRESS BRAIDS,

—

FURNITURE

d2w

which

lull line of the celebrated

TBEFOVSSE KIDS,

We defy competition. Our prices
are always the Lowest

KIMBALL.

WHITE

!

GARIBALDI KID GLOVES !

FURNITURE

TERMS "LIBERAL,

BLACK

Hosiery

Merino Underwear for Ladies and
Children.

LARGEST & BEST STOCK

—

se8

offered in

ever

roRSRTS. nunnivn

Greatly Reduced Prices

C. P.

Furnishing Goods.

Winter

ENCOURAGE

Portland Manufacture.

CARRIAGES
AT

—

Belts and Ornaments,
Ball and Hear? Bullion Fringes in Worst
ed, all Shades.

-L iTXU

—

AND

The best assortment of Trimmings
this market.

TWO

OF

For Sale.

a

—

Board*
Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dti

Jy3i_

Baker & Co.

FOR SALE.

TRIMMINGS

Gimps, Buttons,

Rooms To Let*

capture

shoulder of the young man who plays the
lover a lot of whitewash after his last fond
embrace with the star actress.

lost sight of that we came to
Beauly Loch and finally to Cromarty Firth on
which Dingwall is situated.
From Dlngwal1
to Strath,. some
four or five miles, we

Beaded and Jet Goods in Fringes,

BOARD.

It may be all right, but it’s not calculated
to

soon as we

new

Fall and Winter

GOLD

A

NEW AND SECOND HAND

opening their

are now

the stand

Where the public will find New and Second Hant
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds. Mattrasses
Looking Glasses. Book Cases, i&c.
all kinds neatly done.
of
Bepairing

IN

H.TALBOT & GO.

a

full supply of the best

A wealthy English widow, whose passion
is small feet, offers to marry the man who is
over five feet tall and can wear her shoes,
number threes.

place.

in

BRACELET, pronably between Firs
Parish Church on Congress Street, and India
Street. The finder will be lewarded on leaving it at
the Press Office.
aulBdtf

Old School of First Class Reputation.

hand.

au!2

HEAD RICHARDSON’S WHARF.
isdtl

C3-OOIDS i

Lost S

For Sale.

ALBERT COLBY & SONS,
Publisher and Bookseller,
agStf

ae

New Fall & Winter

Lost.

one

taken

Jvl4

juis__‘l1?.
Western Promenade.
eodlw

au29dtf

small gold chain, the finder will
be rewarded by leaving the same at THIS OFFICE.se!5dlw«

A

CARRIAGES,

of Harhaving
& Huut, will continue the business at
THElowundersigned

J. W. DEEDING,

to

Work Horse lor Sale.
at Cement Pipe Works, corner

gentleman who can
Apply at once

one

Friday, last

The Utica Herald has seen the lithographic copies of the correspondence in the Beecher business, and attributes the whole trouble
now to bad writing.

around are

evidences of abject poverty.

The
little better than that
will
you
bnd in tiae
wigwam of a Digger Indian. Tha
arm band receives
just enough wages to keep
him out of the
poor house, to which he is
pre tty sure to go if he falls sick.
The*, agncultural laborers are kept in
ignorance aiul
live on without
hoping, one generation following another, century after century, except
in cases where farms are
discontinued that tha
land may be turned into
hunting grounds for
some
sport-loving lord. That very thing was
done with a very large estate a few miles
from
here. The farmers had to
give up their larms
to the
occupancy of game.for some years, that
a
sporting king might hunt over their
grounds. That was Jong ago. We were at
the castle on that estate
recently, and you
can judge ot the
style of the establishment
when I tell you that the entrance hall is 96
feet long and the
ceiling over 30 feet high.
I he entire castle
(Darnaway) is elegantly
furnished; and such is the exteut of tha
house
lot
that
it is
a
mile and
a half from the castle to
the nearest public
road. The young man who inherited this es-

furniture

is

tate two years
ago from a bachelor relative
lives in London.
Last year La spent just
one week at the castle and
this year he han
not yet visited it. Such is life
among
lauded aristocracy of Britain.
J. 8.

Tito Beecher Business In the
Country
Papers.

One of the saddest results of the
Beecher
business is the
demoralizing effect which it
is having upon the
country weekly papers.
In the
pre-scandal days these eheertul little fossils devoted a
large portion ol
their four pages to stories of a
mildly romantic nature, stories which
Phyllis (usually
styled in ordinary conversation Eliza Ann)
would read alter
milking-time, and would
ponder over in dreamy delight, wondering,
the while, if the time would
ever come wheu
a noble lord of
high degree would appear to
claim her for hi# VipwIa
those truthful tales were
invariably claimed
at the end of the last
chapter. And Coryikon
(better known about the farm as Bob) would
steal upon Phyllis as she sat on the bench
by the pump, straining her pretty eyes in the
twilight, and would ask to be read to; and
Phyllis would read to him until it got too
dark to see, and then—and then
%
bit of genuine love-making would mayhap
supersede
the make-believe article, and the
result, not
ualikely, would be that Phyllis would definitely abandon all thoughts of having a noble
lord for a husband, and would
gladly consent
to settle down as plain Mrs. Bob
Corydon.
But all this is past aud gone now. Instead ot such titles as
“Margaret, or the
Pearl that I Won,” “Emily
Egerton’s Elopement, and so on, standing grimly at the
head of the first page, are the names which
the most of us from very weariness have
come to loathe,
“Beechef-Tilton,” and then
through column after column the scandal
its
trails
slimy length, crowding out the
mild effusions of Gifted
Hopkins, the village
poet; shortening the market report, trenchthe
“useiul
ing upon
household receipts,”
running all-over the piace where “(arm ami
garden used to be, and even stealing the tw
or three sticksful of
space belonging to the
poor little “puzzle corner”—In short, taking
up pretty much everything except the col-

happy^

will be received at this office until
10 o’clock A. M. on THURSDAY, the 24th
day
of September, 1874. for the removal of about 80 cubic
Yards of ftunken ledm* known n.e ffollir'u
Persons desiring to make proposals for this work
are requested to apply to the
undersigned at his
oflioe No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress street, Portland, Mo., or No. 26 Pemberton Square, Boston,
Mass., for specifications and further information
concerning the same.
U. S. Engineer Office, )
GEO. THOM,
Lient. Col. of Engineers,
Portland, Me.,
September 14,1874. ) Byt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.
sell
d6t

LOST AND FOUND.

located and in successful operation,
Exchange Street. PLEASATLY
Profitable investment for
wishing to make
business. Immediate possession

96 EXCHANGE

Intf

For Removing Sunken Ledges in Boston
If arbor.

tf

of

either.

Among the Highlands.

Park.

Commercial St

[

travel and sell

can

a«21

dtt

Book Store

Old and new hooks bought and sold by the piece 01
the pound. Over one hundred thousand volumes

by

Timber. Plnnk and Boardi* for Ship ,
Bridge, Factory, Car and House

or to Let.

Danfortb street and

young man that
the road or an old

Simon Cameron says he isn’t going to resign. There is a superstition among Pennsylvania DemocJats that he isn’t going to die,

PROPOSALS

near

jyio_

o

aul2

In The World.

Feet

J. S. WINSLOW & CO.

ENQUIRE
gelO

ef

COAL A1VD WOOD.

jy21d3m

1874.

Cheapest

—

3,000,000

dJfBTKSOILL.
--Portland.

pleasure parties. Apply

BY

au28dln

fee t
The yacht “Ethel.” length 63
16 8-12 feet beam, depth 5 9-13, tmmag
accommodation!
/f\ 31 62-100. Has superior
aPLV and in every way tilted for a pleasure crab :
Will be sold low, or cDartered oti tuvorabl

terms to

FOK BALE

LUMBER.

a

I

S. W. EATONJ.
Portland, July SI,

ALSO

SOUTHERN HARD PIN!

BUDD DOBLE.

g

a
on

Wanted.
SITUATION as Bookkeeper or assistant Bookkeeper or Clerk in a wholesale store. Good
reference. Address H. L. D., Box 1658, city.

COAL,

and examine for yourselves,

POBTI, AIVP.eodTm

mli26

Cider Burrels For Sule.
e,Change

on

grades of

AT

13 Free Street

118 Commercial, foot of Exchange Sir eel

respectfully,

jySend stamp for our Waverley.

CAlili

SLABS AND EDGINGS

DRY WOOD,

POBTLANP, ME.dtf

der
ucr#

intend to keep

f

Parlor, Hall, Dining Room
—

the carrying

ROGERS,

COAL !

and dealer in

»el6

and

THE PEERLESS.

furnishing

Pine

Southern

STREET.

to

Agent for Portland,

Dry Air Refrigerators

Mcrcminis.

Special attention paid

STREET,

Instalments._

MANAGER,
Sprlngvale, Maine.

to do

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

deodaw

commission

Portland Me.

on

LADY and Gentleman vocalist for a Ballad
Address, stating terms

A

a

in

NO. 137 OXFOBB STREET.

ju30tf

LUMBER

FRESCO PAINTER,

Bibles Sold

Wanted*
Concert Company.
and full particulars,

A western exchange speaks of Spotted
Tail as having “gone off on his ear.” On
the front ear, we suppose itjmeaut.

PROPOSALS.

No. 53 Spring Street,
HOUSE
quire of GEO. E. DAVIS, 84

PROPOSALS

PORTLAND, ME.
COO

BLACK SILKS,

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

RICHARDSON & CROSS,

KEILER,

jew-

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness or goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth, The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
.Reduced IPrioe $2-50,

BOSTON,

my2ftltl

w

MAIMS,

CAPABLE Servant
general housework
and one-half miles from
four,
Address Box 1565, Portland, Me.
Coal and Wood Dealers Acity.family
niy6U

We

hand,

NEW YORK..

ENGLAND

Adjusta-

Tha only one which has a Folding Slide,
which keeps the tuck or hem perfectly even,

Nos. 6 and 8 Custom House Street,
NEW
Jul7

»EW!

The most useful attachment ever invented for
ing Machines.

Capen, Sprague & Co.,

House and Ship Painters and Grainers.
Office at 11 Danferth Si., Ip Slain.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.V, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken

d3m

and
ble Hemmer.

ESTABLISHED 1770.

80 MIDDLE ST.

Catholic Bookseller,

for

for the State of Maine.

Self-Folding Tucker

CHS.PRATTStCO.

my9_

MAY

DYER

Call and examine. Now is your time to bay.

FAR BAND’S IMPROVED

AS THE BEST SAFEGUARD WHEN LAMPSARE USED

E. A.

Agents

SOMETHING}

SAFEST AND BEST.

_T ^0 _G, 1° UTT H5_CP_U^ TjiY.

and

6

au27

|NS0MCEC0lii^lfrffl«KBHs

Boothby.ag6eodJl:wtt

RESIDENCE

Sole

TR/\R?ASNOWr

DE.A.EVANS,

CONGRESS

!

anil Gleaning,

The Squantum Debating Society propose
discussing grammatical construction of the
sign displayed in public parks, “please keep
off the grass.” Grass, It is argued, does not
fall upon you, and why then should you bo
asked to keep it off?

House to Let.

berries & Black Cherries.

EITHER
goods

PRICES THE YERY LOWEST !

PORTLAND,

THE AS
A WORLD WIDE REPUTATION

power, built to order.
apl 4

NO. 333

Houses to Let.
Portland Real Estate Company’s Blocks, on
Carroll and Pine Streets. Long leases will be
given ii desired. Enquire of
jjildtf
MATTOCKS & FOX.

Ripe Blackberries, Elder-

W. S.

au3«ltf

7 IN

Ten tons of each kind at my Wine Factory in Windham or at Wine Store, 203 Middle Street, Portland,
for which the highest price will be paid. -AH parties
wishing rtrfuriush me some ot either kinds or of all
kinds, will write me at once how many they can fiirnish me with, arid at what R. R. Station or Steamer
landing, and at what price, and I will answer by return ot mail how the berries are to be packed. All
berries bought by weight. P. O. Address

Gossip

rooms on

from Free Street.

wo

WANTED

During the Month of September.

STral oilthat kavebeen thro^n
IJNSUCCK^^toTHEKWRKETisFURTIffRPfflDF

215 COMMERCIAL. STREET,

L.

To Let.
LET, two unfurnished
2d floor. Also
TOdoors
several fuini8hed rooms, at No. 4 Cotton street,

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

other.

POSSIBLE Tfst

HASEVER OCCURED FROM BURNING,
STORING OR HANDLING IT.
THE MANY lMITATIONSfiCOUNTERfflTS

Agents for It. Ball’s Wood Working Machinery, and Blanchard’s Patent Boiler.

Jvl7

copartnership

a

the business

Eyl’nrtirslsr attention ia called to the
method of fastening Bones in this Corset,
which is acknowledged superior to any

WhKaCCID^

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

W.

__

A

have formed

__

^NufaCTUREBEXPRESS!-Yto DfSPLACE THE US£0^

VIACHINEWORKS

in

AT

do the Filing and fitting work on the Evans MagRifle. Apply at the office ot the

to

SPLENDID STOCK

Ever Offered to the Public«t !

HIEHLYVDIATILEAND DANGEROUS OILS.

attended to by
promptly Bill
Collector.

To Let.
MORTULL’S CORNER, DEERING, First
Class Dwelling house, nine rooms, with all
modern improvements, garden and stable.
Hamly
to horse and steam cars. Inquire oi C. E. MORRILL, near piemises, or Vf. H. JERR1S, Portland.
dtf

Machinists

put up goods. Must have $150 cash.
at 111 Exchange Street, Room 5.

CARRIAGES.

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET

BURNS IN ANY LAMP WITHOUT DANGER
OF EXPLODINGORTAKING FIRE

MAINE.
de9eod&wtf

collection*

Class

a

wholesale

Wail ted-'Partner.

Copartnership Notice.

We shall offer

PORTLAND

All

First

COPARTNERSHIP.-

ROUNDS_&

a

IMMEDIATELY !

neBS

Androscoggin and Oxford

Bill Clerk, in

se9U2w*

1!

COR$

ANDREWS,

LEIGHTON, Constable

WANTED

CHARLES F. ROUNDS,

JAC4IJELIWE

Engineers, Iron Founders,

as

WILLIAM W. DYER.

PATENT

LAW,

(In Canal Bank Building,)

Br.

oc4dtf

ap2

88 MIDDLE STREET,

practice

Fluent Block.

seplStf.

Dense. One wishing to learn the business preferred. Address, in own hand writing, P. O. Box
1063.
sel2dfcf

ON

of deeds for tbe several States.

PORTLAND,

YOUNG man,

half of

ONE

Wanted.

A

Widgery’s Wharf.

doable Brick House ten rooms,
pleasantly situated on Danforth Street, No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W.
ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 305 Middle street.
Portland, Sept, 14,1874.
d3w

from 6 to 12 months.
central part of the City pre-

The Western or
ferred. Inquire of JOHN C. PROCTER.

Estate

Honey to Loan.
first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13

PALMER’S

Counsellor at Law,

Will

with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R,
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

cer.

THIS IS THE MOST

ies.

Portland;
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, \ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells ef water upon the place

No. 27

To Let.

Furnished Honse,

No. 1G0 Commercial Street,

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

C.

TO

a

EVANS RIFLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

A Depots, Post-office,House
good Schools and Churches,
six miles from
and Ell two stories

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

ir,t#

Wanted.
Ww

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

F.

To Let.
No. 33 Plum Street.
STORE
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
ael5dtr

to do Housework. Those paying
per week need not apply. Address

azine

iaMIy

J. W. at H. H. MCHCFFEE, Cor. Middl
4k V1 nion St».

has removed to

S.

mar28

Stair Bnildcr.

NO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE STBliET,

Commissioner
frhlfl

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

sebago Water, Bath Room &c.

1

lgeB-___selCtf

Spring Street.sei6d3f

or

A

HEAD OF UNION

R. P. I.IBBV, I.o. 939 Fere
Creu St., in Helena’. Mill.

mh3dtf

AT

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, aud plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

JOHN T.

Silver and Plated Ware.

WHARF.

COUNSELLOR

SALK

AB1EB LOWELL, 133 Middle Street.

O’DONNEIXTT

JAMES

Street.

Sign and Awning Hanginfi

ALL

W, H, SIMONTON,

COMMERCIAL STREET.

FOR

than $4
Acallless
at 24

Fore Street
rooms.
Gas, and
at
the PremApply

cor.

Wanted.
SITUATION

18, 1874

Let.

tenament at No.
A DESIRABLE
Eastern Promenade. 51

selGeodlw

FRIDAY MORNING, SEPT.

persons.

To

good manufacturing business, established in
mechanic with capital preferred. Ad-

a

rl

1866. Good
dress Box 1697.

suit-

Also, Table Boarders
PLEASANT, St.sel6d2w»

at

Partner Wanted,

THE PEESS.

To Let.
Pleasant, Front Chamber,

retail

Exchange, St., from 3 to 5 P, M.
Sept. 15,
1874.__se!6d3t

anil have taken the stand formerly occupied by

Roofers.
CO., 98 Sprin*

S. YOUNG. Ne. 109 Fere Street.

City Marshal,s Office, )
Aug. 28, 1874. f
are
forbid placing any dead animal
persons
in the harbor of this city, or leaving the same
exposed within the city limits; and a reward of Ten
Dollar* is hereby offered to any person who will
give information that will lead to the arrest and conviction of any one guilty of so leaving any dead animal.
Per order
Geo. W. Parker,
aug29d3w
City Marshal.

BABCOCK,

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

J. N. McCOY A

City of Portland.

d&wGrn

HOLYOKE’S

Slrceto

A

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

O.

JOHN C.

City Marshal's oAice, )
Aug. 28, 1874. J
RE WARD of Five Dollar* is hereby offered
tor in lormation that will lead to the arrest and
conviction of any person who in any way defaces or
break up the seats on the Eastern or Western Promenades.
Per order
Geo. W. Parker,
ang. 29d3w
City Marshal.

WOODFORD & BABCOCK,

O. F. WOODFORD,
my 19

TO LEI.

the

lowest prices

TERMS $8.00 PER
ANNUM IN ADYANClL

Wanted.

Plumbers.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

promptly and carefully

work

HOUSE

Photographers.

CHARLES A. RING has removed to No.
Congress, Corner of Chestnut street.

237
DR.

No. 42 Pleasant Street. For particulars
apply at the house from 3 to 5 P. M.
dtf
au29

N I. REPl.ON, 933 1-9 Con«re»» gt.

MARKS

& Job Printer

A

Masons and Builders.

ROSS,

REMOVAL!

Book, Card

Street for Sale.
TWO STORY House in good order. Heated by
furnace and piped for gas. with a good Stable
and lot containing 8509 square feet of land. Inquire
of DR. BROOKS, on tbe premises, or JOHN C.
se!d3w
PROCTER, 93 Exchange Street.

J. R. m'RAV at CO.. 171 Middle end
116 Federal Street.

Treasurer of the Portland,
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,bas removed bis Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

oct5-’69T T&Stl

and Silver Ware;

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

Removal.

MANUFACTURER OF

and Fine Watches.

A. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.

tmuu

Desirable Property No. 44 Free

mar21tf

ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
Acents for Howard Watch Company*

J.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

WM. M.

street.

CROSS

&

have removed

UPHO L8TERER

fcoxed and matted.

By Timetby Sullivan and 8. Young. Ex*
perienced Horse Sheers, at Ne. 104 Fore

REMOVAL.

PIPING.

Contains ten finished rooms, Sebago
and gas. Desirable location.
Also the SECOND PARISH VESTRY
EOT on Deer Street, containing 2171 square feet.
This lot can be had at Mach less than cast to
the present owner and on terms to suit the purchaser.
WM. H. JERK1S,
Apply to
se4d3w*
Real Estate Agent.

good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

Horse Shoeing.

TT CLARK

«

a

and

has removed to 334 Congress Street. Office hours
from 2 to 4 P. M.
jy9dU

WATER

AND

A. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block'
C.ngrew Street, opposite Old City Unit.

•____

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

REMOVALS.

CLARK,

Brick House for Sale.

PRESS.

1874.

Clerk Wanted.

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kind* of Upbel.'eringand Repairing
done to order.

dtf

W. C.

done to order*

Furniture and Upholstering.

18,

store in ihe city, Honest, ReliFrench rocf Brick House No. 122 CumberBOARD.
IN able ami grocery
acquainted with the business. For parWITH
able tor two
land Street, owned and occupied by Rev. Dr.
THE
ticulars apply to UPHAM & GARDINER, No. T
wanted
Id
Carruthers.

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.

a graduate of a German
university and professor of
philosophy and history who has been teaching in
Portland tor a year the German language and literature, with great success, will begin his lessons for
classes and single nupils. He also intends to open a
school for boys ana girls in German, Latin, French,
Geography. History, etc., according to the German
system. For best references, information and terms
apply to

SEPTEMBER

_WANTS.

REAL ESTATE.

For Sale*

Dye-House.

Oscar L

Mr. F. IIEBEBG.

PORTLAND, MEL
JAMES L.

Pinna

Confectionery.

spared to improve pupils in Arts

are

SHACKFOBD, Ne. 35

L. A. PERKINS manufacturerefplnin
and fancy Candies, 387 Cengrem St,
Portland Me.

_jy31d2jm
§t. Augustine’s School for Boys,

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
S. G. DORMAN.

when there are
are iuvited to

#

State of Maine Roofing Slate,

MATHEWS.

time

A.M., Principal.
TARDIVMi, 95 W, 46tb Ml..
IV. V., re-opens her French,
MLLE.
English aud
German Boarding aud Day School for Y
ouug Ladies
and Children Sept. 17th. Superior
advantages. Seven
ladies and ten gentlemen are attached to the Institu-

J. B. MATHEWS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers In First Quality

J. B.

COLLEGE

any
STUDENTS
vacancies. All parties interested
examine into its merits.

CARDS!

BUSINESS

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, dc Foeo ,N*.91 middle Street.
T.
McGOWAN, 354 Cragren St.

For full informotion address
an27dlm&w3m L, A. GRAY,

THF MAINE STATE PRESS
is

PORTLAND

St., Portland.

At 109 Exchu>qe

BUSINESS DI RECTORY.

MORNING.

FRIDAY

13._PORTLAND,

_EDUCATIONAL.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

VOL.

DAILY

city.

It is only when we get close to these greatly oppressed and hard-working people of the
Old World, that we can realize the great contrast between them and the humblest classes
in the New. Among the rural population of
the northern states of America, we see no
such cases of deep poverty aud squalor and
dirt, as we see all through Britain. When

Taine,the French author,was visiting a co un
try gentleman in England, his host showed
him how nicely sheltered his horses were. After they had gone through the stables, Taine
asked his host why he did not do as much
for his work people. The beasts were better
off than the humans.
a large farm is run very
plantation in Alabama was
palmy days of slavery, with this excep-

In this

much
in the

country

as a

cotton

tion, that the hands are hired. The farmer
lives in a large house and enjoys all the camforts of life. Near by his dwelling, you wil
see a long row of one story houses, usually of
stone stuccoed, all under one roof and that of
thatch. The roof will probably be green with
moss and perhaps grass will be growing on iti
here aud there. Maybe vines, such as the
honeysuckle or morning glory, will climb
about the single window or door of some one
of the tenements. If the building is in pretty
good repair, the passer-by will think of it as a
picturesque affair in the landscape. But just
enter one of these places and all the romance
of the viue-clad cottage vanishes.
You will
find that a single room, with the bare earth
for a floor, is all the space given the entire
family, except the little loft over head. All

oa

devoted

umns

to

_

advertisements.

It but

a

bare statement of the
leading facts were madis
it would be bad enough, for the
story is
not a Dice one to briDg into tbe
family, yet
Ibis would be justified on tbe grouud that it
is a newspaper’s duty to collect all
genuine
news aud present the same to its
readers, but
the country papers, as a rule, are very far
from confining themselves to a bare statement of facts, or even to (acts of
any kind
whatever. From that koprophagoua journal*
the New York World, and its kindred
spirits,
the Brooklyn Argus, Union and Eagle, it is
an easy task to rftllect filth
enough to fill is
great many more pages than the country
has
to
weekly
spare, am! half au hour’s work
with scissors and paste is amply sufficient tu
get together a vast collection of prurieut mat
ter, true, half true, and wholly false, relating
to the great scandal; and this vile mess this
country editors serve up to their readers in
place of the somewhat stupid but pretty and
harmless stories of days gone by.
Alas lor Phyllis I alas for Corydon! A new
world ha* b«eu opened to them within tha
past few months, aud the change which has
been wrought in them by their increased
knowledge has not been tor the better, tor
not only has tbe scandal itself imbued their
natures with its baleful essence, but tbe evil
-■«

tuv

IIUUVVU

VI

It

great city, have weighed them down into a
moral slough, where purity is tarnished and
honor dimmed.—Philadelphia Frew.
TIIE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Painting Floor*.

Having some experience with both oiled
and painted floors. I
unhesitatingly recom-

mend the former. If some uniform dark tint
is wanted, like black walnut, mix burnt umber witfc boiled linseed oil, and rub it in
thoroughly with a woolen cloth. The umber can be bought in boxes
containing a
pound and upward, already ground in oil,
which is most convenient, as that soil in a
dry state is apt to be coarse and rough. Thu
depth of tint is varied by using more or less
of the color, while the tone may be warmed,
if desired, by adding burnt sienna.
If au
imitation of the handsome ash and walnut
floors is preferred, rub every alternate board
with pure boiltd oil, aud use a paint brush tu
apply the dark stainiug, taking care not to
have enough in the brush to spread on tba
Leave the floor a
part intended to lie light.
day or two to dry, though the only harm
done by nsing it immediately is that the oil is
liable to he tracked over other parts of thu

house.
The great advantage

an

oiled floor possesses

painted one is, when marked or
scratched, some oil rubbed over the spots removes them, aud it is
necessary to repeat thu
process again. All that is needed to keep thu
floor bright and fresh, is to occasionally ru!»

over

a

it over with a cloth wet with

a

little oil or

kerosene, as you would treat oiled furniture.
A piece of old carpet or a newspaper may b j
spread before entrances to other rooms for a
lew hours, to preveui the possibility of carrying away footprints, or the extra oil may
be rubbed off with a dry woolen ,cloth. Nu

doubt after a time our sensible American
housewives will, like their transatlantic sisters, discard the dusty carpets fiom all but a
few rooms, and fashion will replace the extravagant Axminister by the no less expenpensive inlaid floors of various woods and
patterns uow winning their way into popular
favor.

Waterproof Paper.
A nice article, transparent and impervious
to grease, is obtained by soaking good paper
in an aqueous solution of shellac in borax.
It resembles parchment paper in some respects. If the aqueous solution is colored
with aniline colors- very handsome paper for
artificial cowers is procured.

Pruning Tree*.
The worst time to prune is about the tirao
the sap starts, and the best, excepting !•»
severe climate or winter, in the autumn.
Bryant recommends the autumn. Classes
of trees vary in bleeding, both in species
and time, according to the Massachusetts
AgriculturalCollege investigation. The birches, maples, grape vines, hornbeam and walnuts bleed when bored into; others, tried
last year, little or none. The sugar-mapla
begins to flow in October; the black birch

the last of March; the wild summer grape
the first of May, according to these examinations. This may give some hints in practi-

cal pruning.—Prairie Farmer.

Does Advertising Pay?—There Is no instance ou record of a well sustained system »t
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to wy liberality in a. Is

vertising.”—Bonner.
‘I advertised my productions
ey.” —Nicholas Lon:rworth.

and made mot.

“Constant ami persistent advertising is a sues
prelude to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
"He who investsoue dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.*
—A. T. Stewart.
“Advertising has furnished me with a Competence.”—Amos Lawrence.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I hat#
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.— Baiiturn.

Seeing is Believing.—If ladies who do not
the fragrant Sozodont will compare teeta
with those who do, they will see in an instant,
more reasons for adopting it, than can bo composed into newspaper paragraph.
use

sepll-d&wlw.

W. C. Sawyer & Co., 22 Market Square,
have received their fall collection of choiej
ttoweriug bulbs. Also a good assortment of
septlGwaa
flower pots cheap.
Job Prin\ino.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowtvt
prices, at the Daily Press Printing Howe, 10J

fecehauge tit.

W m. M.Marks.

•

THE PRESS.
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regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullefi, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
manageis will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
lournal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.
Every

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
aLl cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

The New Rebellion.
It is no matter of surprise that those poiiti cal
journals whose intense partisanship in 1861
made them either the apologists or allies of
the secession war are now the defenders of
the revolutionary procedings of the White
Leagues in Louisiana. In 1861 they imagined that party success lay in that direction.
Now they recognize in the White Leagues of
the South their party allies and those upon
whom they most depend for party success.
The case in Louisiana is familiar to all. Two
unscrupulous factions in Louisiana, one headed by Warmotb, the most dissolute political
adventurer that the war produced—a man
Who plunged a state hopelessly into debt—
and the other headed by Kellogg and other
political adventurers, most of whom were no
more honest than Warmoth but less able,
strove for the control of the state in 1872.
With McEnery as their candidate for Governor, there is every teason to believe that
Warmoth’s officials
overawed thousands
of voters and committed shameless frauds.
If the partisans of Kellogg did not stuff bal
lot boxes, and make false returns, it is because they had no opportunity.
Warmoth,
thereupon, undertook to arrange the canvassing or counting board to suit his own
purposes, thus ignoring a majority of the
board as constituted by law. Consequently
a majority of the lawful board made one
count of the votes, and Warmoth and
his newly constituted board made another.
Both sides being composed of scoundrels,
they naturally counted in their own candidates by good majorities. Both parties in
January, 1873 undertookjto inaugurate their
respective officers. A collision followed with
bloodshed, but the timely intervention of federal troops merely to keep the peace, prevented wide-spread anarchy.
The state courts,
the lawful tribunal for the settlement of such
questions, decided that Kellogg was the rightful executive of the state.
He was qualified
by the proper official and entered upon the
discharge of his duties, calling upon the federal government for assistance, which was
given him in strict conformity to law.
For neatly two years Kellogg has exercised
the functions of governor.
We doubt if he
has been a model of virtue and rectitude.
Were this the case, he would be a stranger in
that state and would not be appreciated by
the

He

people.
has, however, stopped
issue of bonds, declared a number of Warmoth’s illegal issues void and, in other ways,
shown a disposition to care for the interests
of the state.
The question of the character of Gov. Kellogg’s administration does not enter into the
case at all, unless the action of the White
Leagues of Louisiana is to establish a precethe

dent that in any state any faction that can
secure men and arms may overthrow the
stale government and set up one of its
own whenever it so chooses to do. It has been
a long time since Maine hai a Democratic
governor.
Suppose the party leaders in
Maine quietly get together two thousand
armed men at Augusta, and, hiving them in
the streets, demand of Gov. Dingley that he
abdicate on the ground that they have good
reason to believe that he was
fraudulently
elected and
jjidlccu

is, consequently,

i;u

oci

up

tucu

an

uwu

usurper, and
guvernmeat.

Suppose that Gov. Dingley, after being driven
by superior force from office, should appeal
to President Grant for aid to overthrow the
pretenders and restore him to his official position and authority. What would be the

duty of the President when thus called upon?
We are confident that no Democratic partisan would pretend to say that the President
would be warranted in declining to interfere
when thus called upon, for, by so doing, he
would adversely criticise so eminent a state
rights man as President Tyler in connection
with the Dorr rebellion in Rhode Island.
In taking the course he has in this case,
President Grant is not ouiy following the
precedents of the past, but is consistent with
his action in the case of Arkansas, where
his course was so warmly applauded
by the
Democratic press. Gov. Baxter of Arkansas was fallen upon by Mr. Brooks’ friends
and driven out of the state house. Doubtless
Brooks had a majority of the votes at the
election, but, for some cause, the state court
decided that Baxter was the legally elected
executive of the state. When the President
was called upon, he
promptly took sides with
Baxter. Of the question of the legality of
the election, he does not take cognizance.
That is entirely for the state officials and
state courts.

The revolution in Louisiana was so well
organized that there is every reason to believe that it is the result of a programme
which will soon be extended to other states.
The White Leagues are by no means confined
to Louisiana, but extend through
every gulf
state, where they only await the result
in
New Orleans to attempt other revolutions.
Such, at least, is the advice
of leading Southern Democratic
papers, as
may be seen by the following extract from the
Atlanta (Ga.) News, which is second in importance in the state, and represents the
dominant wing of the party there:—
“Our only hope” says the
News, “is in a
stern, resolute resistance—a resistance to the
death if necessary, with arms in our hands.
If the October elections, which are to be held
in the North, are favorable to the
radicals, the
time will have arrived for us to
prepare for
the worst. Every Southern state should
govern with White Leagues. If the
white Democrats of the North are men
they will not
stand

idly by

and see us

borne down by
Northern radicals and half-barbarous
negroes.
But no matter whatlthey
do, it is time for us
to

OFfl.-inpU--

The Old and Stale Cry.
Every time the Democracy receive a sound
thrashing they cry out lustily that they were

hp.ai.An
hv fraud anti
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imniey.

lije

latter charge is made in some
quarters in regard to our late campaign and late
victory.
It is not only false in
every particular, but it
is absurd and silly. We are in a
position to
know whereof we affirm and have no
hesitation in declaring that little as
money has ever
been used in our Maine
elections, this year
there was a special and marked
absence of it
We did not even have the usual
aid

pecuniary
return; we had no
distribute documents or send can-

to assist absent voters to

money to
vassers into the field.
Indeed, we were compelled to sail under bare polls. In Speaker
Blaine’s District and in Mr. Hale’s there was
not a dollar expended for the return of
absent

voters, though

a

very small mvestment in
that line would have added some
hundreds to

the

already large majority of both gentlemen.
The democracy were
soundly whipped by
the cool judgment and
radical convictions of

and habits of life of the vigorous
who hat been prancing about
Missouri and
Kansas this season, and announces
that the
insect can advance no farther
eastward.
t(s
original home is the eastern slope of the
Rocky
Mountains, ana it only breeds in
alti-

^a^boTpTr
high

tudes,
dry,
atmosphere. When the
insects get crowded they start for
the plains,
but die out soon, as the climate is
uusuited
t« them.
in a

rare

i----—i
A wonderful
grasshopper story

comes

Last spring a family possessing the peculiar name of Booraershine came
to Kansas from Georgia. The younges*
daughter of the house, was addicted to clay
from Kansas.

eating,

and

persevered

at Philadelphia, Wednesday.
Mr. Cooke
ported as having stated as follows:

reprehensible

in this

diet in her new home. After a time her
remarkable appetile underwent a change.
She devoloped a strong desire for grass and
growing crops, and passed much of her time
in the corn fields,—much to the disgust of
the honest farmers of that section, as she
neither hoed nor cultivated but only made
havoc with all green things. About the
same time she evinced a remarkable propensity to skip and jump, to sit upon sweet potato vines, and to make a sort of chirruping
sound by rubbing her arms and legs togethOne day in the early fall the grasshoper.
pers in the vicinity started on their annual
migration. The Booraershine started too,
gave one leap after the manner of a grass-

hopper, and

fell dead.

post

A

mortem ex-

amination showed about half a bushel of
live and very agile grasshoppers an her stomach. The following explanation of this remarkable story is given: The clay which
she was in the habit of eating contained the
eggs of the insects. The heat of her stomach
hatched them out and they immediately began to hunger for grass. When the time
came for the grasshoppers to migrate, instinct directed those inside of her to do the
same, and they attempted to hop off, with
her. Grasshoppers are a great pest.

eight amendments to the constitution
of New York, to be submitted to the people
of that state at the coming election, are beginning to awaken considerable attention,
The
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Jay Cooke & Co.’s Affairs—A farther examination of the members of the house of Jay
Cooke & Co. took place before Eegister Mason

i>UU

they prohibit private or local legislation, forbid the Legislature to audit or allow
any private claim against the state, extend

stance

the term of the governor to three years and
increase his salary, give him power to disap-

Agricultural Exhibitions.
We give below the time and place of holding
such of our fairs as we have been able to ascertain. Will the secretaries or friends of other
societies that hold exhibitions this fall, send us
notices of the same?

Agricultural, Lewiston.Sept. 25-28
bornological, Portland.Sept. 22-25
Aroostook.llouiton,.Sept. 21-25
Cumberland.No Windham, Sept 30,

State
State

Oct. 2

Franklin,.Farmington, Sept. 30,

Oct. 1
Franklin, North.Phillips.Oct. 7-8
Knox.Thomaston,.. .Sept. 22-21
Knox, North,.Uuion,.. ..Sept. 29, Oct. 1
Lincoln.Newcastle,. Oct. 6-8
Oxford,.So Paris.Oct. 6-8
Oxford, East.Dixfield Village, Oct. 6-8
Oxford, West,,.Fryeburg,.Oct. 13-15
19-30
Penobscot,

"West.Exeter,..Sept.

Piscataquis, West.Abbot Village, Sept. 30,
uet. 1

Sagadahoc.Topsham,.Oct.

Washington,.Pembroke,.... Sept. 23-24

Representatives Elected.

neither the state nor any county or town
shall loan or give money or credit to any pri-

corporation.

■

ion cannot be preserved without law, and
there can be no law with revolution. In this
he speaks the voice of the American nation,
which will respond to him as it responded to

Lincoln wheu Fort Sumter fell.—New York
Herald.
When secession surrendered at Appomattox revolution surrendered also.
The President will exact this bond.—New York Herald.

extremely anxious

to avoid any appearance of undue interference in state affairs, and if Congress differ from me as to
what ought to be done, I respectfully urge its
immediate decisiou to that effect.
Otherwise I shall feel obliged, so far as I can by the
exercise of legitimate authority, to put an
end to the unhappy controversy which disturbs the peace and prostrates the business of
Louisiana, by the recognition and support of
that government which is recognized by the
courts of the state.—Special Message of
President Grant in Feb., 1873.
am

President Grant should receive the support of all right-minded cit’zens in his determination to replace the Kellogg Government
with all its “imperfections on its head.” The
question is not, whether the authors of the
most cold-blooded butcheries recorded in the
annals
ernor

of tho Union shall triumph, or GovKellogg’s administration, however in»uitiu

awvuoiw.o,

an

ouatftiucu,

armed mob shall overturn

Hancock.
REPUBLICANS.

Bucksport—Ambrose White.

Current Notes.
The St. Louis Globe denies the report
that the Globe and the Democrat are to be
consolidated, and hereafter published as a
double-barreled newspaper.
In view of the decision of the supreme
court of Wisconsin, affirming the constitutionality of the Potter law, the Northwestern
railroad managers aunounce that all firstclass cars will be taken off and the force reduced to a minimum.
They propose to see
how cheap a road can be run.
A man stuck his head in the door of a saloon in Quincy, 111., the other day, and asked
if the Democratic candidate for sheriff was
in. Eighteen men rose up and asked,
“What’s wanted ?”
The Boston Advertiser is satisfied that the
nomination of Chamberlain for Governor in
South Carolina is a good one.
He has always opposed the ring thieves in that state.
As it is we must sustain tbe President. It
is his duty to preserve tbe Union.
The Un

I

a
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wueiuer

State Govern-

ment, and disobey the injunctions of the

President of the United States with

ty.—Boston Transcript.

impuni-

Southern Sentiment.—At a convention of
Democrats held in a town in in Macon
county,
Ala., on'.the oth inst., the following was among
1
the resolutions adopted:
‘Resolved, That Alabama being a white man’s country, we should
all determine, in spite of Grant, Sumner, Busor the devil, to have white
men to
rule over us, let the consequences be what
they

Dedham—Pascal Gilmore.
Hancock—James M. Butler.
Mt. Desert—K. L. Grindle.
Sullivan—Simon Simpson.
Brooklyn—Geo. K. Allen.

may.”

The Field Hand, thp leading organ of the
colored men of the South, says with regard to
the White League movement: “The apeeches
of to-day and the import of the press is of the
character as it was in 18G0, and the individual who for a single moment dreams that
the so-called color line policy is only a war

same

able in the passing events
aud purposes of men.”

fool, and is unto judge the thoughts
a

The Louisville Courier-Journal, edited by au
ex-Confederate officer,commenting on the New
Orleans affair, says.
The only pity is, whilst the billing is
going
on that, since it is sure to be
ruthlessly punished, it is not more thorough and discriminating. The South might as well be sacrificed
for a sheep as for a lamb, because,in any
event,
ruin is the price demanded of it by a coldblooded. calculating partyism,the end of which
must be civil wai, revolution
and, ultimately, a

dictatorship.

It is bad advice to say to infuriated Louisiana
‘aim well aud shoot low; you cannot make it
any worse than it is; and, as you are resolved
to sacrifice yourself you might as well be
gratfied while you are at it,’’ but it is natural ad*
vice.

A Rebellion in the Democratic Camp.—
We copy the following from the Boston Pilot
of this wbek:j
The Massachusetts Democrats held their annual couventiou in Worcester last
week; and in
Massachusetts the mass of the Democrats are
Irish Americans. Take away the Irish voters
irom Massachusetts
Democracy and there isn’t
even
a skeleton
left,, bat only a few dried
there
is not one representative
of« Du3‘
the Irish people on the Democratic state
ticket adopted at Worcester last week.
Do the Irish American Democrats mean to
stand this sort of thing? Out of
respect for
themselves aud the people they represent, such
men as the Hon. P. A. Collins aud
John E.
ritzgerald ot Boston, should have exposed this
partiality in the Massachusetts Convention.
They will be raising no new issue to divide the
issue is already raised—raised by
R.Rln'
Irish voters
from u
honorable nominations.
Are the Irish voters satisfied to do
the work
wbi e others get the credit and the
place of
trust. Are they willing to admit that
they
to k® placed od a state tickthat
are
the helots
the^
* thft nart.c whila
K* 8?e
of
the other3 assume to be the
arty’ Wh'le thn

,A,ld

*uCan *they

Lirah'is?

----

It isi the time th:s game was
played out. If
the Irish are the main body of the Democratic
party, and if they have honest and able men to
represent them, they have a elear right to honorable places on the state ticket.
They have a
right to this, and they must have this. It is
an impertinent
assumption in the Democratic
conventions that no Irish name is to be placed
on the ticket: and if the Irish
American Democrats stand it, they deserve no better.
We
hope this is the last Democratic state ticket
that will call for such criticism. Next
we
shall call our readers’ attention to this year
matter
before the stale conventions are held.
A 1’assion for Kelics.—The
old house on
Nose Islaud, Isles of
Shoals, where
Wagner committed the horrible murders, will
list hut a short time
louger if the relic hunters
continue to back it away as
they have done this
season. The wall of the bedroom
whore Karen
Christensen was murdered is
completely honeycombed, every spot of plastering on which the
minutest speck of blood could be traced bavinbeen cut out and carried off. The wood work

Smutty

Deer Isle—Geo. H. Tolman.
Waldo.
REPUBLICAN.

Winterport—S. J. Treat*
Monroe—Benj. Colson.
Freedom—Daniel W. Dodge.

Waldo—Jeremiah Evans.
Lincolnville—Emery A. Parker,

(gain).

DEMOCRAT.

Thorndike—John N. Harmon, (gain).
Fight in Church.—Belvidere, Vt., had a
riot of no mean proportions a few nights ago.
A few pew holders of the^church there who are
interested in the liquor traffic, having tried
other means of breaking up the meetings of the
Good Templars in tbe church, sent a man who
had been expelled from, the lodge, to the door,
and he, by giving tbe secret rap, got the room
open so that they could go in. The Good Templars at once turned out the intruders,aud then
began a battle with stones and brickbats in
front of the church. The darkness soon became so deep that the parties could not distinguish friends from foe,but a heroic temperance
woman came upon the scene
with lamps and
lighted the Templars on to victory. The rum
party were driven from the held. Fifteen or
The church,
twenty persons were wounded.
The attacking party
too, was badly injured.
was led by Thomas
Potter, sous and brother.
One of the Potters is said to be so badly wounded internally that he cannot recover.
—j-*-

Jail Workshops.—The workshops in the
Kennebec county jail in this city are ready for
whatever industry may be found available for
the prisoners.
There are three large, well
lighted and airy rooms, well adapted to the
purposes for which they are intended and we
should judge very convenient for workshops.
The Commissioners wisely, decide that it is not
for the interest of tbe county to employ the
prisoners directly, but the Commissioners will
advertise to sell the labor of the convicts to outside parties, on contract.
There are various
industries upon which these prisoners may be
m<ntitoKI>rnmn1ntrorl

Kn

£
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tirely unreinuuerative it would still be for the
interest of the county and the convict that employment be given these men.—[Kennebec

Journal.

International TRANSPORTATION.—The International Transportation Company of Canada has commenced its work in earnest.
It
holds a charter from the la-t Parliament, with
a Capital of five millions of dollars.
Tho projectors not only propose to absorb a large portion of the grain trade of the Western States

through the

Welland Canal, but they hold out
inducements to subscribers to thestock that the
bulk of the cotton and tobacco crop will seek
this outlet to the European markets in preferto the old routes via the
and the Gulf of Mexico.

ence

Mississippi river

News and Other Items.
General Frank P. Blair is dangerously ill.
Blackberries are retailing in Brattleboro’ at
two cents a quart.
Barnum and bride have gone to the
White Mountains.
The Burlington Sentinel appeals to the Democrats to read more.
Bad advice, unless you
want to lose them.—St. Albans Messenger.
The King of Dahomey has a necklace composed of two hundred and fifty human ears,
and that necklace is his great pride.
The Thames is reported to be drying up. The
P. T.

outflow has been much increased by the new
embankment, which is thought to be the cause.
The Maid of Orleans is to be canonized. To
bring about this result was, it is said, one of
the principal objects of the recent visit of the
Bishop of Orleans to Rome.
The Democrats have claimed 71 representatives elect to the Vermont Legislature. The
actual number is 48, to 183 Republicans. No4
much to boast of.

Experiments recently

made in England indicate that wagons are most easily drawn, on all
kinds of roads, when the fore and hind wheels
are of the same size, and when tho pole lies
lower than the axle.
It is proposed by a number of admirers of
the Bishop of Lincoln to further his anti-cremation views by forming a Christian burial
society for the reform of the funeral undertaking business.
At Beaver, Utah, James Hedges and Thomas
Golden had a dispute abouta mining suit,when
Golden shot Hedges.
Hedges then fired three
shots at Golden, two of them taking effect.
Golden died Wednesday uight and Hedges now
lies in a critical condition.
General Badger, who was seriously wounded
in the recent fight at New Orleans, i3 a Boston
boy, and was formerly a member of the

“National Guard” of the old militia organization, the company being then under command
of Captain Harlow. General Badger served
with distinction in the recent war.
The crusade was revived by the
of Steubenville, Ohio, on Sunday

ladies

uight.
They visited a beer saloon whose proprietor
was doing a large
business, and were invited
by him to take a free driuk. They declined'
and worn tmstLad uatm a
diiely manner, They
prayed for the keeper on the sidewalk.
It is said that careful inquiry places thenum.
her of casualties in Monday’s fight at New
Orleans at 30 killed and 100 severely wounded.
The losses are about equally divided. The
ture of their guns, fired grape while the insurgents used principally Belgian muskets and
Winchester rifles.
At Lincoln, Neb., a number of Mennonites
eating bread and cheese in a store, when
one of their number pulled out his watch and
remarked in German “that it was twelve
o’clock.” Immediately they stopped eating
and fell on their knees, where they remained
about five minutes, until their class-leader had
finished his prayer.
The removal of ice from the St. Lawrence
river by the use of uitro-glyceriuo is proposed.
The method suggested is to plant the explosive
all over the river bottom, having wires con*
were

Nominations bv the Governor.—The following nom’nalious have been made by the
Governor and confirmed by the Council:
To Solemnize Marriages—George M. Stan-

following officers Tuesday:—President, Gen. Olney Lawrence of Rhode Island;
Vice-President, Solomon Drullard of Buffalo;
Assistant Secretaries, Rev. Washington Hooper

A'

S*mpson’ Carmel;

Marlin

Foss,

Justice of the Peace and Quorum—Aduison
Barnes, Jr.;
^

Wm. E. Gould. Portland: Thomas B- Portland;
Haskel',

Cape Elizabeth;Geo. E.

Johnson.

KNOX COUNTY.

The trial of Robbins, the Annie B murderer,
will commence at Rockland next Wednesday.
James Handley of Rockland, fell from a
building in that city, Wednesday, and was se-

nectcd with the charges by which all would be

elected the

and Rev. Charles Fluhrer. The treasurer’s
report shows the receipts to be $22,525.87; ex-

penditures^!!,853.51; balance,$2,672.06; present
indebtedness of the convention, $25,700. In
the evening Rev. Dr. Miner .preached in
Brooklyn, Rev. Dr. Sawyer in Bleeker street,
New York, and Mrs. Phoebe Hanford was
installed in Jersey

preaching

a sermon.

City,

Rev. B. T. Bowles

HALE’S
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL
The most reliable .and safe vegetable substitute for
Castor Oil ever compounded.
Instantly relieves
Colic, Cramps, Diarrhoea, and all diseases of children
teething. Causes natural and healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother and child, regulates the bowels,
assimilates the food, and milds tne child right square
up. from guttering, puny weakness to strong and
robust oealth. A perfect medicine chest for our
little ones. Only 25 cents, by all dealers. jy3snd3m

c

Porter of Camden, was lost
the steamer Clyde off Cape
Hatteras, September 5th. He was seen to come
out of the cabin and go forward, and having
been weakened by sickness, and being very
feeble, it is supposed that in leaning over the
rail he lost his balance and fell overboard, as it
was quite rough at the time.
Capt. Porter had
lust his bark near St. Domingo, and was a passenger ou the Clyde from New Orleans to New
York.
Rev. D. Church of Phillips, Rev. F. W.
Smith of Strong, and other clergvmeu, will
hold a meeting Wednesday, Sept. 23d, on the
If the day is stormy it will
top of Mt. Blue.
be held on the next good day.
At the burning of the hotel at West Farmington the other night, the fatherof Mr. Cille.v,
was rescued from
his room in an unconscious
state. In a few moments after he was taken
out the room was all ablaze.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

and

FIRST

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
William A. Johnson of Lubec, was thrown
from a carriage in that town Saturday, and had
one arm broken and a shoulder dislocated.
Wednesday as Mr. Genthner of Foxcroft,
was crossing the railroad track in that place,
an engine struck an
express wagon which was
attached to the carriage in which he rode, deboth
vehicles
aud throwing him viomolishing
lently to the ground, injuring him, as is

thought, considerably.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The mill belonging to the Topsham Paper
Compauy, recently sold at auctiou, will be ope-

by the Messrs. Denison.

Farrington,

Postmaster of

Burnhas

fall,

a

since died.
A man who registered his name as John
Rawlins of Bangor, at the American House,
Belfast, about 30 years of age, and having the
appearance of a sailor, went to bed there ou
last Tuesday night aud blew the gas out. He
was discovered by the porter very much affected by the gas, and the next morning c immenced bloeaing at the lungs, and soon died.
YORK COUNTY.

Capt. James M. Andrews of Biddeford, has
contracted to build a lighthouse ou Cross Island Ledge tShoal, at the mouth of the Delaware.

About 100
me

persons have been summoned be-

xuia

wuuiy grauu jury

noui

uiaae-

ford and Saco, aud the liquor dealers are frightened.
A council of the Sovereigns of
ladustry was
•rgani/ed in JBiddeford Wednesday evening.
Edward S. Morris is President, and Joshua T.
Mason, Secretary.
Last night a council was
formed in Kittery.
—

Not Very Well

SON

...

STREET,

land

OF

COAL

any other dealer in the city of
from one ton to ten thousand, viz.,

miiBiaPire Almanac.September 18.
Sunrises...5.43 I High water.4.30 PM
Sun sets.6.05 I Moon sets.10.10 PM

Port-

as

SUGAR LOAF,
SPRING MOUNTAIN,

»

feeling of vague bodily discomfort, which docs
not amount to positive illness, and yet is
incompati.
ble with health, is olten aptly described by the
phrase, “Not very well.” This leeling usually arises
from a deficiency of the nervous power which is required to keep the vital machinery in vigorous and
A

healthful operation. Nervous weakness has too irequently turned out to be the prelude of some serious
malady to admit ot any doubt in the matter. Inactivity of the bodily functions as surely begets their
derangement as cause precedes effect.
It is therefore absolutely essential for the
preservation of health, perhaps of life itself, that this warning should be promptly heeded. The case does not
admit of delay. Revitalize the
sys em at once and
effectually wi h Hostetter’s Bitters-that peerless invi go rant which, by infusing new health and
strength
mto the system, protects it
agaiust disease more
surely than ever knight of old was protected by
armor of proof against the foe.

in ike: it v,

LOKBEKY and

Coals

The above

are

Thursday, 8cpt. 17.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S—passengers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Fanny Farney, Shute, New York.
Sch Pointer, Tattou, Boston, to load for Calais and
Eastport.
Sch Lucy Mary, Lane,
Sedgwick—herring to J W
Sawyer.
Sch Taglionl, Garaage, Bristol.
„Sch..!lltlu8try> Sinclair, Surry—cedar posts to Chas

way suitable for

every

Steam, Furnaces, Parlor and Cook Stoves,
We warrant

our

give perfect satisfaction

Coal to

-A.CTD

QUALITY

in

QUANTITY.

quantities.
jf^Please

call

ng elsewhere,

and get our prices before purchas-

S‘. ROUNDS &
3(i

NO.

Sch Gipsey, Pitcher, Waldoboro.
CLEARED.
Brig J Bickmore, Welch Norfolk—Chas H Chase
& Co.
Sch Profit, Manter, Plymouth—Nathl Blake.
Sch Harriet. Steele, Addison—Nathl Blake.
Sch M A ltice, Rice, Bangor—Chas Sawyer.

SON,

COMMERCIAL

HEAD

Merrill.

STREET,

FRANKLIN WHARF.

Jy23

sntf

a
yard,
Harriet

SO CITHERN PINE.
ft. Timber

160,000

and Plank.

now landing ox seh. “Henrietta,” from Brunswick,
Ga., suitable Tor Ship, Store or Bridge building, for
sale low. All o.ders left at No. 17, Exchauge St.,
Ocean Insurance Co., Up Stairs, will be promptly
J. H. HAMLEN & SON.
attended to.

TUCKER’S

PRINTING

HOUSE.

Stand,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 8th, ship Imperial, Crosby
for Cork.
Sid 8th. ship Pacific. Foss, Mazatlan.
GA LVESTON—Cld 10th, brig M iuna Traub,Woodside, Pensacola.
GUNS!
JACKSONVILLE-Ar 5tb, sch Carrie Walker
A new lot of Double and Single Breech and Muzzle
Dunn, Belfast.
Loading Guns just in, for sale low.
Ar 9th, 6ch Nellie Grant, Joy, New York.
Cld 7th, scbs Dora M French, French, Port Castine;
G. L. BAILEY,
I
L McKeen, McKeen, New York.
Annie
sel5sn2w
48 Exchange Street.
FERNAND1NA—Ar 5th, sch Jas Slater, Hawkins,
115 EXCHANGE STREET.]
All orders, either personal or by mail, will receive
prompt attention.
jy21dttsn

[

Port Koval, SC.

ROBERT
THAYER
WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician,

BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 10th, sch

_

BOSTON & MAINE TICKETS

W.

!

HOBSON,

Hobson’s Wharf, Commercial Street.
andtt

auB____
Special Notice.

On and after Monday, the 14th Inst.
Tbo Boston & Maine R. R. will receive and deliver
freight at tbe new freight bouse, corner Maple and
Commercial Streets.
Freight received till 3 P. M.
R. A.

McCLUTCHV, Agent.

Bit BICKYELL’8 SIRUP
Cures Bowel or Summer Complaints.
Being composed largely of Brandy, SDices and
simple astringents, without a particle of Opiate, bas
proved after a 25 years’ trial superior to any other
article for Dysentery, Diarrhoea. Cho'era
Morbus,
Cholera-lnfantum. Colic, Cramp, Sick or Sonr Stomach, Sea Sickness, Dyspepsia, f.c., and may be implicitly relied upon in the must severe cases, yet so
simple an(f pleasant that it may be given the most
delicate in tant. It acts upon the system like water
upon a will 3d plant.
Prepared only by Edward Sutton of Providence,
R. I. Sold by all dea'ers ip medicines.
jylsnkm

ton ; Addie Todd. Corson. Fall River.
Ar I6tti. ship Emerald Isle.Williams, London; brig
Gazelle, Small, Flensburg 47 days; Edwin Rowe,
Crocker, Jamaica.
Ar 17th, schs Hattie Eaton, from Sagua; Loch Lomond, trom Baltimore.
Cld 16th, brig Dauntless, Williams. Ponce; scbs
Clara Jane, Garrison, and L Standisli, Wilder, for

WHITE’S
nrfvmnl

ptHclAYif.

onrl

enfn

vnaninr

of such “ymptoros as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation ot the hear., dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond the reach
of any

LX A XTE’VT

Calais
Cld

remedy.

it. We have sold it for i,wo years, and are not
selling anything but the “Specialty” now for “Dyspepsia.” Yours truly,
C. P. ALDEN.
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all
druggists.
Seud for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor. H.
G. WHITE, Cambndgeport, Mass.
d&wCmos
Deh>_

uses

PALI

11 lor

$1.00.

atl28 mtf

DAVIS’,

MRS.

NO. 91

FOB

ROOM

3,

CLAPP’S

CASH

Where she will receive pupils in Object-drawing and

Painting,

as

WIlsI.

gntf

Costiveness the

most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

DR.

PERISTALTIC

Office No. 121

by all the Medical Journals as the most
Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

COSTIIYENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and
children, are
t».e
just
thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases ot
tne Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of
Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
Spitting
never

of Food,Palpitations also
;
Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick
Headache,
Coated
Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains

b. tf abeison & Co.. No
Boston, ami by all Druggists.

* or sale

Tempie,

by

CABARGA

just received

W.

aud

-Xo

1 Tramnnt

or

other^emetiyka"«
compounded""

system,

Sehenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is warranted
not to
contain a particle ot opium: It is
composed
urtul but liarmloss herbs, which act ou theofnowlungs
liver, stomach aud blood, and thus correct all mor
bid secretions, and expel all the diseased
matter Bom
the body. These are the only means
by which Consumption can be cured, aud as Scltenek’B Pulmonic
Syrup, Sea V\ eed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are
medicines
which
only
operate in this way it is obvious they are the only genuine cure
for Pulmonary

"he

Consumption. Each bottle of this invaluable metU
me diaccompanied by lull directions
Dr. Schenck is professedly at his
principal office
corner Sixth amlArch Streets,
Phifadel,da cvlrv
Monday, and at the Quincy Honse, Boston, in the
toliowmg Wednesdays June loth and 21;h .T,,w
ou y sit,
sin
ene is

22d, aud August oth and 19th.

eod&wlvsnll

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

Decorations,
4fl 1-2

F
mc2

A

WOT.

111

Tlicse medicines have undoubtedly Perform.*,1
of Consumption than any
to the American public. They are
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing
be injurious to the human constitution 8 which can
01 her remedies advertised as cures for
Consumption, probably contain opium, which is a soniew at
dangerous drug mall cases, and if taken freelv t v
consumptive patients, it must do great ialurv- for
its tendency is to coniine the morbid
matlfr in the
which of course, must make a
cute impossi-

10012_

At Humacoa 25th
Boston, ar 21st. lor
North of Hatteras.
At at St Jago 30th
more.

ult, brig A J Ross, Lothrop, fm
Yabacoa. to finish loading, for
ult, brig L H Cole, Rose, Balti-

Ar at Havana 15th
New fork.
Ar at Matanzas 9th

PONCE,

INTEMPERATE

streugth.

Is sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine,
WEEKS & POTTER, HUSTON,
General Agents.
l«r

Mathias.

inst, sch M M Knowles, Small,

Ar at St Jago 25th, brig P M Tinker, Bernard,
Cow Bay.
Cld at Montreal 14th inst, barque Sarah E

fm

Kings-

bury, Waterhouse, Queenstown.

SPOKEN.
Sept 5, lat 48 53, Ion 22 20, ship Owego, from Cronstadt tor Tybee.

Boston,

WM. H.

STREET.

THIS !

Nothing has ever been prepare J equal to Mason's
Cholera mixture for Cholera Morbus, Dysen-

tery, Diarrhoea, *Vr.
Tlie BEST article ever offered to the public
CERTAIN CURE of the above disease, is

EDWARD
aulosntf

MIXTURE,

MASON, Apothecary,

177 Middle direct, Portland.

_MARRIED,
In this city, Sept. 17, by Rev. Dr.
Carrutbers, David Secton and Miss Agnes M. Jones, both ot Halifax, N. S.
Iu Augusta, Sept. 15, F. M. Chapman of Farmington and Miss S. A. White of
Augusta.
In Palmyra, Sopt. 13, Howard A. Smith and Miss

Emergene Littlefield.
lu Monmouth, Sept. 13, Wm. II. Flagg and Miss

Emma B. Gilman.
In Augusta, Sept. 6, N. W. White and Flora E.
Abbott.
In Waldoboro, Sept. 6, Jacob A. Lash of WaUloboro
and Miss Ida E. Meserve of Jefferson.

DIED.

STREET.,
LEAVITT.
eodsn

In this city, Sept. 16, Seward Tucker, infant son of
Seward 11. and Martha A. Thra-her, aged 15 months.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 5 Carroll street. Burial at convenience of the

iarndy.

MANUFACTURER,
A.
(Over

243

for the

Every person who has used it will recommend to
their friends. Every
family should have it lu their
house. Every traveller sliuul I have it with them
It is the best article it the world. You ueed not
sutler ton minutes. Pi ice 50 cents. Prepared and
sold ouly by

Ac.,

EXCHANGE

SOMERS,
SILK HAT
E.

Burnell’s Hat Store,)

MIDDLE

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

m

J. W. FBKKINS A CO.,

The Shawl

India & Cashmere Shawls.
A full Isne of

Guiiiet Black Silks !

Libby, George H, Buxton,64 acres 3d div.
No. 11,
350
Maybery, Jefterson, Gorham, 2J acres

DOMESTIC AND HOUSEKEEPING GOODS !

near new

liver

bridge,

150

Richardson’s,
Strove, Stewart A, Portland,
larm 40 acres,
JOHN D.

1 58

HIGGINS,
Standish, Sep. 16, 1874.

200
E

ATTENTION AiA.l
On and afier Sept. 18th

we

shall give Baths at the

following prices:
Single Bath 20 cts., or 7 Tickets for $1,
Perorder,
HOKKIU, A UEI.A.VO,
Headquarter, No. IOO Kxthnngc Street,
■*18

•'orllund.

,13t

UrOIKING

PEOPLE—Male or Female
Employment at home, $30 per week warranted, no capital required. Particulars and valuable
samples sent tree. Address with 6 cent return
stamp, C. ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.
selStlw
Lost.
Pine or Carlton street, Sept. 17, an Overcoat. The finder will be rewarded by leaving it
at D. W. CLARK & CO.S\ Market St.
seiSdlw*

LOST

on

Wanted*
rooms with board, for
Gentleman,
Wiie, and Child four years old, Address with
terms M. F. C., Daily Press Office.
sel8d3t*

FURNISHED

Wanted Immediately.

A
p

GOOD

dress,

Penman. References' required. Adhand writing, Box 2004, Portland
selSdlt

in own

LAST

FBOB

REDUCED

SEASON.

Grey Silk Serge* aud Diagonals 50 ct*.,
former price 87 1-2.
Black Alpaca* 50 ct*., former price 65.
American Pique* 12 l-2c, former price
25c.
Brown Cotton*, tine quality, yard wide,
8 cent*.
Bleached Cotton*,
fine quality, yard
wide, 11 1-2 cent*.
line of t ho

A full

PATENT

Double

Combination

SHIRT FRONT
Irons

Better,

Wears

Longer,
Keeps Shape,
Costs- no More.

1 05

Merrill, Nelson, Gorham, 40 acres, 2d div.
No. 70, 50 acres 3d div. No. 25,
600
6 30
Palmer, Frank, Buxton, land formerly
owued by J. Davis,
100
2 00
Palmer, Richard, Buxton, land near S.
Baker’s and standing timber, laud and
buildings Steep Falls,
2200 23 10
Portland & Ogdeusburg R.R. Co, 36 acres
land and buildings, Sebago Lake,
7000 73 50
Smith, Hugh, Buxton, 10 acres land,
100
1 05
Strout, Moses, Buxton, land bought of
D, A. Maddox and I. Libby,1
75
79
Tate. Augustus, Westbiook, land near
Aaron Parker’s,
150
1 53
Waterhouse. Sam’l S. Gorham, 25 acres,
near A. Parker’s
200
2 10
Webster, James, Limington, land near N
M

GREATLY

3 68

bonsiht of S. Lombard,
100
McDonald, Jercme B, Portland, land

of

Also full line

PRICES

The following list of Taxes on Real Estate of nonresident owners in the town of
Standish, fur the
year 1873. In bills committal to Allred S.Cousins, Collector ot sai l Town on the 2lBt day of Juno. 1873, has
been returned by him to me a, remaining
unpaid on
the jyth day of June, 1874, hv his certillcate of that
date, and now remain unpaid; ami notice is hereby
given that if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the Treasury of the said
Town within eighteen montlis Irom the date of the
commitment of the said bids, so much of the Real
Estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor including interest and charges,will without further notice Imj sold at public auction at tho
Selectmen’s Office, In said town pn the 16th day of
January, A. D, 1875, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Owner.
Description of property.
Value. Tax.
Alley, Enoch IV. Cornish, 5U acres land
near Josh Pain’s,
§150 §158
Bootbby, Asa Limington, SOJacrcs, 3d div.
No, 18,
100
105
Bradbury, Nelson, Buxton, 25 acres 3d
div. No. 28,
150
1 58
Colbarn A B. Milford Mass., 25 acres, 3d
div. No. Ill,
100
1 05
Elwell, Joseph, Buxton, 25 acres,
125
1 31
files David, Uorharn, Land bought of
Manchei ter, 3d div. No. 2
125
1 31
Files, Edward, Uorharn, 25 acres 3d div.
No. 23,
100
1 05
Hancock, John, Limington, 100 acres, 3d
d»y. No.50,
300
3 15
Lowe, John W, Hollis, land formerly
owned by B. B. Lan •,
2C0
2 10
Libby, Diuiel J, Westbrook, 16 acres near
I. L. Chase’s,
200
2 10

Department

attractive, embracing a great variety of entirely new stv'es, and a very tine lino ot Square and
Long Imitation
is very

Agents.
al'ri___sel8JIw

Non-Resident Cfixes in the Town
ol 8iandisli, in the
County of
Cumberland, for tbc year 1873.

Department

comprise* the novelties and most detdrable stylos
bo found in the Now York and Boston market*.

wnc

JUST

of

—

all the latest and most reliable

Paris and New York Fashions
—

FOR

—

LADIES’ & CHILDREN’S DRESS
from Mmo. Demorest’a Emporium of Fashion.

TURNER-BROS.,
13 CLAPP’S

CHILDREN'S

Cor.

BLOCK,

and Elm Streets.

Congress

“ONE

UNDERWEAR!

THE

Fall and Winter Patterns

2 10

745
7 83
Treasurer of Standish.
sel8dlw&w3w39

RECEIVED
—

Strout’s

PRICE

BBS

ONLY!”

_ls2w

Earofllne !

Unmniino t

-r-»-

Largest Assortment, Finest

To close out before

and Heaviest Goods l
T£E

ABOVE

I,

we

put iu our Fall stock
sell for

ONE

Job Lot just received

One Lot Ladies’
6 Pair for

Owen & Moore,
Congress St., cor. Brown.

Bel8_

$1.00,

worth from 25 to 40 cents.

One Lot Misses and Children’s Sum-

tf

at 60 cts Each.

One Lot Ladies’ Merino Vests

On and alter Monday, Sept.
14th,
trains will run as follows until further
a.

at

$1.00,

m.

a. m.

North Conway for Portland at 5.53

m

Steamer to
Sebago Lake sla'ion on arrival ol 1.30 n. m. train
from Portland.
Stages at South Windham by 7.15 a. m. for Windham, Raymond, Casco.Naples and Bridgton.
Stages at Baldwin by 7.15 a. m. for Cornish, Porter,
ivezar rails,
for Dcnmark
by 1-30 P-

wo

5.25 a. m. from Upper Bartlett counects in Po-tlaml with the 9.10 a. in. train for
Boston, arrivin'*
*
there in season for ail routes south and west.
11.15 a. m. from Bemis connects with 3.15
p. m
Portland to Boston by widen connection is
made in
Boston with night via Springfield or shore
liuo for
New York, <Sic.

*

Portland, Sept. 12, 4874.

HAM,W0"'ScPr’

Freight trains leave Portland daily for all stations
a. nt.
Reluming leave Upper Bartlett at 0.50

au

~

GRAND THUNK HAILWAY.

Tenders for

Sawing

Fire TVood.

Grand Trunk Railway Co. is
prepared to receive tendeis tor
Sawing Fire Wood on the district between boundary line and Gorham.
Forms of
lender and all particulars can he obtained on
application to the undersigned at any ot the
staprincipal
tions or to
1

THE

MoTAGUAKT,

F|lcl Agent, Montreal.

_

Sealed Tenders endorsod “Tender for
Sawing Fire
W ood,” will be received up to THURSDAY, the 15th
of October, 1874, addressed to

JOSEPH HICKSON,
T. R., Monr real.

o

Secretary and Treasurer G,

LIVINGSTONE & COMPANY.

Pair.

a

of Corsets is unsurpassed, and

inspection of

ask

we

the goons.

DAVLT&

CO.

Come Early to avoid the Rush !
SHALL LOT OF

Kid Gloves at 50 Cents !
lit
Bel3_
w

BONDS

at 9.45

ajJ“-_selSdtf

our

will (ell them at

Seventy-five Cents
Our stock

andtaBr?dgtonBr°WnflelJ
Stages Frycbnrg by

at
1.30 p. m. for Lovell, Ac.
Stages at Bemis by 7.15 a. m. and 1.30 p. in. for
Crawford House and White Mountains.

get rid of

to

Jacqueline Corset's,

a. m.

CONNECTIONS.
Naples,Bridgton aud Harrison connects

at

that for quality is unexcelled.
Wishing

1 30

m

Leave Bemis for Portland at 11.15 a. ro.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 5.25
a.
11.30

’ou'm

Merino Vests

mer

CHANGE OF TIBIE.

Leave Portland for all stations at 7.15

Hose,

worth from 25 to 40c.

One Lot Children’s Hose,
Colored and White, 5 pair for $1.00,

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURGIMt

l

—

One Lot Ladies" Hose,
9 Pair for $1.00.

Extremely Low Prices

p.

FOR

15 cts. per pair; 2 pair Tor 25 cts., former price from 25 to 5t) cents.

and will be eold at

notice:

shall

WEEK
—

JmUS1

we

LADIES’ LISLE GLOVES

A

Portland
Bath
Belfast

c’s

•

....

ft>s
6’s
6’s

...

Bangor
Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“

•

Toledo

#’■

...

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,
•

7>s
7’s

•*

Maine Central It. R.
E. St X. American K. B. Gold
FOR SALK

SWAN &

6’s

BY

BARRETT,

tOO MIDDLE STREET.

_eeP2J

eod

teblST

Domestic and Foreign Bankers.
lO PINE NT., New York,
Conservatively Organized (free from speculative

tendencies) for doing the business of out-of-town
and individuals desiring to keep a bank accounts in New
York City. Customary Interest allowed on daily bal-

BaukB, Bankers, Corporations, Merchants

Usual re-discount fadlilies granted. Correspondence solicited. Promof in business, and safe in
management. Bills of Exchange on the principal
Cities of Europe.
LIVINUoTON, NEWBERN & CO., London.
ances.

Ju12__

dly

is

|3?“AI1 kinds of repairing, such ns making over
Old Hats in the Latest Style. Blocking, Ironing &c
done at short notice, with neatness und di
snitch’
Satisfaction guaranteed.
seiSdlw

and Wednesday,

Tuesday

__eod5t

y26____gnritt

MASON’S CHOLERA

nwKww

—

TURNER BROS.,

Wholesale

:

ALLEN, JR.,

READ

wn

AT

—

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER.

inst, barque Cardenas, Sund-

berg,

!

NO. 11 EXCHANGE

CO.,

81_snlw
DR. SCHENCK’s
Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed
-Tonic, and
Mankrake Pills.

aud

iroin

Silks and Shawls

Our Dress Goods

In assisting them to overcome a morbid appetite for
intoxicants. Taken by one of confirmed babit.it
will allay thirst, generate a
healthy flow ot gastric
juices, thereby furnishing the proper solvent for food,
and permit, hy taking the place of intoxicants, ami
assist by its renovating action on the system, the
complete restoration ot the appetite, health aud

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MARKET SQUARE.

cares

New York'.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD TICKETS

duties paid by

W. WHIPPLE &

*1

Ar at Kingston Ja 3d inst, sch Lizzie,
Crouchen,
New York.
Sid 8th inst, brig A Eggleso, Everett, New York
via Milk River.
Ar at Salt River, Ja, 3d inst, brig Martha A Berry,
Berry. Norfolk.
Slu 1m Port Maria 27th ult, brig Pedro, Bahrs, for

BOTTOM DROPPED OITTJ

$:q.25
o r

Surinam.

Cor. Exchange nod Diddle Si

$3.25

CIGARS

for sale in bond

STREET,

E.

auUsntf

15,000
A.

erson, San Francisco.
Sid fm Cronstadt 12th inst, ship Ladoga, Wiley, for
United States.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 16th, ship Zouave, Rowell,from
Rangoon, (ordered to Hamburg.)
Sid fm St Thomas 22d, brig Mary E Thompson, for

I having decided to leave the city for the Winter
I oft'er my stock of CIGARS,
TOBACCO,&c
at the cost price for cash until the 25tb of
September
as ray stock must be reduced
by that date. Clear
Havana from $30 to $61) per thousand and Domestic
Goods in proportion.
All claims against me must he presented before that
date, and all debts must be settled by that time.

Lozenges

rust what then need,
they are so compact and inodorous that then man
be earned in the veet picket, and as an
aperient
nr
*
laxative these Lmuingtfrkave no equal
Trial Boxes 30 c. large Boxes fin*.

as

Scott,

Cronstadt.
Sid fin Liverpool 14tb, barque Gan Eden, Brown.
United States.
Ar 2d, barque Proteus, Murphy, fm Quebec;
15th,
ships Caledonia. Potter, Bango- via Rockland; Jaue
Fish, Morton, St John, NB; 16th, Friedlander, Em-

_snt

Irregularities. Neuralgia. Faint-

Travellers find the

Exchange

Notice.

ToaVGue.Billiousness,

and all
ness &c.

PAID.

POD IT, AND.
auH

DRESS GOODS,

September 8th & 9tli.

GINGER,

W B Darling,

New York.
Sid fin Dunkirk 2d inst, sch S P Thurlow, Tabbutt,
New York.
Arat London 15th inst, barque Brothers,
Chase,
Charleston.
Ar at Bristol E 15th inst, ship Elsinore,
from

Mussej’s Bow,

MIDDLE

An-

—

_Jel9-snlf
L. D. M. SWEAT,
Attorney 8c Counselor at Law,

LOZENGES.

Indorsed

Cambridge, Rowe, Bath; Little

FOREICNPOBTB.
Oporto 28th ult, brig Sami Lindsey, Gibson,
New York.
Ar at Cadiz
inst, brig Clara M Goodrich, Look,
New York via Oporto.
Sid fm Malaga —, barque Abby Bacon, Merrill, for
New York.
Sid fm Havre 1st inst, ship Sterling, Baker, for

Has returned to Portland and resumed tbe practice of bis profession.

HARRISON’S

these serious objections, yet palatable,

An elegant combination of the True Jamaica Ginger with the choicest Aromatics
It is beyond all
comparison the most healthy, invigorating tonic aud
stimulant before the public. It is earnestly recommended to the weak aud uervous, to those recovering
from debilitating disease-, and to tlie
aged, to whom
it imparts warmth and vigor. It is invaluable to the

cs_

Ar at

Street.

usual.

mar23

HE

"Win. YYllen, Jr., No. 11

J„

PORTSMOUTH-Ar 16th, sch Julia A Merritt,
tiindon, Liugan, CB, (bulwaiks stove aud sails split
in a gale 7th inst.)
Sid 16th, sch Annie Lee, Look, Jonsboro.

FOB WHICH

BLOCK,

FALL & WINTER

instances

In many

are

inviting, to the sensative palate, which will create no morbid apatite tor
itself"“and operate as an
assistant to digestion, as well as
perform the functions of a stimulant. Such we
confidently believe is
to be found in

^

ford for New York.
Ar 16th, schs Olive, Warren, and
Pendleton. Port Johnson.

MIDDLE STREET.

SPRINGER

1

nie, (Br) Roberts. PortlanJ.
SALEM—Ar 15th, schs Matanzas, Bragdon, and
Kate Walker, Rich, Port Johnson; Deborah Jones,
Boyd; Abbott Lawreuce, Griffin; Wm Flint, Hatch;
New Zealand. Simmons ; Tantamount, Warren;
Ann, Stratton; Burmah, Chandler; Judge Tenney,
Rich, and Challenge, Hart, Port Johnson; Telumeh,
Huey, Weebawken; Ida L Howard, Moshier, Bidde-

807_TJJ? STAIRS._snhw
Boston Sc Maine Tickets Wanted,

has removed her Studio to

they

isth. ach

worth.
Cld 17th, schs

TAILORING EMPORIUM.

Children under five extra.

A

BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Stampede, Dow, PascaAda J Simonton, Hall, Baltimore; Trade
Wiud. Gray, Rondout.
Ar 17th, sch Hattie E Smith, Lee, Baracoa; LA
Johnson, Mablmau, Richmond, Va; Geo W Jewett,
Jewett, Rondout; D M French, Childs, Rondout;
J L Newton, Stover, Weekawksn; Ella Brown, do;
Elisha T Smith. Baker, New York; Sarah Wooster,
McFarland, New York; Catharine, Murch, fm Ells-

FERNALD’S

for $f.OO, former price $3.00.
frame $1.00.

.— k

goula;

GOODS

—

1C.1.

Providence.

Before You Itide or Sail.
Buy some ol those choice Imported Havana
Cigars that AL.I.EN is selling so cheaply at No
Exchange Street.

time

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

ron, Georgetown.
VINEYARD-HA VEN-Ar 15th, schs Rio, Church,
Providence for tylachias; Maria S, Knowlton, Dennysville; Winnie Lawrev, Spear,Rockland lor Washington; Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, Windsor. NS,
tor Alexandria; Hattie Ellen, Ashterd, Calais for

Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much
by every one who

jI

*

Ella Condon, Lord, New York.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 16tb, sch S P Hall. Turner,
Brunswick, Ga; Hattie Ell n, Ashford, Calais.
Sid 16th, brig Abby Watsou, Holden, Femandina,
to load for Philadelphia; schs John Snow, Mitchell,
Sliulee, NS; Ringleader, Snare; Henry May, Hatch,
and Hiram Tucker. Kuowlton, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 15th, sch Danl Brown. Emer-

I had “Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes able
to eat only tbe plainest food, ami very little ot that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief until I
learned ot White s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which
has entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Moss,

:* large Pictures for 8x10
i in 8 x lO frame $1.00.

VAT,

length of

Free from

Pembroke.
Passed through Hell Gate 15th, schs Mary Brewer,
from New York lor Rockland; Douglas Haynes,from
Philadelphia for Saco; Ocean Ranger, do for Boston;
Chase, do for Danversport; Benj Reed, Philadelphia
for Portland; A S Emery. New York for Belfast.

SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.
This is t.hfi nnlY

Boy, Robin-

DARJEN—Ar6th, sch J P Wyman, Urann, from
Charleston, (and cld 7th for Philadelphia).
Cld 7th, sch Hattie Card, Moore, Philadelphia.
In port 11th, brig Mary C Rosevelt, Devereux, for
a Northern port.
NORFOLK—Ar 14th, brig Mary C Comery, Harward, Boston; sch Speedwell, Spauldiug, Rockland.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 15th, brig Wm
Robertson, trom Boston for Richmond; sch P H
Bridges, from Rockport for do.
In the Roads 15th, barque Linda Stewart, fm Baltimore for Boston ; scbs Lizzie Heyer, Carrie Heyer,
Ellen M Golder, F H Odiorne.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, barque St Marys, Hallowell, Callao.
Ar 14th, schs Loretta Fish, Young, and Annie
Murchie, Peiry, Washington.
Cld 15th, set Sarah r Bird. Hall, New Haven.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 15th inst, brig Tally Ho,
Plummer, Kennebec; scbs Alex Harding, McBride,
Saco; Calista, RrGee, Deer Isle.
Cld 15th, schs Philanthropist, Ryder, for Somerset;
M E Graham, Morris, Hallowed; Hope On, Chase,
Portland.
Below, sch Thos Watts, from Bath.
Passed down 16th, schs H P blaisdell, for Sagua;
M E Giaham, for Hallowell,
NEW YORK—Ar 15th, schs Conservative, Benson,
Greytown, Nic, 46 days; Nellie Bowers, Spear, Cardenas 14 days; H Means, Carle, Pentacola 26 days;
Scio, Smith, Windsor, NS; Oregon, Stinson, Rockport: Alleghanian, Arey, Rockland; K Leach. Pendleton, and Adriana, Holbrook,do; Keystone,Hatch
Calais* Nile, Metcalf, Tbomaston; Carrie E Woodbury, Woodbury, Bangor; Lunet. Hinds, and Zoe,
Coombs, Providence; Sardinian. Holbrook, and Olive
Avery, Gott, Rockland; Lake, Rogers, do; Saratoga,
Mitchell, Gardiner; GeoW Bald win. Kenniston, Bos-

Boom* 11 anil t!> Fluent Block.
snl w*ttf

F.

Post

son, New York.

at]ld

$2.25

OF—

followed by deplorable results, especially when taken
by the weak, the nervou*, and the sickly. But notwithstanding their injurious effects, intoxicants are
freely prescribed by physicians aud friends. A groxt
want exists for a

vicinity

MEMORANDA
M Long, (of Stockton) Capt H N
Crockett, sailed from Newcastle, NSW, tor Hong
Kong, Feb 28. 1874, and has not been heard from
since. Her officers were Geo F Lewis, mate, and H
Hughes, 2d mate. The vessel registered 610 tons,
was built in 1867 at Stockton, where sue was owned,
and was valued at $30,000. Insured.

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of tbe
late David Tucker, will be continued, us heretofore,
at tbe

McLoon,

Barque Lelia

jyllantf

PICTURES,

BE mo

mind. Whatever mav occasion th£ use of the oidinarv stimulants
(spirituous li«juors>, when continued
for any

OPENING

are

sickness, against great anticipated danger, against
bodily weakness, of against dark troubles of the

three-masied schr of 468 tons, named the

The new ship recently launched by Albert Hathorn
of Bath, is named the Ga’berer and is to be commanded by Capt J A Thompson. Sbo is now at
Woolwich loading hay for a Southern port.

Received at

80 middle Street, Boyd Block, corner of
sel7
middle aud .Exchange.
lw*

THERE

mu luBt, 111>iii oiarret a

owned in Rockland and
and to be commanded by Capt L B Keene.

1874 and 1875

AT

moments In one’s life when the need
of something possessing restorative or stimulating properties is telt and, if at hand, indulged in,
simply with a view to fortifying the system against

MISCELLANEOUS.
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NEWS! SANFORD’S
JAMAICA

MARINE

HONEV BROOK,
JOHNS,

sellsnlw

recently injured by

was

New York. .Glasgow.Sent 19
York. .Ha v&VCruz. Sept 19
9ul>a.New
Etna......... New York.
.Jamaica.Sept 22
Crescent City.New York.. Havana
Sept 22
*talia.-New York. .Glasgow.Sept 23
Scona...New York.. Liverpool....Sept 23
Wyoming...New York.. Livernool... .Sept 22
Sannatian. .Quebec..
.Liverpool... .Sent 26
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall.
.Sept 26
Calabria. New York laveriiool.,. .Sept 26
.New York Liverpool....
City of Brussels
Sept 27

sell all the

WALDO COUNTY.

Rufus J.

A;

QUALITIES

just as cheap

nest

The annual session of the Bangor Theological
Seminary commenced yesterday, with the prospect of large accession of new members. Prof.
Talcott will be at home in October from EuUntil he arrives, Rev. S. Newman
rope.
Smyth is expected to have the principal charge
of the junior class.
A son of William Carpenter of Bangor, aged
five years, got on a jigger going aloug French
stieet, in that city, Wednesday, and in getting
off fell beneath the wheels aud had bis right
foot badly crushed.
The Penobscot Grangers have been on a picnic after the style of their Western brethren.
Speeches were indulged in by several of the
officers.
About ten days will be necessary to gravel
the B. & B, Railroad on which the iron is laid
—about five miles—and the further construction of the li ne w ill be pushed so it will be completed to Bucksport in the fall.

Date

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

even

Nancy Morrison

ham, who

For

Parthla.Boston.Liverpool.Sept 19

ROUNDS

COMMERCIAL

From

.Sept 19
Peruvian...........Quebec.Liverpool...
Montreal.. .New York.. Livernool_Sept 19
9**7
de Pans.New York
Ville°f
19

iwv»*ouu

of Mariaville, in breakof a setting hen last Saturday
broke one egg, which contained a creature with
a chicken’s head and wings, with-four legs, and
tail which resembles a squirrel’s, with a covering of hair aud feathers.
Frank Barber, a sailor on the schooner White
Foam of Bucksport, complains at Halifax of
terrible cruelties practiced on him by Donald
Nickerson, captain, and Thomas Nickerson, the
He escaped by swimming near Prosmate.
pect, N. S.

rated

A'ame.

still keep at

36

69 years 10 months.

DEPARTURE OFOGEAH MTEAiUGBD

A liberal dixcouut to purchaser* of large

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Mrs.

aged

The old firm of

overboard from

ing up the

In Gorham, Sept. 16. Mrs. Susan, widow ot the late
Thomas Worcester, aged 92 yea»» 5 mouths.
[Funeral services on Friday afternoon at 2* o’clockat the residence ot Gardner M. Parker.
In Yarmouth. Sept. 17, Mrs. Lucretia P., wife of
John P. Carswell, and daughter Jos. H. Lane,
aged
29 years 6 months 20 day>.
[Funeral services Sunday forenoon at 101 o’clock,
at the Baptist Church.
In Phipsburg, Sept. 15, Mr. Nathaniel
Perkins,

Havre... Sept

OA l

SAMUEL

riously injured.
Capt. Henry J.

Metropolitans, up to the moment of the cap-

exploded simultaneously by a galvanic battery.
The charges would be planted before the ice
formed, in order to avoid tbo necessity for
making holes.
The Universalist convention in New York

Hoflis

This year there is the largest yield of wheat
in ICennehec county, in proportion to the seed
sown, that there has been for thirty years. The
kernel is hard and well developed, entirely uninjured by weevil or other pestiferous insect,
and the straw is clean and bright, of that peculiar golden yellow that used to so delight the
eyes of the old-time farmer, and that so cheered his heart.
George Perkins, an Inmate of the Insane
Hospital, escaped from the hospital the other
Five hours afterwards he
evening, and fled.
In escaping from
was captured at Hallowell.
his confinement he broke out the sash, windows
and every obstacle in his way.
Charles Kitchen of China, who was thrown
from a carriage a few days ago, has since died
of the injuries.

_

around the window, through which Jlrs
Hontvent escaped wilh her little dog to seek
refuge among the snow covered rocks, lias
been removed, and not a trace of eiiher the
original sill, wiudow sash, or the surrounding
lathing remains. Even pieces of the floor, on
which were blood marks, having been cut cut.

ley, Hallowed; Stephen Douglass, Portland;
J. H. Barker, Charlotte.
Trial Justices—Jesse Barker, Abbott; Geo.
W. Pratt, Gilford; Francis
Butterfield, Dantorth; James Hobbs, Lovell; James Tobin,

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

democrat.

teed, Glass

against ignorant negroes is

13-15

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A correspondent writes that the Maysville
Free School, now in session, is doing a good and
thorough work under the continued instruction
of A. L. Hardy of Wilton.

Portland Horticultural... .Portland, Sept.22-25
Somerset, West,.North Anson,....Oct. 6-7

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

re-

“The assets mentioned in the schedules were
purchased with money chiefly; that the bulk of
the investments were in cash,about 90 per cent
of them; each of the firm did not draw out any
specified sum of the profits; they were divided
at the beginning of each year.
The assets, according to the amount paid for them, were
largely in excess of oar liabilities. The accumulated profits of 1871 and 1872 of the Philadelphia and New York bouses amounted to $1,325,000; we divided in 1872 of the previous year,
$500,000 in the New York house, and $585,000
in the Philadelphia house; aud in 1873 of the
profits of the previous year over half a million
of dollars. There was uo diminution of the
profits up to the suspension; we made money
all the time; our books do not show the most of
our business, as tnauy of the transactions were
over the counter, perhaps amounting to a thousand millions a year.
We divided out $1,585,000, leaving $2,300,000
undivided; the inability to pay on the 17th of
Sept 1873, he attributed to having too many
eggs in one basket; the firm had not only made
large advances to the Northern Pacific liailroad
Co., but on the iron also, and wheu the pinch
came the money was not within reach.
There
bad been no losses except on the Northern
Pacific Kailroad bends.”

prove single items of appropriation bills without vetoing the entire bill, and provide that

vate person or

is

STATE

hereby given that tho subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken uiKin himself the
trust of Administrator with the

Portland OS.
Lewiston 6S
Bantfor OS.
Bath OS.
Cincinnati TS.
Cleveland IS.
Toledo SS.
ITOIi

Will annexed of tho

estate of

BENJAMIN WILLIS, lato ot Brookline, Mass.,
deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered
in the Coonty of Cumberland, and given bonds as
the law directs. All |iersons having demand!
upon
the estate of said deceased are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate arc
called upon to make payment lo
LEWIS

PIERCE,

of

_.'"y-7___«etf_

ICE.
CARGOES

is hereoy given, that the suoscriber has
NOTICE
been duly
appointed and taken upon Limseli
the trust of

Administrator of the estato of
PETER AUSTIN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as tho law directs. All person- bavin-* demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said
estate are called upon to make payment to
LEWIS PIERCE, Administrator.
Portland, Sept. 15.

1871._selMdlawJwF*

Yuan,
1871.
Abbott, h ivingcompleted September,
the new edition of
Ctyest. has resumed the practice of

law, in connection with Howard Pavson Wims
They will attend to business in all the courts'andto

conveyancing; and

a it.

Abbott, inme especially
ifveattentiou to TVusfs,
I mi,, the Adminiatrl„
11,6 '-'Wot the Onmtutic
questions Involving Cuniiet o! /. tic. delations,
Austin

”?5
aod

Abbott,
j
Howard Patsok Wilds, ABBOTT & WILDS,
8618,136
2o Nassau St., New York-

}

PURE

OF

I C E
Furuinhcd and Shipped by

N. O CIUiTL

deddintf

to

let!

The Three Miory Wooden

Hou

r

To. 13

Tree Mlreet.

A CARD.
mo ioono*.
,,
the New lork

by

II. M. I’ll SON &
CO.,
32 Exchange St., Portland.

PorVand,

Administrator with lire Will annexed.
Portland, Sept. 15.1871.
selBdlan3wE*

SALE

fourteen
CONTAINING
thoroughly renovated.

lor two

families.

having just been
Said House is adapted

rooms

J. B BROWN,
enquire ot B. SHAW, Ag’t, No. 217 Cotn’l St.
Portland Sep. 14, 1874.
sel5dlw2ndp*

Found.
for hacking left at Gallison Jt Colby
ALLtworders
Si>ring Street, wdl be promptly attendee! to
a

au-5

j. kyan.
aiw*nr
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The Fair.
The cloudy weather yesterday caused a rathe:
small attendance at the fair during the day
but in the evening the hall was well filled hi

THE PBKM

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes
henden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brunell & Co,
Andrews, Wentworth, tilendenning, Moses, Hender
■on, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out o
thecitv.
At
BiddefordjOf Pillsbury.
At Saco of L. Hodgdon,
At Waterville, of d. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

desirous of seeing Sappho in “The Lit
tie Eebel,” and of inspecting the many pretti
things on the tables. “Despite the foul weath
er,” as the market reports say, “trade was mod

CITY AND VICINITY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Non-Resident Taxes—Staudisb.
Children’s Underwear—uwen & Moore.
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Wm. H. Soqjers—Hat Manufacturer.
Attention All-Morrill <Sr Delano.
A. Card—Abbott & Wilds.
Grand Trunk Railway—Tenders.
Wanted Immedia* lv.
Lost-D. W. Clark & Co.

Postmaster.
Chief Clerk

bouse

door

letter-boxes, the use of wbicli will result in greatly
increased rapidity In the delivery of letters.
Free deli >ery of letters by Carriers will be secured
by having them plainly addressed to the street and
number,

■No person need call at the office, for all may have
mail matter lett at their residences
regularly, without risk or charge.
Three deliveries will be made
daily, in all the districts, viz;tat 6:30 and 10 a. m., and at 4 p. m. and in
the business portions of Nos.
3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, (the
heart of the city,) an additional
delivery at 1 p. m.

Collections
week days at 8 and 11.15, a. m., and
at 2 and 8 p. m. On Sunday one collection at 8 p.
on

in.

Arrival and Departure of Rails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.2
and 10.30 p m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.40 and 9.0
p

m.

Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.30 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.50 and 8.20 p m. Close at

8.30 a m and 2.40 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 and
10.30 pm. Close at 8.30 a m, 2-40 and 9.00 p m.
turn cuuuccuiig
“““S'"t
routes.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.05 a
m and 3 pm.
Close at 12 m and 5 pm.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Skowhegan, closed f>ouch, closes at 6.15 a. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. it. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12.45 ft in.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 9 a
m. Close at 6.3U a. m.
Lewiston and Anbum. Arrive at 9.05 a m, 3 and
6.15 p m. Close at 6.15 a m, 12 in, aud 5 pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 10.10 a ui, and 3 pm. Close at 7 am. and 1 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 9.00 a m, and 3.00 p m. Close at 6.45
а. m. and 1.V0 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Clese at
б. 45 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6 a m.
Close at 5 p m.
Mount Desert, MillCastiue, Deer Isle,
bridge, Jonesport and Macliias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a in. Close Saturday at 5 pm.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to Bailing ot steamers. Close at 2.40 p m.

ous

450

hour in

The docks were filled with vessels of ail
kinds and shapes yesterday.
The proper question to ask to day is, “are
you to attend the promenade concert this even-

City Hall?”

and the

proper

answer

is

“Yes.”
Steamer Lewiston tonches at Bar Harbor
(Mt. Desert) for the last time this season going
east to-night, and coming west Monday next.
Earnest and

eloquent

reform

speakers

will be

present at the Aden Mission temperance
prayer meeting this evening. The public are
cordially invited to be present. Services commence at 7J o’clock.
The Portland Cadets are drilling constantly
in order to bold their right to the championship
of the state and the flag.
It is reported that as soon as the change of
gauge on the Grand Trunk is completed, a

Pullman palace sleeping

car

Chicago daily.
Fowler lectures again

will

run

from

Poitland to

Prof.
this evening.

at

Congress

Hall

The Reunion of the Callant Seventh.
Yesterday was far from being a propitious day,

but, despite the elements, about fifty members
of the gallant Seventh Maine assembled in
Portland at Army & Navy Hall, and many
were the congratulations and memories revived
of times gone by. The old Seventh was well

represented. Gens. Connor, Hyde, Maj. Chauning, Nickerson, Cochrane, and a host of other
well known veterans answered to the call.
From Army & Navy Hall a move was made to
the Grand Army Hall, where a bounteous colt
lation was served, and from theneo to Custom
House Wharf, where the steimer Gazelle was
JU lCAUlUUOS
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destination—Peaks’ Island. On arriving at the
island a move was made to Scott’s hall, where
a business meeting was held and an organization perfected for the ensuing year. The fol-

lowing officers were elected: Seldeu Connor,
President; J. W. Channing, A. M. Benson,
Jas. Phair, Vice-Presidents; A. A. Nickerson,
Secretary and Treasurer; F. M. Eveletb, Surgeon ; Colomore Purington, Chaplain,
On motion of Gen. Hyde, Col. W. H. Bong
of Boston, Maj. J. F. Sanger, U. S. A., Moses
Owen and W. O. Fox were elected honorary
members.
It was voted to have an oration and poem at
the next reunion, and Capt. G. P. Cochrane of
Augusta was chosen Orator and Historian, and
Moses Owen, Poet.
After the meeting a clam bake was served by
Capt. Jos. Perry, and the falling rain seemed
in no way to diminish the appetites of the
assembled party. But all things must have an
end, and a homeward move was made in the
direction of the boat, where, for the space of au
hour or more, a pleasant meeting occurred, and
the gallant Connor, in a soul-stirring speech,
recounted the valor of the regiment, followed
by Gen. Hyde, who, in his modest way, told a
soldier’s story; and the best of all chaplains,

Purington, again addressed his comrades.
Maj. W. H. Long of Boston, being

called

upon, made some telling remarks which were
heartily applauded, and when the Gazelle
reached the wharf at Portland, the time
seemed too short.
Too much credit cannot be given to the indefatigable exertions of Maj. A. A. Nickersou to
make this—the first reunion—the success it
proved, aud when the members separated to
meet again, many were the kindly thoughts
that went with them, and many the hopes that
centred in the next reunion of the old Seventh.
The Prohibitory Law.—There seems to be
a difference of opinion in regard to the alleged
fatal defect in the prohibitory law. Some of
our leading lawyers think that the law is as
binding as ever, while others hold the contraiy
opinion, arguing that sections 2 and 3 of the
_«.•!_ i_ioto

__
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of chapter 27 of the revised statutes, and that
chapter 150 of the public laws of 1873 having
repealed sections 2 and 3 of the public laws of
1872, and having revived section 25 of chapter
27 only, left section 22 repealed, so that there
is really no 22d section, forbidding the sale of

liquor. Others contend that only the amending
The defect in question
clauses are repealed.
only affects the statute relative to single sales,
shops and search and seizures. The
tippling

seller is still liable.
Those who are under indictment or who have
paid fines have been very busy interviewing
counsel, but don’t seem to have obtained much

common

cousolation._
A Suggestion.—Some

one

in

this

weck’s

Transcript proposes, over siguaturo of “Portland High School,” a testimonial lo Miss Deering on her return from Europe, &e.
As it is understood by the lady’s friends that
she will decline the election (of which she has
only just now been advised by the forwarding
of the notification,) such action it will be readhe delicate or permissible.
ily seen, would not
The ouly passible—and to her the best—testimonial, under tbe circumstances, would be to
which is bebe remembered with the affection
lieved

pup,Is

have existed between herself and the
of the “Portland High School.”

to

WAnn’s Varieties.—East evening there
Ward’s Opera
was a change of programme at
Honse, and some new features were brought
before the public. The result was a pleasaul
entertainment. The sketch of the “Intelliand the local
gence Office” was very funny,
hits it contained were much relished. Bryant,
with his three talking heads, was of courst
Miss St. John sang with even mor<
than her usual sweetness, and was received by
the audience with an enthusiastic warmuess.
and the other parts of the programme wen

amusing.

good.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A

erally patronized,

and the receipts from the
several sources must be very gratifying to the
managets.

Already a sharp competition for the chain to
be given to the minister receiving the most votes
has been developed, aud a lively canvas is in
progress. Those who are desirous of making a
substantial gilt to their favorite pastor have
-VK1/ViVUU.VJ.

This evening there will be a grand promenade concert, Chandler furnishing the music.
Of course it will be flue.
During the day the
hall will be open for the sale of goods, and in
the evening several articles will be raffled for.
It is hoped there will be a large attendance.
The object of the fair is undisputedly a worthy
one, appealing to the sympathies of all, and
the managers should receive a hearty support.
As the unfavorable weather has caused a
small attendance, it is thought best to continue
the fair Saturday, day and evening, so as to
The progive all an opportunity to attend.
gramme for Saturday has not yet been announcbut doubtless will be attractive.

ed,

Personal.
Mr. E. H. Trafton of Augusta, has secured
a situation on the editorial staff of the Bangor

Whig,

L. B. Dennett, Esq., of Deering, will deliver
the address at the Jay cattle show and fair,
Oct. 7th.
We are happy to learn that the illness of
Hon. S. F. Perley of Naples, has been exager-

ated,

and that it is not of a serious character.
Dr. Charles E. Hunt, of this city, has been
elected Resident Physician and Superintendent
of the Maine Geceral Hospital.
Mr. Francis D. Moulton arrived in the city
last evening, and is stopping at the Falmouth.
He is accompanied by the son of his business
partner, J. P, Robinson, Jr.
Dr. B. M. Lawrence and wife, in a letter to
the Boston Traveller, take exceptions to the
Old Orchard,
temperance camp-meeting
claiming that there was too much religion and
too little temperance in it.
We are sincerely glad that the.local troubles
which so sorely beset our friends in Portlaud
left the talented Speaker of the last House of
Representatives unharmed. Mr. Thomas is returned to the Legislature by a vote which,under
all the circumstances, must be regarded as h ighly
flattering, and we do not doubt that he will be
again chosen by a vote still more flattering to
the position which he dignified last winter.
Mr. Thomas made an excellent Speaker, and
we feel well assured that he will receive the
unanimous support of the Republican members
for re-election.—Kennebec Journal.
at

Grand Army Fair.—Among the novelties
of the Grand Army Fair, now in preparation,
will be a bird exhibition.
The committee inform us that they have a thousand birds prom
ised for the purpose, and they are still desirous
of having a greater number. Persons having
singing or other birds will confer a favor by
offering them to the committee for the occaFor this purpose they can consult Mr.
sion.
George H. Libby, at the City Treasurer’s office.
Another novelty will bo a gallery of weapons
of war of all times and all nations, or as many
D^lllUiCUi}
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The committee are scorning the country for
warlike implements. A large amount of work
is being done by the committees, and we confidently predict a very attractive fair.
Great Temperance Kkvival. —The great
temperance revival set on fort at Old Orchard
last week is bearing fiuit in Saco.
A monster
meeting was held in that city Wednesday
night, at which Owen B. Chadbourue, Capt.
Ira H. Foss, Frank York and other prominent
citizens spoke strong words for the cause of reform. There was great enthusiasm manifested,
and at the close of the speaking many stepped
forward and signed the pie lge. That a great
reform movement has been set on foot in Saco
is evident. It has every prospect of success,
and deserves the earnest sympathy of all friends

of temperance.
State Fair.—Secretary Wasson announces
that additional premiums of silver pitchers,
valued at $25, are offered for competing herds
In each of the thoroughhred classes.
If the
weather is favorable there will he a large attendance, as the Maine Central and other railroads have arranged their trains with special
reference to the exhibition,
our advertising columns.

as

may be seen by

East Deering.—The “committee to whom
was entrusted the building of the .hall
have
secured the lumber and it is already on the spot.

begin te.-day, and
building will be finished

Work will

it is expected that
this fall. The asthe
sociation have labored hard to secure the necessary funds. The hall will be quite an addition to the village.
lIINCELhAfffiVim NOTICES.
Door Plates and Numbers.—The best assortment of door plates and numbers in New
England at Tierney’s, 31 Market Square, Lancaster Hail building, ever Horse Kailroad office.
au31eodlm
A large lot of
Houskeepers, attention.
new preserves, jellies and jams,
just received
and for sale by Wm. Millikeu & Co., 342 Constreet.
septlG 3t*
gress

and

Numbers of the best
Door Plates
quality, at M. Pearsons, Gold and Silver
se5eod2w
Plater, 22 Temple street.
Svmonds’ Dye House, India Street.—Coals
dyed $1.25; overcoats $1.50; pants 75cents.
sel5eod2m*
Anything desiieJ in a Catholic Bookstore
can be fuuud at T. P. McGowan’s,
Congress
Block.
jelGtf
Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Wm. M. Marks.
xcbauge St.
JIINOlt TELetlKAHS.
TIic exlensive paint works of Aubacher &
Co., on Union Avenue and Nortli Second street
in Williamsburg, were
burned Wednesday
night. Loss between $150,000 and $200,000.
Tlie propeller Bradbury, with two barges in
tow, owned in Bay Citv. Michigan, filled and
sank while wooding Wednesday night. The
Bradbury was freighted with staves and was
on her way from Saginaw to Buffalo.
Steamship Acapulco sailed from Aspinwall
for New York the 14th inst, with 145 j assengers and 1,533 tons of freight.
At Providence, y -sterday, John Allen, who
was stealing a ride, jumped from a forwaid ear
before the train stopped and had his arm cut
oif.
Edward Walsh of Newport, K. L, was arrested last night for stealing a child from au
Indian c imp.
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Df.p’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Was uugton, D. O.,

Sept. 18, (1 A. M.) J
For New Euglaiiil,
northeast to southeast winds, failing l arometer,
stationery or lower temperature, eloudy and
rainy weather. Cautionaiy signals will continue at New Haven, New Londi n, Woods
Hole, Boston, Portland and Eastpoit.

Dangerous,

proximity to their
pound shot missed

houses.
Yesterday a
the target, ricoehetted
along the water and struck the wharf near
which several persous were standing.
Orders
have been given to stop the firing or change its

developed portentious appetites.
After passing more or less time iu the refreshment room, the visitors sauntered about
the main hall looking at the booths and tables,
calling at the post office for letters (very droll
letters some of them are, too,) patronizing the
lemonade stand, bedecking themselves with
button-hole boquets from the fair hands of the
flower girls, guessing at the cake and voting for
the favorite minister. All the stands were lib-

Trifle

Boston, Sept. 17.—The trial of Wiards gun
has led to a complaiut from
on West Island
residents of Hull, that the range is in danger-

the room was crowded up to a late
the evening, and several young men

Gen. Connor was in town yesterday, attending the reunion of the 7th Maine.

Brief Jottings.

at

Fatal Accident.
EASTroKT, Sept. 17.—Robert Sproul of Perry
was killed at River du Loup, N, B., last Friday
while oiling machinery in a saw mill in which
he worked. Mr. Sproul leaves a wife and two
children. He was a member of Eastern Lodge
of this place and the lodge went to Perry to-day
and buried him with Masonic honors.

large,

as

*

locality.

|

The Revolutionary Leaders

not to

Resist the Federal Authorities.
m

—

I. ■

Troops Disbanded, Arms Restored,
State Honse Abandoned.
Gen.

Emory iu

Charge

of the

Affairs.

horizontal stream 183 feet 0 inches.

a

of the great fair of a year ago, and the
same corps of waiters, so warmly remembered
by the feasters of that time, have been eugaged
“positively for this occasion only.” The coolest of ices, the most
appetizing of salads, delicious coffee, various kinds of cold meats, cake,
&c., tempt the hungry guest, and swift and attentive waiters are ready to run at his bidding.
The receipts from the tables must have been

Sedgwick,

ing

Governor to fix the last Friday of January next
as the time for the execution of Wagner.
Engine Trial.
Lewiston, Sept. 17.—In the engine trial today between Lewiston No. 1 and Excelsior No.
2 of Auburn, the lattor company won, playing

cence

Oflftce Roars.
From 7.30 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a in.

Are made

showing,

where the inviting refreshment tables were
Thes refreshment room is a reminisspread.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

are

The Council has unanimously advised the

to make
and the hall is really
as

herself after her usual arch
fashion, much to the delight of the audience.
The Society feels that it is under obligations to
Mr. Ellis for the assistance so cheerfully r.nd.red by him, and for an attractive entertainment
At the conclusion of the play the greater portion of the audience repaired to Eeception Hall,

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

•City Delivery.
requested to adopt the

arranged

Sappho disported

Wanted—Rooms.
Legal Notices—2.

The public

very attractive
worth visiting.

so

itue farce of “The Little Eebel” was well
presented and warmly received. A very neat
little parlor scene was put upon the stage, and

New Advertisement* To-Day.

w. YORK

a

are

Gen. Grant,

Lnia Wagner to be Hanged.
Augusta, Sept. 17.—The Council has refused
to commute the sentence of Wagner, and the
Governor will issue a warrant for his execution
immediately after the 24th inst. The vole was
two for commutation and five opposed

active and the volume of business transactions large.” It is difficult to resist the flat
tering tdngues and bright eyes of the charming
saleswomen, and most people went away richei
by the possession of some useful or fancy arti-

The booths

Good Results of the Firmness of

MATTERS IN MAINE.

erately

cle.

5*
o.

BY TELEGRAPH.

people

Brooks, accompanied by Lieutenants Wallace

THE LOUISIANA WAR.

Spiritualists.

The National Association of Spiritualists, so
called, of which Victoria Woodhull is Presi
dent, which has been in session during the past
three days and eveniugs, adjourned this evening sine die. The convention was by invitation,
No
compose (of all who chose to participate.
annua.'election of officers was had or business
transacted except to offer resolutions, which
At a preliminary meetwere not acted upon.
ing several of the leaders advocated the dissolving of the Association aud giving it back
to the conservative Spiritualists, as it was before the Chicago convention of last year.

NEW YORK.
National Universalis! Convention.
New York, Sept. 17.—In the Uuiversalist
Convention to-day, resolutions were adopted
recommending an appropriation of $250 for the
needs of the society in New Orleans, establishlug

a

punuy

or

exciuumg

no

person

rroui oince

iu the church on account of sex, inviting members of the Women’s Centenary Association to
share in the labors of the Convention, recommending state conventions to choose delegates
without reference to sex, and that the action of
a state couvention
disciplining clergymen or
society be conclusive until reviewed by this
convention.
The Uuiversalist Historical Society held its
annual meeting to-day.
Resolutions were
adopted calling for the appointment of a corresponding secretary in all branches.
A resolution censuring the course of any editor upholding a man or cause already adjudged
wroDg by competent authorities, was tabled.
Vice President Wilson, on invitation, made a
few remarks. He said be was glad to see gentlemen whom he knew assembl.d to participate
iu the good work they were engaged in, and rejoiced to see the efforts of Christian men to
make themselves and others better.
Resolutions were adopted requesting the
board of trustees to secure the necessary funds
to erect an edifice at Washington, D. C., on the
grounds to be given by the Murray Universalist
Society of this city, to be consecrated in the
year of the centennial anniversary. «
Russell Blakely Of Minnesota, was elected to
the vacancy iu the board of trustees.
The question of determining the place of
holding the next convention was left to the
hoard of trustees, aud Rev. J. C. McAllister of
Bushtel University, was selected to deliver the
next occasional sermon.
The matter of amending the by-laws so that
the conventions be held biennially instead of
annually, was laid over till the next meeting of
the convention.
Pacific mail Company.
In consequence of the many rumors put in
circulation with regard to the affairs of the
Pacific Mail Steamshp Co., and the criticism
upon the management, at the request of Rufus
Hatch, esq,, ‘managing director, Messrs. F.
Alexandre, Wm. Gu ion and F. L. Talcot are
now engaged in making a thorough examination Into the assets and liabilities of the company. aud will make public their report by Saturday, the l'Jth inst.
Various Matters.

Weston only accomplished 211 mills. He
will doubtless fail to make the 500 miles in six

days.
R. W. Raymond, in a letter to the Brooklyn
Eagle, explains that the term “nest-hiding”
simply means keeping home troubles secret,
aud says shame ou the blackguard who can

fish from the obscene abyss of his own consciousness a criminal significance for such a
word and such a thing.
A capias was issued to-day in the U. S. Court
of the eastern district of New York, by Clref
Justice Waite, for the arrest of Francis I).
Moulton, at the suit of Edna Deau Proctor.
A suit was brought in the southern district
of New York against the Milwaukee & St.
Paul railroad bond holders, of what was formerly known as the St. Paul & Minnesota railroad, which is now a part of the former. They
claim a right to redeem aud possess this part of
the line, which is 205 miles in length.
Mrs. Woodhull and daughter, Mrs. Clayton
tuiu

uau^iuci,

auu

vui.

j>iuuu,

iuo

auiunn

lut;

passengers from Europe by tbe steamer Holenstaoteu.
f
An equinoctial storm is prevailing with a
strong northeast wind aud almost a blinding
rain.

Burglary.
Buffalo, Sept. 17.—The jewelry store of E,
Sibley on Main street, was entered by burglars
last night, and about $3501) worth of watches
and valuables were carried off.

WASHINGTON.
Gelling Beady.
Washington, Sept. 17.—The President to-

day

ordered three vessels of war to New Orleans. They have not been selected but may
be in the course of the day. They will be such
as can cross the bar in safety, and will be gun
boats of heavy calibre. The President sent for
Admiral Reynolds this morning, with whom
he had a long conference.
The President Endorsed.
A depatch from Secretary Belknap at Columbus, Ohio, says that the officers comprising tbe
Society of the Army of tbe Cumberland heartily endorse tbe President’s action concerning
Louisian a.
Arms for the South.
A New York merchant states to the Attorney General that large quantities of arms an 1
amuuition have been sold there to organized
bodies in tbe Southern states.
New Orleans Advices.
Marshel Packard, uuder the date of yesterday, telegraphed to the Attorney General, and
says that matters remain as ther were yesterday. The leaders of the mob are endeavoring
to restrain violence, fearing its effect at tbe
North. Several Parochial governments have
been overthrown by the League.
Another despatch from Packard dated to-day
but addressed to a different party, says that
Gen. Emory returned last n:ght. The insurgents, apprehending an attack on the State
House, were out in strong force all night.
News from thcSonth.
Gen, Williams has read a large number of
letters from Uuited States marshals, attornies
and others, representing the terrible state of
affairs in some portions of Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi aud Louslsiana.
There is not so much disturbance as heretofore
in South Carolina.
These correspondents say
that there is no safety for tbe colored people.
Tlha..

oemnlnints f._

fll_

Carolina aud Virginia.
It is supposed iu official quarters that the White|Men’s leagues for
aggressive purposes are wide spread in the
South, and that therefore matters are more serious than many suppos ■, and require prompt
alteutiou, especially in Louisiana.
Crop Reports.
The September returns to the Department of
Agriculture indicate an average condition iu
the wheat cron of 03 against 05 in September,
The average of the crop is seveu per
1873.
cent, greater than last year, which would bring
the aggregate yield to nearly an average on last
year’s average. All the New England and
Middle states are about the average, except
Delaware, which is a full average. All the
Atlautic and Gulf states are below the average,
except Alabama, which is 101. The inland
Southern slates are all above the average, Arkansas presenting a maximum of the whole
country, which is 120. North of the Ohio
river most of the counties not visited by the
“clyucli” present superior crops. Ohio, Michigau aud Indiana are above the average.
Illinois is two per cent, below. Wisconsin is
reduced to 23 per cent, below by drought and
Clinches. West of ttie Mississippi,the drought,
the intense heat, ttie hot winds, clinches and
grasshoppers, have reduced all the states below
the average, except Missouri. The Facific
states are above the average.
Treasury linlnuea*.
The following are the Treasury balances today Currency, $15,080,156; special deposit of
legal tenders fur redemption of certificates of
deposit, $60,tilO 00(1; coin, $73,486,731, including
coin certificates, $20,570,040; outstanding legal
tenders. $382,000,000.
The Transit of Venus Expedition.
The United States steamer Swatara arrived
at Cape Town Aug. 5lh, all well.
Ou the 7th,
accompanied by some officers of the ship aud
the four chiefs of the parties to observe the
transit ot Venus, Capt. Chandler visited the
Governor, Sir Henry Bartley. The Governor
expressed himself much interested in the expedition aod was most cordial to his visitors,
and subsequently entertained them at diuner.
The officers and citizens of Cape Town were
most profuse iu their hospitalities to all on
board the Swatara. The Alaska sailed from
Ville Franche the latter part of August for a
cruise to the eastward.
Variops Matters.
The internal revenue reejints tc-day were

$517,470.
Mr. Dodge, statistician, has been ill for
weeks past with pneumonia.

some

New

desEmhas
oyy
just concluded a two hours’ interview
with Oov. McEnery, Lt. Gov. Penn, Robert H.
Marr and Duncan F. Cage. In the conversation he informed them that the state administration must be restored to its original position,
the arms taken from the state arsenal returned
and that the status previous to the revolution
must be resumed.
He guaranteed freedom
from arrest for those engaged in the recent
outbreak and peace throughout every part of
the state.
The gentlemen in reply stated that they
would instantly submit to any such demand
from the Federal government, impressing it
upon the General that no show of force was
necessary. They insisted that neither Kellogg
nor his government could
hold one iuch of
Louisiana territory an instant, but acknowledged not only their utter inability but a total
lack of desire to resist the mandate of the national executive. The committee subsequou tly
stated that hereafter they would regard this as
the province of Louisiana.
How soon the surrender will be made it is
impossible to ascertain, but it is probable that
it will be at an early day.
More Trouble Anticipated.
At midnight a rumor prevailed that 290 negroes intended capturing Treme statiou, and a
United Stated officer was sent to quiet the apprehended disturbance.
No Compromise Vet.
New Orleans, Sept. 17.—The Associated
Press agent called on Gen. Emory aud Gov.
McEnery this morning relative to the report of
an interview between them aud the substantial'
agreement of Gov, McEnery to surrender to the
federal authorities. Both of those gentlemen
state that no such agreement has been made by
Gov. McEnery.
Lieutenant Governor Penn
and Messrs. Ogden and Carr and the leaders
have assured Gen. Emory that there is no
thought of a conflict on their part with the
military or federal authorities. The city is
quiet, aud there is no change iu the situation
since yesterday, other than that incident to the
process of organizing a new state government.
Mr. Dubuclet. the state treasurer, has not been

York, Sept. 17.—A New Orleans
patch, dated midnight the 16tb, states that

nturlaw.il
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The HcSaery Government Considers,
New Orleans, Sept. 17—There has beeu a
Consultation to day at the State House between
the Ooveimr, Lieutonaut Governor and officers
ol the stale aumiuistiation, together with a
number of prominent citizens, to receive and
consider the propositions of General Emory,
demanding the retirement of all armed men
from the streets and the return of arms to the
arsenal. The propositions have beeu acceded,
as will be seen by the following orders:
Headquarters of the Executive Department of
Louisiana, New Orleans, Sept. 17,1874.
Order No. 7.—First, the state troops now
under arms will be at once retired to their
homes.
Second—Arms capturtd from usurpation will
be carried and Jeposited in the central station
or at the third precinct, according as they who
hold them live, above or below Canal street.
The artillery, horses and other public property
captured will be deposited inthe central station.
Third—All private arms purcuased by citizens will be taken to the respective homes of
those who bear and own them.
Fourth—Supt. Baylou will continue the work
of organizing the police and policing the city.
He will receipt for public property or arms, if
turned over to him.
Fifth—Gen. Ogden, commanding tbs state
forces, is charged with the execution of this
order by command of John McEuery, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief.
E. John Ellis,
(Signed)
Colonel and A. A. G.
The following was issued by General Emory:

Headquarters Department of the Gulf, I
New Orleans, Sept. 17, 1874.
)
Circular—John McEuery and D. B. Peun,

styling themselves respectively Governor and
Lieutenant Governor of the State of Louisiana,
having informed the Department commander
of their willingness under the President’s
proclamation to surrender the state property
now in their possession, and to disband the insurgent forces under their command, Brevet
Brig. Gen. J. R. Brooks, Lt.-Col. of the 3d
Infantry, is charged with the duty of taking
possession of arms and other state property.
He will occupy the State House until further
orders.
He is hereby appointed to command
the city of New Orleans until such time as the
state and city governments can be reorganized.
The present police force in the city under
charge of Thos. Boylou will remain on duty
and be responsible for good order and quiet of
the city until regularly relieved.
By command of Brevet Maj. Gen. \V. H.
Emory.

_

(Signed)

Lcke O’Rielly,
Captain lath Infantry, A. D. C.
A Proteat from Gov. McEuery.
Gov. McEnery held a council at the State
House which, after long consultation and discussion, determined upon the following letter,
to be addressed to Gen. Emory, embodying a
protest and remonstrance against the position
assumed by him in a private interview held
with him last evening:
New Orleans, Sept. 17.—Gen. W. H. Emory,
commanding Department of the Gulf of New
Orleans: General—We have the honor to submit that since our interview last night, we have
carefully considered the subject then informally discussed, and have concluded to address you
in writing, protesting there does not exist in
the state of Louisiana any insurrection against
the government of McEuery; that there is not
iu auy part of the state of Louisiana any assemblage or aggregation ot insurgeuts to disperse, and that the people of Louisiana are now
peaceably at their respective abodes and quietly pursuing their usual avocations under protection of the law; that there is no trace or vestige remaining of the late usurpation, of which
William Pitt Kellogg was the head, and there
is but one government in existence in the state,
which- government was elected and chosen by
the people in November, 1872, and legally installed in 1873, of which John McEuery is Governor and D. B. Penn, Lieutenant Governor. In
all the parishes and throughout the statu this
government is recognized aud is supported and
adhered to, and respected aud obeyed by the
people, and is both de jure aud de facto to the
government of Louisiana in possession, and in
actual exercise of all governmeutal fuuctious.
That if we are compelled by the military force
of the United States, which wo have neither
the power nor the inclination to resist, to retire
from and abandon the governmental power aud
authority rightfully, aud in fact vested in the
Unithd States and in our respective capacities,
there is no government which can take our
place, and that it will be necessary in some
form and by some instrumentality to infuse
lire iuto the effectually dead aud extinct usurping government, of which William P. Kellogg
was lied aud chief under the assumed title or
Governor.
Nevertheless, having been informed by you
that no alternative was left to us but to comply
with the proclamation of the President of the
date of Sept, loth, 1874, or subject ourselves
and our people to the actual exercise of military force, which means war on the part of the
government against a state and the people of
that state exhibiting no armed position aud no
hostility to the government of the United
States. We invite your attention to the law
and terms of the proclamation of the President
by article four of the Constitution of the
United States. It declares that the United
States shall on application of the legislature,
&c., or executive, &e„ protect each state
against domestic violence. A part of the authority wb'Ch this article imposed upon the
United States, which means necessarially the
the entire government, was imposed upon the
| President as the head of the government
The act of Congress of Feb. 23th, 1795,Statutes
at lurjn
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that while the Constitution, article four, is a
guarantee by the United States to each state
against domestic violence, the act of Congress

restricts executive interference to cases in
which there is an insurrection iu a state against
the government thereof. One of the perquisils
is au application to the President by au executive when the Legislature cannot be convened.
Act of March 3d 1870, section 1, statutes
at large, volume 2, page 413, authorizes the
President to employ such part of the laud aud
uaval force of the United States as he judged
necessary to suprress an insurrection in a state
against the government thereof, baviug tirsi
observed all the prerequisites of the law. Now
if any such application was made by Wm. Pitt
Kellogg, he was not Governor of Louisiana.
On Monday Sept. 14, 1874, he left from the
State House aud retired to the custom house,
where he is now and has been continually since
Monday, aud at 9 o’clock on Tuesday the Slate
House was in possession of the present existing government. Ill order that there should he
au insurrection in a state agaiust the
government thereof, there must he a government
agaiust which opposision and insurrection exists, which is not true now, aud has nut been
true in Louisiana at any time since 9 o’clock on
Tuesday, Sept. 15, 1874, but which all the otiier
conditions exist, before the Presideut can employ any part of the land aud naval forces.
He must by proclamation command the insurgents to disperse and return poaeeably to their
respective abodes within a limited lime. The
proclamation has been issued aud the time has
been limited to live days.
Now we protest that this proclamation does
nut apply to us or to the people of Louisiana.
But even in a case where the necessary conditions exist au insurrection iu a state agaiust
the government thereof aud a proper application to the President, he cannot employ any
part of the land or naval force until the expiration of the time limited by him iu his proclamation. We distinctly announce to you that
our
in any moveineui youu make to suppress
government there shall be in no case interposed
any armed or forcibly resistance on our part to
the military forses of the United States under
We will occupy the State
your command.
House and other state property iu this city uutil the appearauce and occupation of the same
bv the authorities of the government of the
United States, when we shall retire, knowing
that we h ive surrendered the same alone to the
government of the United States.
John McEnekv, Gov’r.
(Signed)
D. B. Penn, Lieut. Gov’r.
At six o’clock p. m., in accordance with ar
■
rangemeats previously made, General J. It.

and Roe, went to the executive office at the St.
Louis Hotel. Immediately upon the entrance
of Gen. Brooks, Governors McEuery and Penn
shaking hands with him introduced the three
federal officers to a number of prominent citizens present.
Gov. McEnery then stated to
Gen. Brooks that he gave him possession of
he state (Japitol and other state buildings within the limits of the city.
Our people could bear the wrong tyrrany, arinoyance and iusultslof that usurpation no longer, and they arose in their might, swept from
existence aud iusialled in authoiity the rightful
government, of which I am the head. All lovers of liberty
throughout the Union milst adjnit the patriotism which aronsed our people to
act ns one man and throw the
yoke of this
odious usurpation off. I know as a soldier you
have but to obey the orders of the government
of the United States, but I feel that you will
temper your military control of affairs with
moderation, and iu all things exhibit that integrity of purpose characteristic of the officers
of the army. I now turn over to you, sir, the
capital of the state under my charge.
John McEnery.
(Signed,)
Gen. Brooks merely bowed iu acceptance, and
the Governor read to him the following address :
Gen. BrooIcs:—As the lawful and acting
Governor of this State I surrender to you as the
representative of the GoverAment of the
United States the capitol and the remaindar of
the property iu this city belonging to the state.
This surrender is a
response to the formal demand of Geu. Emory for such surrender, or
accept as an alternative the levying of war
upon our goverumeut by the military forces of
the United States under his command. As I
hate already said to Gen. Emory, we have
neither the power nor inclination to resist the
Government of the United States
Sir, 1
transfer to you the guardiauship^ot the rights
aud liberties of the people of the state, aud
I trust and believe that you will give protection to all classes of our citizeus, ruled and
ruined by corrupt usurpation presided over by

Kellogg.

Accident.

fell down an embaukuieut.
Miss Hardentjurg were killed.

Saidy

Accomplice*.
Paris, Sept 17.—The trial of accomplices in
the escape of Marshal Bazalne, was concluded
at Grasse to-day.
M. Lacliand, defending
Ool. Villette, said his client’s conduct in the

the most honorable incident of his
career.
Col. Villette was a type of chivalrous
devotion to his chief. The counsel then proceeded to exatniue the evidence in regard to
the escape and argued that it was in exact accordance with the accouut given by Madame
a

£

--

The New York Democracy.
Syracuse, Sept. 17.—The Democratic State
Coaveution reassembled this forenoon. ExGovernor Seymour, from the Committee on
Resolutions, on coming forward to report, was
received with applause and cheers. The resolutions were read as lollows:
The Democratic party of New York pledge
themselves anew to the principles set forth in
their platform adopted last year at Utica, approved by the votes of the people of the Empire state and endorsed by the Democrats of
Illinois, Michigan, Maine and other states of
the Union.
1st. Gold and silver the ouly legal tender; no
currency inconvertible with coin.
2d. Steady steps towards specie payments; no
step backwards.
3d. Honest payment of the public debt in
coin (applause); sacred preservation of the public faith.
4th. Revenue reform; federal taxation for
revenue only; no government partnership with

protected monopolies.

5th. Home rule; to limit and localize most
jealously the few powers entrusted to public

servants, municipal, stale and federal; no ceu
tralization.
6th. Equal and exact justice to all men; no
partial legislation; no partial taxation.
7th. A free press; no gag laws.
8th. Free men; a uniform excise law; no
sumptuary laws.
9th. Official accountability enforced by better
civil and crimiual remedies; no private use of
public funds by public officers.
10th. Corporations chartered by the state always supervisable by the state, in the interest
of the people.
11th. The party iu power responsible for all
legislatio#while in power.
12th. The Presidency a public trust, not a
private perquisite; no third term.
13th. Economy in public expense, that labor
may be lightly burdened.
Horatio Seymour spoke in complimentary
terms of Judge Church, as a probable candidate for the presidency, saying that he had declined the nomination for Governor, and intimated that be (Seymour) should propose the
nomination of Tilden, anil moved to jiroceed to
nominate a candidate for Governor. Carried.
Mr. Littlejohn nominated Judge Allen, Mr.
Seymour nominated Tilden and G. \V. Miller
nominated Amasa W. Parker.
The ballot resulted as follows: Tilden, 252;
Parker, 126; Lucius Robinson, 6; J. McGrade,
3; George G. Bishop, 1.
Amasa J. Parker moved that the vote be
made unanimous. It was carried and three
cheers were given for the candidate.
William Dorsheimer. Liberal Republican, was
nomi noted for Lieut. Governor.
“The ballot for Lieutenant Governor resulted
as follows:—Dorsheimer 193,
Weed 155, Hoyt
34, Jones 15, Schuyler 11. Changes of votes
give a majority to Dorsheimer, whose nomination was then made unanimous. Mr. Dorsheimer was invited to the platform, and in few
remarks accepted the nomiuation as a compliment to those men who came out of the dominant party in 1872 wheu not a cloud as large
"
i,„„,i ,.„„i.i i.„

* I..

C

that par'y. But the issues for which that party
was formed are past and gone, and he as well
as others were left to choose other associations.
For himself there was no other place for him
to go than with the Democracy.
Adin Thayer of Saratoga was nominated for
Canal Commissioner.
Judge Theodore Miller of Columbia county
was nominated for Judge of
the Court of

Appeals.

Adjourned

sine die.
Nominations.

Baltimore, Sept. Hi.—Hon. Wm. J. O’Brien
and Hou. Thomas Swann were unanimously renominated for Congress to day, the former in
the third district and the latter in the fourth
district.
_

A Family Gagged anil

n

Bank Robbed of

830,090.
Corning, N. Y., Sept. 17.—Early this morning, at Wellsboro, Pa., live masked men ef-

fected an eutrauee into the residence of President Robinson of the First National Bank and
gagged and bound the occupants—President
Robinson. Cashier Robinson, Mrs. Robinsou
and Mrs. Smith, a daughter of Robinson. They
tbeu compelled the cashier to accompany them
to the bank and throw open the vault, when
they helped themselves to about 850,000, principally in currency. Returning with Mr. Robinson to his home they placed the members of
the family facing each other, and told them to
converse freely.
They took from the Anger of
Miss Smith a ring valued at $800, kissed Mrs,
Robinson, who fainted, aud then took their deA reward of $5,000
parture in two carriages.
for their.arrest or 81,000 for any of the gang.
a
has
bank
The
large surplus aul is solvent.

SPORTING.
Additional Purse.
Lewiston, Sept. 17,—At a meeting of the
trustees of the State Agricultural Society last
evening it was voced to give an additional
purse of 8150 for horses that have never beaten
2.48, 875 for first, 800 for second, $25 for third.

Narraganselt Park.

Providence, R. I., Sept. 17.—The fall meeting of the Narragausett Park Association opened to-day. The first race was the 2 34 class
for a purse of 82000; 81000 to first, 8500 to second, $300 to third, and 8200 to fourth. The
following is a summary of the race!
E. D. lteckeuhork of Springfield, b

m

D.,

Katy

4 111

\V. C. Simmons of New York, b m
12 2 2
Bella,
T. S. Foster of Providence, b g Har4 5 3
3
ry Spanker,
m

I'.wi

...

v

I'‘> 'I

1 .1

Saturday

ONLY,
Health and Beauty,
Illustrated by French models.

....

*..

..

...

wore

Union Pacific laud

the

CONSULTATIONS

GRAND

CITY

Rockland Lime Market.
Rockland,Sept. 16—Market very firm;
90c (eg 1 00; Lump $1 40; Casks, 25c.
Wood—Firm at $5 for best.

were

elected for the en-

a

great variety

Articles,

CUT FLOWERS AND REFRESHMENTS.
The Hall will be Kept open on the afternoon and
eveuiug of each day and Thursday in the forenoon.

Wednemlny Evening

there will be a
by Chaudler’* Baud.
Evening nn Entertainment

-Bnud Concert

worth witueMMing, about which
be known when it come* oil*.

Domestic Markets.
York, Sept. 17—Evening.—Cotton Is weak
irregular and quotations unchanged; sales 842 bales;
Middling uplands at 16$ forward deliveries unchanged with light transactions. Flour—receipts 6807 bbls;

Friday Evening a Promenade Concert,
which Chandler will furuioh the muaic.

PURSUANT
auction

on SATURDAY, the seventeenrh
by
(17th) day of October, 1874, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, on toe premises, the following real estate of
William Paiker, deceased, to wi»A certain parcel
ot land situated iu Portland, in said County, on tha
southwesterly corner Congress and Vaughan streets,
being about thirty two feet ou Congress street by
about one 1mudrea and ten feet on Vaughan street,
being the homestead et said William Parker, do
the premises is an elegant three story brick Hou *>
with modern conveniences. Terras at sale.
ABAGA1LC. PARKER, Administratrix.
Portland. Sept. 11, 1874.
F. O. BAILEV Ac CO., Auctioneer**.

sale

SClti

eedtolOtd7t

MORGAN & DYER,

AUCTIONEERS

ADMISSION.

IU

ivijiibcic^

—

Season Tickets 50c.
Society

and its purpose
UJUIItJ

1,1/uu IUUIU

No 18

are

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
Hon. John Lynch,
Hon. Elbridge Gerry,
Geo. S. Hunt, Esq.,
W. G. Ray,
Mrs. C. E. Cross.

Mrs.C, Q. Clapp.

FLOOR MANAGERS.

Jordan,

Aug. S. Feruald,
A. E. Webb,
Geo. D. Rolie,

Bradley.

Wm. L.

gelO

Formerly

d8t

Opera House.
FOR T1IE

--

anti
of

Gallery

—

K?rry Monday him!
Thursday.
Cards of Admission.

Parquette

Saturday Afternoon, at
Prices.

se4

tf

Fruit and Floral Show!
THE

Pomological

Dealer* and owner* of Carriage* and
Horne*, intended for thi* Male, will plea, o
give early attention that they may be reprr scaled ou the Catalogue.
*c7d2w
MORGAN

R

k'l

nvlrn

T.rmia

af

f.

^

II

ill)

in/.ln.linrr

■

ON

1776

Society,

will hold a Grand Exhibition of Frails,
etable* and Flower**, in this city, at

INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Veg-

Ubernl premium**
ngpegatc amonoiiug

(Office

17.—Flour is
extra Spring
Wheat firm and in lair demand:
No 1 Spring at 1 04; No 2 Spring at 98}c on spot and
seller Sept; 95}c for seller Oct; No 3 Spring 93c; rejected 90c. Corn is excited at 78}c for No 2 Mixed
cash and seller Sept; 77c for seller Oct; 71c seller for
all the year; rejected 65} @ 66o« Oats are active and
higher; No 2 at 49c cash: 48$c seller for Sept; 47$o
seller Oct; White 49$ @ 50c; rejected 46$c.
Rye is
steady at 85 @ 85}c lor No 2. Barley is steady at
I 05 @ 1 06 for No 2 Spring cash; 1 01 seller Sept; 87
Provisions—Pork Is active
@ 88c for No 3 Spring.
and higher, closing quletat 24 50 on spot; 18 25 seller
Lard in fair demand aud firmer at
all the year.
II 75 @ 11 80 seller all the year. Bulk Meats in good
demand and nothing doing. Whiskey is steady at
1 00.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo at 3} @ 3}c.
On the call of the board4 in the alter noon—Wheat
closed at 98gc seller Sept; 95}c do Oct. Corn at 78}
@ 78}c seller for Sept; seller Oct 77c. Oats at 48} @
48$c cash and seller Sept; 47}c seller Oct.
Receipts—4,000 bbls Hour, 31,000 bush wheat,117,000 bush com, 35,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 1,700
bush barley.
Shipments 0,000 bbls flour, 228,000 bQsh wheat,173.000 oush corn, S7,UU0fbusli oats, 0,000 bush rye, 23,000
oush barley.
Cincinnati, Sept. 17.—Provisions—Pork nominal.
Lard is firmer; summer 14c. Bulk Meats nominal;
Badear rib sides at 9| @ 10c; clear sides 14$ @ 15.
Hrm {shoulders 104 @ 11c; clear rib sidesiat 16c; clear
sides at 16}. Whiskey is steady at 1 01.

Chicago,Sept.
at 4 75 @5 12}.

steady;

7Ac.

Mobile, Sept. 17.—Cotton is quiet; MidlUng
° up1
lands-at 15c.
New Orleans, Sept. 17.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at 15$c.
European iTlarbetu.
Frankfort, Sept. 17.—United Slates 5-20s, 1SG2.
98*.
London, Sept. 17—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States new 5s at 104*; Erie 34* ft) 34*; d'e
pref. 52; New York Central 90 J.
Liverpool, Sept. 17.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
steady; Mumiing uplands 8d ; do Orleans 8*d; sales
15,000 bales, iucluding 30J0 bales lor speculation and

export.

In accordance with the
gress of the United States,
tion ot the

to which all are invited.
the exhibition 25 cents.
sel5d&wtd

ARRANGEMENTS
OF

several Act* of the Contor the celebra-

Providing

Independence, there will be held in
FAIRMOU-NT Park, Philadelphia, in the year 1876, uu
of American

On Wednesday Sept. 23 at 8 o'clock P.M.

—

the

CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY

IIOW. W. THOMAS Jr.
At City Hall*

of

U. S. CENTENNIAL COMMISSION.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

days.

ottered in *he
nearly 81,100,
lists of which may be obtained of Samuel Rolfe, Esq.,
corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets.
The Annual Address* will be delivered by
are
to

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
Arts, Manufactures, and Products of the Soil and
Mine.
The Exhibition will be opened on the 19th of April
and closed on the 19th of October.
of

—

Regular and Special Trains
—

TO THE

APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE.

—

State Fair at Lewiston

•»

Sept

1876

HALL

KKOil

bbls shipping extra at 5 15 @ 5 40: lOuO bbls to arrive
in tws weeks at 4 40, closing steady; Southern at 5 25
@ 9 00. Wheat—receipts 127,515 bush; the market Is
slightly in buyers favor with a moderate exjiort and
home trade demand; sales 154,000 bush: No 3 Spring
at 112; No 2 Chicago at 114@116; No 2 North
Western Spring 116 @ 118, the latter very choice;
1 16 @ 1 17} for new No 2 Milwaukee; 123@ 1 25 for
old No 1; ungraded Iowa aud Minnesota Spring at
116 @11 27; 1 26 @ 1 31 tor No 1 Sprin ; 119 @ 1 32
for new Winter Red Western ;124@1 27} for new Amber Western, the latter for choice Detroit; 137} @1 40
lor White Western; 1 27} lor White Minnesota; J 35
for White Michigan; new No 1 Duluth on pt; also
25,000 bush No‘2 Milwaukee last evening to arrive
soon at 118. Corn—receipts 82,830 bush; the market
is excited and 2c better; sales 175.000 bush at 91 @ 96
for Western Mixed; 96c for high Mixed and Yellow
Western; also 16,000 bush Western fer all Sept at
95c; 8000 bush for last week in Sept 94}c; 32,000 bush
seller Oct at 94} @ 95c: 16.000 do for next week’s delivery at 96c. Oats—receipts 34,000 bush ;tlie market
is 1 @ 2c better with fair inquiry; sales 8100 bush at
62@65}c lor Mixed Western; 63 @ 67c for White
Western. Coffee quiet; holders insist on }c advance:
We quote Rio at 15 @ 20c in gold. Sugar active and
firmer; fair to good refining at 8|@8£c; 8$o lor prime;
sales of 910 hhds at 8gc for Martinique; 9§ @ 9}c lor
Centrifugal; 2925 boxes at 8$ @ 9 l-16c for Clayed ;9gc
rt
9}c tor Centrifugal; refined firmer and in good demand at 10}c for extra C ;10$ @ 10gc for A; 11} @ ll}c
Molasses is dull; grocery grades
for hard grades.
heavy. Rice is pull. Petroleum firmer; sales of 500
on
bbls crude at 4}c
spot; 3000 pn refined at 12 13-16.
Tallow is firm at 8gc, Naval Stores—Rosin firm at
2 30 for strained; Spirits Turpentine active at 33}c.
Pork steady at 24 25 for new mess jobbing; sales 'of
at 24 00. Beet unchanged at
1090 bbis for seller
12 50 @ 15 00. Lard 13 firmer; prime steam at 15}c;
tcs
seller
sales of 1500
Sept at 15 @ 15}e; 500 tcs sellers option balance of the year at 12 5-i6c: 100 tcs of
at
14} @ 14}c. Butter is firm; 23 @ 32c
city on spot
lor Wesiern; 27 @ 4uc for State. Whiskey active aud
1
04.
firm at
Freights to Liverpool lower; Cotton per sail 3-16;
Corn per steam at 3} @ 4d; Wheal per steam at 4d.

DYER.

Ac

TUESDAY, Sept. 22.1, at 10 o'clock A. M ot
House corner Franklin and Middle Streets, the
entire Household Furniture, contained in said h<>u>
comprising Parlor, Chamber and Kitchen Furniture
ot the usual variety.
MORGAN Ac DYER, Auctioneer*,
18 Exchange Street.
qeltkl6t

combined with the

Tickets to

new

—

Maine State

CITY

we

Household Furniture nt Auction.

Reduced

GRAND

—

at 11 o'clock, m
shall otter tor Kile an extenand secoud hand Carriages in gre it
variety, comprising Top Buggies. Pluetons, sido
spring Wagons. Carryalls, Concord Wagons. Hea-U
Wagons, &c., &c. Also Harnesses in all qualities,
with a number of Horses, &c., &c.

$3. and $4.

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,
Every

Carriages.

SATURDAY, Sept, lith,

35 cts.

Boxes

DYER.

MORGAN &

Extensive Auction Sale of Hones

ON

Sill

25 cts*
50 cts.

On SATURDAY, Sept. lDth, at 4 o'clock P. M., on
the premises, House ami Lot ou the southeastly corner ot Middle and Franklin Streets.
House is of two
stories and in tenantable order. Lot contaius 1730
feet, and are the same premises conveyed io Annie
M. Leighton by .John C. Procter on April 2, 187 k
There ih a mortgage upon the premises of Twelve
Hundred Dollars. 'Terms ot the sale cash on delivery ot deed. Two Hundred Doliais to be paid to
Auctioneers at sale.
MORGAN & DYER, Auctioneer*.
aelGdlfr
18 Exchange Street.

sive stock ot

Winter Season.

chairs

Orchestra

House and Lot al Auction.
“The precise locality for a Home fur Fallen W.>men, ami the attention of the lovers of hunuinily i*

Market Square,

Monday Eve Sept. 7th.
New Faces Every Week.
Change

aulldtf

and

Music Hall, Portland, Me.

GRAND OPENING '•

Fall

•

J

invited to the sale.’*

Hon. B. Kmsbury, Jr.,
Hon. A. W. H. Clapp,
Rufus E. Wood, Esq.,
Cnarles M. Gore, Esq.,
Mrs. J. L. Carroll,

Jas. H. Smith,
Frank S. Waterhouse,

Merchants,

MORGAN A DYER.

Mrs. J. B. Carroll.
Mrs. H. I. Robinson,
Mrs. J. W. Waterhouse,
M ss Mary C. Clapp,
ltufus Wood, Esq.,
J, W. Waterhouse, Esq.
L. G. Jordan, Esq.

Ward’s

UDKUAA,
DYElt,

JU.

COMMITTEE.

GENERAL

Fritz H.

A.

B. B.

—

Exchange St., Portland.

Ul IIULS

<11

AN'D

Commission

lor sale of any sort, and especially refreshments, and
send them t3 the hall during the Fair.

Nkw

the market is slightly in buyers favor with a very
moderate export and home trade demand; sales 15,300 bbls; Western and State at 5 85; White Wheat
Western extra at 5 85 @6 40; extra Ohio at 5 10 6$

Aucliouccni.

Administratrix's Sale by Auction
to a license from the Judge ot Probate of Cumberland County, 1 shall ofter for

will

more

at

And to continue tour
common

uplauds

following officers

r. O. BA1LEV A CO.,
sc17d it

Commencing Tnesday 22d Instant,

Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 78.000 bush wheat.
Shipments- 1,200 bbls flour, 01,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, Sept. 17.—Wheqt steady; extra at 119|;
No 1 White at. 1 15J; Amber Michigan 1 10.
Corn is
steady at 80 (a) 8lc. Oats are iu good demand at 48c.
K.night» of Pythian Celebration.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 31,000 bush wheat, 00.UUO
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Portsmouth, Sept. 17 —Lodce< of Knights
Shipments -2,000 bbls flour, 30,000 bush wheat,1000
of Pythias from East Boston, Exeter and Bid- ; bush
corn, 0,000 bush oats.
deford. with delegations trout lodges at Dover
Charleston, Sept. 17.—Cotton easier; Middling
and elsewhere,* aud the Grand Chancellor
uplauds— ® 15c.
of the world, S. S. Davis, are visiting tlie lodge
Sept. 17.—Cotton Is steady; Middling
| Savannah,
iu this city to day.
15c.

Presidents from the various states iu which the
Cumberland Arm? is represented; Recording
Secretary, George L.* Steele of Elpria, O.; Corresponding Secretary, Henry M. Cist of Cincinnati. The next meeting of the society will
he held at Jthtca, N. Y., September 16th anc
17 th, 1870.

ceased, on Middle, corner of Franklin street, 1 sh all
selr at public auction all the stock and fixtures hi
said store, consisting of Drugs, Chemicals.
Dyes,
Patent Medicines. Druggists’Sundries, Toilet iu tides, See.: also the Fixtures, consisting of 3 Sb<»nr
Cases, Soda Fountain, Coolers, .Marble Slab, Tumblers and Holders.
Syrup Bottles, Druggists’ Draw* rs,

Portland Horticultural Society
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Sept. 17.1
Boston and Maine Railroad 7s.104$
Eastern Railroad.— (<$61
114
Portsmouth R.—
Portland. Saco

Stock and Fixtures.

MONDAY, Sept. 21st, at 2$ o’clock P. M„ at
ONstore
recently occupied by C. F. Duriu, tie-

Friday,

and

and Useful

N. B.—Friends of the

—

Wall Show Case, Counter and
Ptescriptioa Scale*,
Case and Contents. Labeled Bottle*.
Fixtures, &c.
W. A. DURAN. Administrator.

17 & 18, 1874,

Single Tickets 25c.

OF

—

Gas

together with

Thur»day

U3r.

ADUINISTRATOU’S SALE

—

which there will be ofterel tor sale
of

Elegant, Fancy

Auctioneers.

sell

Prescription

HALL,

Wednesday, Thursday

September 22, 23, 21 and 23.
tickets sold at the office for one faro the
round trip, leaving passengers at the Fair Grounds
7.00 A.M. 8.50 A.M, and 1.05 P.M«
L°ave Portland,
Excursion

Westbrook

«

7.15

ft.07
9.15
9.23
9.33
9.45
9.56
10.H>

Falmouth, 7.23
Cumberland, 7.30
Walnut

Grav,

BiU,

7.45
8.00

N.Gloncester,8.12
Danville Juc,8 25
Auburn,
Lewiston,

Ground,

Av Fair

•«

10.25

8.40
8.45
8.53

10.30
**

10.40

To secure space ior exhibits in the Buildings or the
Park, early application should be made. The necessary foims for applications, together with the Regulations tor Exhibitors and needed information, will
bo forwarded on application to the Office of the Centennial Commission.
A. T. GOSHORN,
Director- General.
J. L. CAMPBELL,

Leave
Fair

Ground 12.45
1.00
Lewiston,
Arrive Portland,
3.00

A

6.00
6.10
8.09

—

AND

COMFORT

•

&

—

BY

FOR

aole.

—

—

CORSETS
rniLDREA !

particular attention to the Comis “perfect fitting,’' easy and dur-

MOORE,

Congress
St., cor. Brown.
ecl4

—TO—

tr

75

WKKAGO LAKE aud

Return,
UARRKSON anil

HRIDGTON or
82.50
Return,
MOUNT PLEASANT nml return,
5.00
WAV
nml return,
5.00
NORTH CON
UPPER BARTLETT orBEllYS
5.50
nuil return,
CRAWFORD HOUSE nml

MECHANICS’

EXHIBITION !

return, 0.50

GLEN HOU.nE auil return,
SUM HIT MT, WASHINGTON via
return

—

0.50

Fancuil and

via
15.60

lions?,

Trains leave 8.40 a. m., 1.30 an«l 6.0ft p.

AT-

Quincy Halls,

BOSTON.

office at E., M. C., ami r. & O. R. R. Sta

J.
CHAS. H. FOYE. G. T. A.
Ih74.
Porrl.uul, Sept. »,

known brands,

ADD

OWEN

IPOJRTlIxJNrD.

anil

LADIES

We wish to call
fort Corset which

Ogdensburg R. R.

House

well

Foy’s Supporters”

“Madam

Excursions.

Tickets for sale till October 1st, 1874,

Ticket
tion.

following

WINDSOR !

White Mountains.

4 rawfortl

the

JACQUELINE,
SAPPHO,
ZERLINA,

187 4--Septenber--1874

Oleii

and complete stock ot

ANCHOR “G,”

A. BROWN, Supt. 2d Div,
Sept. 16, 1874.se!7dtd

Portland

new

CORSETS I

The 12.45 and 4.00 P. M. trains from the Fair
Grounds are through trains to Boston. The 6.00 P.
M. train will run through to Portsmouth.
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt. 1st Div.

Cheap

2aw3w2ndp

RECEIVED !

JUST

including

4.00
4.15
6.00

*•

Secretary•

au31

1.22
1.31
139
1.48
2.02
2.13
2.30
2.45
2.50
3.00

EETUBNIXO:

INF owOpen

th.

HAMILTON, Supt.

ADMISSION 50 CENTS.

dtf
el

eod3w

7__

$30,000

POHTLAND

To loan oil first class mortgages in
Fortlund and Viciuily in
sums to suit.

Museum

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to ID j*r;
cent, mot rot free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, If judiciously
mutie, are the best and saiest modes of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. I liter, si
and principal collected without charge. Guarantees
fiertcct title and ample security in a 1 its Real EsHeal Estate investment and
tate loans.
improvements made < ii commission and un scares.
Banknote paper bought and sold.

Meiers. Sbaw and Ellis* beg to inform tbo I.adi«a
and Gentlemen of Port and. that owing to unavoidable ami unexpected delays in the complete luini»hing and finishing of the bouse, as intended by the*,
lin y are compelled to anuotiucc tbo postponement of
the opeuing until

li. I*.
Beal

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

the

!

—

ON

—

grants...88$
88$

isomon stock Lilt.

go

suing year: President, P. H. Sheridan; Vice

—

at

—

Union Pacific income bonds.....

Mead aud Page o£ Brooklyn, b g
5 5 3 5
Barns,
Time, 2 30, 2,20 3 4, 2 20$, 2.28$.
maud. Wheat is quiet and unchanged: No 2 White
Tbe second race was the 2.28 class, for a
•Wabash at 1 22; No 1 White Michigan at 1 19; extra
purse of $2500; $1300 to first, $000 to second,
at 1 22; Amber Michigan cash aud seller Sept at 1 10 :
$330 to third aud $2'K) to fourth. Three horses
Oct at 1 09; do Nov 113; No 3 Red Red at 1 03; No 2
Ben
Frank
aad
EverSmith,
Amber Illinois 114. Corn is 2e higher, closing dull
started,
Ferguson
it 81c for high Mixed on spot; 80c seller S<ipt; no
ett Kay. There were four heats and the race
grade 80c. Oats are tirm; No 1 at 52c; No 2 at 51c;
was won by Frank Furguson.
Summary:
at 52 *c.
White
b
ns
N.
of
Geo.
New Yrork,
g
Furguson
Lake Freights are unchanged and dull—to Buffalo
112 1
Frauk Furguson.
to Oswego at 5*c
2};
J. G. Eckersou of New York Depot,
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 62,000|bush wheat, 9.0C0
3 2 13
ns g g Everett Ray,
bush corn, 34,000 bush oats.
James Dougrey of New York, ns g g
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour,35,000 bush wheat, 41,2 3 3 2
000 bush corn, 29,000 bush oats.
Ben Smith,
Time. 2 31$ 2 28, 2.27$, 2.29$.
Milwaukee. Sept. 17.—Flour quiet and unchanged, Wheat is firm and in fair demand; No 1 MilThe (.rent Race l’oslpoucil.
waukee at l 00*; No 2 at 98*e cash; seller Sept 97|c;
San Fkancihco, Sept. 17.—The four mile
Oats scarce and advancing; No 2
seller Oct 91*c.
Corn is firm and sternly; No 2 Mixed
running race for $25,000, under the auspices of
sold at 47Jc.
and higher; No l at 90c. Barley
is
scarce
the Pacific Jockey Glnb, has been postponed
at 80c. Rye
unsettled and higher;. No 2 Spring for seller Sept at
till the 4th of November,to accommodate owndo
Get
95c; No 3 Spring 85c.
110* @11;
ers of eastern horses. The entries will close
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 3$c; do to OsweOctober 10th.
at

Army of the Cumberland*
Columbus, Sept. 17.—At the meeting of the
society of the Army of the Cumberland to-day,

OF

Cruelty to Animals

Sept. 16,

F. O. Bailey & Co.*

Druggists’

for the Prevention
—

at

At saleroom, 170 Eore sired, 7 rlexanl
Parlor Malt.,
t'hombrr Mela.
Aali anil It. \V. Extension Tahirs. Ar
m
general liar of Meroml hnnd Furniture, lot
of l»ry tluoila, CroeUery nod till...
tVurc,
Skirls, Orawrra, I.men floods. Ar.

FAIR !

AID OF THE

IN

Pacific Rail-

lor

oc3d!t

Next Satui-tlay,

your own and children's Phrenology, best busi
etc. every day Ir.im 8 A. M. till 10 PT.M. at the
FalmAuth Hotel uutil Sept. 20th
inclusive, only.
£3r*No boys admitted except with their parcuts.
8^
d&wtsel8

following
quotations
road securities:
Central Pacific bonds ex-div... 90$
Union Pacific. 88ft
The

Oomsignments solicited.

as to
ness

....

....

c. W. ALLEX.

RcguJnr wile of Furniture andOenernl Merchant la#
every Saturday at (salesroom, I7ti Fore street, et uimeneing at 8 o’clock .v. M.

Female

Society

for thj commodity only; carrying rate 2 per cent,
and borrowing 2 per cent, to flat. Governments are
quiet and steady. State bonds dull. The stock
market was strong early in the day and prices advanced $ (a} 1$ per cent. Shortly af ter 12 o’clock an
attack was made on granger stocks and the entire
list was affected, the downward movement being
considerably assisted by a tumble in Pacific Mail
from 84$ to 47$; St Paul declined from 34$ to 33;
North Western common from 37$ to 36f and Wabusli
from 33$ to 32$. The decline in North Western was
caused by a rumor that the earnings will show a
heavy decrease. Towards the close the leading stocks
were steadier.
The total transactions to-day were
155,000 shares, including 4400 shares New York Central, 2100 Erie, 36,510 Lake Shore, 20,100 North Western, 22,100 ltock Island, 12,000 Pacific Mail, 22,800
St Paul. 14,910 Ohio, 9300 Wabash, 24,270 Union Pacific, 500 Indiana Central.
lne loilowmg weie iuo quotations ol Government
securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881,... ...H8g
United States5-20’s 1862. ..112$
United States 5-20’s 1864.115$
United States 5-20’s 1865, old... 116
....
United States 5-20’s 1865,new
115$
United States 5-20’s 1867,... 117
.117
United States 5-20’s 1868,.....
Unite*! States new 5s...112
United States 10-40 coupon.111$
Currency 6’s.
117$
The following were the opening quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Go...79$
Pacific Mail... 47$
N. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated... .100$
Erie... 34$
Erie preferred.
51
Union Pacific stock........34$
Michigan Central.... ....73
Lake Shore. 76$
Illinois Central. 89
Chicago & Northwestern. 34$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
54$
Chicago & Rock Island.101

Salcwooiii 176 Fore Street,
(OiH<« 13 Exchange Street.)

Free.
LADIES

TO

Merchants

F. O. BAILEY.

Afternoon Sept. 19, at 2 o’clock

FINANCIAL. AND COiTftiULRCSA L

moderate degree of activity. Money closed at 2 (a) 2$
per cent, on call. Foreign Exchange |was steady at
484 for sixty days and 486$ @ 486$ tor demand.
The
Custom receipts to-day were $525,000. The Assistant Treasurer paid to-day $47,000 ou account of in
Gold opened
and $2:yKK> in redemption of bonds.
llO.decliued to 109$; the small amount bid for at the
had
a
it being
effect,
sub-Treasury to-day
depressing
very plainly illustrated that there is little demand

Commission

FKKE.

---

Portland Wholesale Market*.
Thursday, Sept. 17.—The sugar market is a little
higher and the best grades sell lor lljc. Lard is a
little firmer and there is a prospect of a rise in the
prices. Molasses is firmer, the supply being rather
limited. The demand is good. Potatoes are rather
scarce aod the prices have advanced to GO @ 65c.Com

—JLNB—

PHKEJVOLOGY
applied to Self and Juvenile Culture.

lengthy explanatory

judgment. He considered the escape by the
rope proved, hut declared that Col. Villette assisted ui the preparations.
The wardens were
adjudged guilty of negligence. Bull, oue of
the accused who has not been arrested and who
did not appear for trial, was coudeuiued in
contumaciam to ten months imprisonment,Col.
Villette and Plautiu were sentenced to six
months,’Donvean to two mouths, aud Grougex
to one month imprisonment.

AUCTIONEERS

Fowler,

CONGRESS HALL.
Friday Evening Sept. 18th, at 8 o'clock.

was

Bazaine.
The judge delivered

BY —

Prof. 0. S.

FOHE IGN.

matter

LECTURES.
—

is steady at 1 05.
At the conclusion of this address General
Brooks was seated in the office and
required
Foreign Export*.
from Lieut. Governor Penn a statement of all
ST. JOHN. NB. BrSchr G F Baird-000 bbls of
records, etc., which were iu the building when
be took possession. Governor McEnery and
floor, 261 bags feed, 2673 galls refined oil.
his followers then withdrew, leaving the capiST. JOHN, NB. Steamer New York—2146 lbs of
tol of Louisiana in possession of the
tobacco, 25 boxes pipes, 4 cases cigars, 1100 lbs 1 -atlimilitary I er,
7600 do paper, 7 cases woolens, 2300 lbs tallow, 5
of
officers
the federal goverumeut.
bbls oysters.
At 7 p. m. two companies of the 3d infantry
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—G casks of
marched down and were quartered in the
lamb skins to C H Fling, 5 hhds pelts to do, 4 crates
Col. Thos. Baylan, the McEnery
skins 3 casks do 1 bag wool to Hart & Co, 25 bbls of
building.
or
chief
police remains ou duty with his force. oil, 10 do fish io J Conley & Son, 1353 boxes lobsters
The city is very quiet.
5 boxes -fcto J W Jones, 1 pkg merchandise
Later—Gov. McEneiy, Li^ut. Gov. Penn and
to Eastern Exj>ress Co, 1 case liquor 1 seal skin to W
C Lenman.
Mr. Ii. H. Morr, held a long private interview
with Geu. Emory at St. Charles Hotel between
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
2.30 and 5.30, during which a courier was desFreight by Grank Truud Railway—1> W Coolidgo
patched for Gen. Brooks, who, after some time
200
W L Alden 100 do do, David Keazer
bbis
flour,
appeared and joined the conference, the result 100
D W True 50 do do, King
Gilman 100
yt which is as follows:—Gov. McEuery agreed do do do,
Norton
«& Chapman 100 do do, W S Jordan &
do,
to turn over the State Hourse and state property
Co 99 do do, R S Morrison 100 do do; D F Littlefield
to Gen. Emory.
The police remain as now 3 cars
corn, Kensell «& Tabor l do oats, Carrnthers
constituted uuder Mr. Baylan. The city gov6 Co 1 car bran, Waldron & True 1 car corn and do
ernment will remain as now constituted, it beA
H Thaxter 1 do brau, G Brooks 6 bbls meal.
bran,
By water conveyance—1000 busii cornmeal to G W
ing in full force aad efficiency.
True
&
Co.
The report that Gen. Bodyen’s leg had been
amputated is incorrect. His recovety is now
considered almost certain,
New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, Sept. 17—Evenina.—The storm to-day
interfered somewhat with business In financial and

POLITICAL.

3 FREE

Bohu aud

Hnzniiip’*

_auction sales.
F. O. BAILtF& COM

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Altoona, Pa., Sept 17.—While a party of
ladies aud gentlemen were returning from Belle
Mills to-day in a hack, the vehicle upset and

Unavoidable

occasion everything will be completed m
the Manager* and it is to be hoped to
the satisfaction of the public.
H1IAW 4k KI.I.lW.
seIGU3t
upon which

designed by

Estate and Loan Agency

Brown’s Block.

187jTfALL STYLES. 1874

z«lpeo<l1y

Fo§ter’s

I>ye

HILLMAN & MO HR ILL

House.

would respectfully iutcom the trade, they hare on
hand and are constantly adding to, a deshable line ot

Gentlemen’s Garments Cleansed
—

OB

.tllM.nt' KY unit NTIIYYV Gmille, 'ur
the season, also in the HI.EAI II t. K» DOf.

FART.1IEAT all the hading sha|*c» and prepared to do Millinery Bn.l 1 rnn.ir.l Y* «> k,
promptly, to compare lavorably with new g.od >,

—

Dyul IIrowII. ISlack. ttluc-Hluck and
Bine, ami Fr»«d it cad y for Vicar,
—

AT

951 MIDDLE, STREET.

—

UNION

au27ThS&Tu2dptf

STREET,

CAREFULLYEstate Mori gages

inquiries. Collections

CIDER AND WINE

_U3w
MILLS,

Office 315 Com rcss St.

Bonds and mortgages.
selected Western Municipal Honda
ami Real

tendedto.

Hopkins’ Block.

sel8

FOSTER'S DVE HOUSE,
24

Postponement.

Monday, Sept. 28th,

DAVIS,

Bl6

& Opera Mouse.

and T rust Deeds,
and Rcmiitanccs promptly at-

CHARLES M. HAWKKS
DU Middle St,

auglTTuTh^jlyidp

PRESS, SCREWS,GRINDERS, «
1

—

FOB

SALE

Bt

—

KENDALL& WHITNEY.
gtjaJ for

a

circular.

*

aeUu&wtt

fe"

..

—i

POETRY.
The Two Anchors.
BY R.

It

H.

STODDARD.

gallant sailor man
Had just come home from sea,
And as I passed him in the tow n
He sang “Ahoy 1” to me.
I stopped, and *aw I knew the man11 ad known him from a boy;
And so I answered, sailor-like,
“Avast!” to bis “Ahoy!”
I made a song for him one day—
liis ship was then in sight—
was a

Tilton will make a new statement
The better part of the public are disgusted with the whole affair and most desire to
The better portion of the
see no more of it.
press of the country are unsparing of their
criticisms of Moulton, aDd with here and there

exception, the journals of the country express opinions that Beecher is not guilty. Mr.
an

Twin Mountain House,White
Mountains, where he has preached the past
three Sundays to large audiences. It is quite
possible that Tilton’s suit against Beecher will

Beecher is

pleasannt little house;

The grand jury of the District of Columbia
has indicted Assistant District Attorney Harrington, Col. H. C. Whitely, chief of the secret service bureau, and several of his assistants for being concerned in the burglary of
The safe conthe District safe last spring.

’Twas supper-time, and we sat down—
The sailor’s wife and child,
And be and I: he looked at them,'
And looked at me, and smiled.
“1 think ot this when I am tossed

tained papers which would implicate the late
District ring and they took measures to rid
themselves of them by getting the detectives to
rob it The Secretary of the Treasury has
pushed the investigation with great vigor.
The President has appointed William Burnett of Boston, Supervising Inspector General

stormy foam,

And though a thousand leagues away,
Am anchored here at home.”
Then, giving each a kiss, he said,
“I see in dreams at night
This little anchor on my left,
This great one on my right!”
—Harper's Magazine for October.

of Steamboats.

Maine State Press of Sept. 17th.]

iue

History of Seven Days.
icm

ho

mill (‘111

oa

will

fhnso

of

the whites.
Under that proclamation and
by the advice of the street speakers, a
large force of armed men were collected in
many streets. At four o’clock Monday, about
500 of the Metropolitan police under Gen-

Longstreet, undertook to clear the streets,when
sharp fight ensued in which about a dozen
were killed and
fifty or so wounded. The
Metropolitans left the field and since that time
no attempt has been made by Gov. Kellogg to
restore his power. It is estimated that at least
a

10,000 troops have responded to the call of Penn
The adherents of Penn barricaded
with horse cars and remained there

the streets

during the
night, At three o’clock Tuesday, Penn took
possession of the State house to which he was
escorted by a large crowd of armed men and a
baud of music, Gov. Kellogg having fled from
the executive departments the day previous to
the custom house for safety.
Monday, Gov. Kellogg called upon the President for aid, reciting at length the perils of the
situation, and Tuesday Gen. Grant issued a
proclamation calling

upon the turbulent and
persons to disperse.
Thus far all intelligence from New Orleans is
from White League sources,as they have entire

disorderly

control of she telegraph and send only such in'
telligence as suits their purposes. Nothing has
been heard from Gov. Kellogg since Tuesday,
when he called for aid. But whatever may be

safl of the whole business, Kellogg
a contemptible lack of nerve, for

has shown
he should
have remained in the executive office and defended it with his life. This outbreak at New
Orleans seems to be a piece of the Conshatta
massacre, only on a larger scale.
TOE NEW KEBELLrON.

Reports from all

parts of the South are of
the most alarming character. There is scarcely
a stato where lawlessness does not exist.
In
Kentucky, the trouble does not assume so
much thd character of political bitterness as of
general ruffianism. In Breathitt county, 200
miles east ot

Louisville, no courts have been
many months, and a body of state
guards have been sent to put down an armed
baud of outlays and protect the courts while in
session. In Missouri, lawlessness in the less
held for

populous portions is
life nor property is

prevalent that neither
safe—at least Senator
Schurz in a recent speech made this declaration in the strongest possible language.
so

In order to ascertain the truth about the reports printed in Northern papers about the
murder of colored men iu the South, Gen.
Hawley of the Hartford Courant recently
wrote a letter to Congressman Hays of Alabama, asking him respecting the correctnesness
of the assertions. In reply Mr. Hays writes a
letter which would fill four columns of this paper reciting at length the cases of violence and
murder which have been known to him, and
also giving the opinions of the local papers on
the subject. It is a fearful record. He says
that candor
compels him to say that
murders and assassinations of the friends
of fthe government aro more numerous toin
Alabama
than
at
day
time
any
since the surrender of Lee,
“and unless
the strong arm of Federal power can avert the
calamity, I can see nothing in the future save
gloom and despair to the loyal men of the

Soutn, ruin to the material interests of the
country and death to those of us who uphold
the honor and integrity of tho nation, and
counsel submission to the laws of the United
States.”
Murders of colored men are also reported m
Georgia. The authorities of Tennessee have
arrested several persons engaged in the Trenton massacre and they have been admitted to
bail.
Further reports from Conshatta, La.,
say that all white Ilepublicans are warned to
leave the country.
We might add a list of individual
murders,
assassinations and
atrocities, but these would
not give any better idea of the extent of
the violence than to say, in a general
way, that the
White League has engaged in a new
BROOKLYN

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United StateB, Canadas
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston.

rebellion

SCANDAL.
During the past week the long promised
statement of Moulton lias been made public
It filled eleven columes of fine type in the
Boston Journal. A few new letters were presented, but only for the purpose of showing

that Mr. Beecher wrote letters to Mrs, Tilton.
The only new revelations are that after the
publication of Tilton’s letter in the Golden Age,
Moulton prepared a statement for the public,
which Tilton agreed to, to the effect that the

difficulty between Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton
kad been fairly adjusted by a proper apology

Congress

in

a

speech ut Gloucester

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

]

121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at tne lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

_HORACE DODD.
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the United States and British Trovinces.

ERS’

Ohio, Mr. Pendleton making
of the

expansion

a

speech in favor

of the currency.

1
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ernment.
BRIEF MENTION.

Child stealing seems to be a favorite occupation in New York-The pork packers drove
the provision dealers out of their association at
the Louisville meeting-Ex-Sheriff and Reformer John Kelly, the present Tammany

leader,

is

Office No. 41 Park

minister, which he didn’t pay over
-Twenty-six life insurance companies paid
out for death losses $1,382,047.37 in August
American

-Weston, the fool, is about to attempt to
walk 500 miles in six days-The Governor of

Virginia

has called the creditors of the state
for consultation-Gen. Frank P. Blair has
been very sick, hut is better-Only $60,725
were bid at New Orleans for eight United States
ironclads. No sale-The federal and rebe1
soldiers of Vicksburg have formed an organization called the Blues and Greys-Ohio re-

ports severe drouth-The competition between European steamers has begun againThe latest report is that the cotton crop will
fall below August estimates—^Brownsville,
Texas, reports a storm which did damage to the
amount of $250,000 in that section-S. B.
Benson is acting chief of the secret serviceThe Palisade Insurance Co. of Jersey City is
rained by its secretary, who stole $50,000 from
it_

He is in jail-Gov. Dix censures Haveraeyer,
but will not remove him-A monument to
Gen. Lyon has been dedicated at St. LonisC. H. Bullard, alleged principal of the Boylston
bank robbery of Boston, two years since, has
been arrested in New York.
IN GENERAL.

The middle

states report a most serious
drouth, ruining late crops and the fall grazing.
The.same reports come from Ontario, where
there has been no rain for nearly three months,
in consequence of which cattle are starving.
In Ontario very destructive forest fires are reported, together with the destruction of farm
buildings. In New Jersey forest fires have
occasioned considerable loss.
There is no news of importance the past
week from the Indians. It does not appear
that the fears of the Kansas people are realized. Gen. Miles reports that the Indians now
raiding are well armed.
Two members of the Executive Council have
been conferring with the witnesses in the case
of Louis Wagner at Portsmouth, N. H.
A Boston despatch says there is not an ac'
cumulation of cotton goods in the country, hut
on the other
hand, if the stock was distributed
there would be an absolute scarcity.
Several destructive fires are reported this

week, viz:

Pittsburg,

Heese & Onen’s

pork
packing house, loss $10,000; Farrington, N. H..
shoe factory and other buildings, loss $00,000;
Harrisburg, Iowa, Watson & Fernald’s flouring mill, loss $30,000; Cornwall, Ont., a lot of
fine mills, loss $250,000.
There is some question about gold at the

everv

&

34

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

J. H. Bates, late of
i). R. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

C. J. WHEELER,
HE WSPA PEK ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE

BAXTER

PORTABLE
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It is

estiPark, Boston, Tuesday, for $10,000.
mated that 30,000 people were present There
than twenty entries, but seven came
to the track.
Smuggler won the race, Phil
Sheridan second and Genet third.

were more

Business prospects

though

are

moro

encouraging,

the Southern troubles are likely to interfere somewhat.
The temperance camp
meeting at Old Orchard came to a close Sunday. It was a

marked success, both in attendance and in the

SUMMER

Treatise

oil

Nervous Diseases
AND

THE

—

a

.

_

STREET,

Portland, Maine,
STATE
So

AGENT.

Extra Insurance to Fay 1

No Danger from Explosion—No liability
to get out of Order.

In short it is the SIMPLEST, SAFEST, most
DURABLE and most ECONOMICAL Engine in
the world. We fully guarantee them in all the abeve
particulars. COLT’S ARMS CO. have snared no
expense in getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MACHINES with which to build these Engines, so that
every part is made up to gauge, and are perfectly Interchangeable, the importance of which will be understood by all who aro at all familiar with machinery. Thus, every Engine of a given size is an exact
duplicate of every other one of that size, and in case
ol breakage, the broken part can he immediately replaced by its perfect duplicate.
The inventor of this Engine had in
view, in it*
construction, the great need that exists tor a perfect
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kinds
of light mechanical work, and that should also combine all that is good in Steam Engineering.
The first point was, to secure a perfectly philosophical Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure the
most perfect combustion, and to take up the
greatest
possible amount of heat in generating steam.
The second point was, to make a perfect cut-oft

Engine, working

steam

expansively,

and

keeping up

the temperature of the cylinder to prevent loss
by
radiation or condensation.
The third point was, to combine and make the
whole a mechanically and scientifically correct machine; all its parts being provided with means to
take np lost motion, so that it may be used for
any

number of years, and always run
smoothly. In all
these particulars as much care has been taken as in
the largest and most pertcet engine ever
constructed.
The result is—the greatest amount of
power
PROPORTIONED TO THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMED—thus proving the fact—well known to men
of science—that water is the best medium to transmit the mechanical forces, Generated in the combustion of fuel, to the production of motive power.

Machinery for any purpose furuisheJ at
Manufacturers’ Prices.
PLEASE SEND

FOR CIRCULAR.

juH__dlwtTSTtf
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Song Monarch !

!

By H. R. PALMER, of Chicago, wilh the distinguished assistance of Prof. L O. Emerson of Boston.
These gentlemen in the Song Monarch, present to
the public a book unrivalled for the use of
SINGING CLASSES,
whether in the form of Singing Schools,or in NorMosic Schools. Conventions, Colleges, or
Academies, and the higher Common Schools.

mal

Price 75 cent..

Per Dozen, 87.50.

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD
FOR THE FTA.NOFORTE.
The Most Popular Method ever issued; 250.000 already sold, and the boon is received, if anything,with
increasing iavor from year to year. Teachers and
Pupils buy
35,000 COPIES ANNUALLY !!

Guardian Sale of Real Estate.
to license from the Hon. Judge of

PURSUANT
Probate for the County of Cumberland,
sell at
auction

1 shall
A. D.

on the 17th day oi Oct.,
public
1874. at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, on the premises,
all the right, title and interest Keziah H. Brown has
in the lollowing desciibed real estate, viz:
One-half of eight acres of laud with buildings
thereon and mill privilege connected therewith in
common and undivided, situated in Windham and
known as the “Narrows privilege,” at the outlet of

muled.

by

B.

Holden, Administrator

cea»}yA^lSpe;V^1M^rKlttL0[,r’;“1rG™;!-r^
1”^a““ s

CSdCbl,C8

p-

WILLIAM II.
MARSHALL, late of Portlmti rin
ceased. Will and petition for the
probate thermt"
presented by Addie Marshall,widow of sakl
SAMUEL RUMERY, late of
Portland,
First account presented for allowance,
by W m.
G. Davis, and James P. Baxter,
Surviving
Fanners
late partnership composed of
of,the
themselves
.,,,,1
said Samuel Rumery. under the name
and faiyic
smrnotf
the Portlaiid Paekiug

decSd'

decea«!d'

Company.
RUTH WHITMAN late of
deceased
Will and petition for the probatePortland,
thereof nresem^i
Thomas H.

theielf

by
Haskell, the Executor
nam«
WILLIAM L. WILSON, late of
Portland,deceased
Petition for allowance out of personal
estate rS'
sented by Sarah R. Wilson, widow ot said
deceared"
JOHN A.
WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy oi the original Order.
Attest. WILLIAM K. NEAL,
Register.

_W3u37

nexed

the trust of Administrator
of the estate ot
ELIJAH FULTON, late of

ith

BOSTON

Raymond,

in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and eivon
bonds as the law directs. All persons
bavins demands upon the estate of said
ar» reouired
deceased,
to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said

EQUALED-

Teaches practical piaco Di«Tlnl
*ad theoretical maaio
thorough

?*??*£*

1/

Method

Little Sebago Pond.

CHAS. JONES.
Guardian of Keziah H. Brown.
W indham, Sept. 7, 1874.
vr3w37

I

On and after Sept. 12th the
Peak’s Island Steamboat Company will run one Niesurr ••
Peak’* ■ mIiimi ouly, leaving
the end of Custom House Wharf
at 9 ami 19} a. in. and 2 and 3} p. in.; returning,
leave Scott’s Lauding at 9} and 11} a. w. and _’} and
P. in.sel IdJJw
—•

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
(gi^Night Sterling Uheckii issued for £1
au26dtf
and Upward*.

the

RAILROAD.

Maine

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

jy§2tt

m. Returning, leave
a. m., 12.30, 3.30,6.00

Boxp. in.

at 8.15
For Scarboro, Blue Point, Old Orcnard
Beach, Saeo and Biddcford at 6.15, 9.10,10.25
a. m.; 1.15. 3.15, 6.00 p. m. Returning leave Biddeford at 7.51, 11.20, 11.55 a. ra., 4.35. 7.26, 9.25 p. m.
For Great Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. in,, 3.15, 6.00
p. m.
For Lowell (via Lawrence) at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.,
3.IS p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For Concord and Manchester (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawrence at 9.10 a. m.
For Bochester, Alton Bay, Wolfboronffh and Centre Harbor (via Dover & Winnirnsencree R. R. anti Steamer Mt. Wash hurt nut at9.10 a. m., 3,15 p. m.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10 a. m.,
3.15 p. m.; Boston 8.15 a. m., 6.00 p. m.
All trains stop at Old Orchard Beach.
JAS. T. FURBEK, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,

ault

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger trains leave Portland for
Rochester and intermediate stations at

A

ovci

jr

leaving Pier

ttcuucwioj

aim

oatuiuaj

u

ai

carefully executed

Steamship

MARKS,

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon herself the trust of Administratrix Of the estate of
ISAAC DYER, late ot Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
the
of
estate
said
deceased
are required
upon
to exhibit the same: and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARTHA P, DYER, Administratrix,
Portland, Sept. 15,1874.eel7dlaw3wl h*

NOTICE

PE© PILE—Male or Female
at home, $30 per week warranted, no capital required. Particulars and valuable
samples sent iree. Address with 6 cent return
stamp, C. ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.
au21t4w
f

daily.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Jyttf

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

RAILROAD.

THE

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunat *2.00 A. M. t9.10

a.

M., H3.15 and 6.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,

(Sundays excepted),

at 9.10 a. m. and 3.15 p. in.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston
at no.uu
118.00 xx.
A. xii.,
M.. *7.45
P. m.
M.
tun ai
(.u x
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 7 30
and U8.15 A. M,tl2.30, *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *6.201". 41.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Baneor
and St. John at 7.30 and 118.15 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth aud Portland at 6.30
10.50 and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at 10.00 and tl0.20
A. M.. 113.051 .M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton.
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. 41.
Leave Portland for LewiBton, Bath,
Rockland, Auusta, Waterville aud Skowhegan, at t7.U0 A. M.
ieiave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. 41
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston,
Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman I’alace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. 41.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.45 P. 41.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8.00 A. M.. returning at 5.00 P. 41
The 9.10 A. 41. and 3.15 P. 41. trains from
Portland, and the S.oo A. 41. train from Bangor
make close connections to New kork by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. 41. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. 41. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains tor New York via Fall River
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. 41. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. 41
The 9.10 A. 41. aud 3.15 P. 41. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Fails and
Conway Railroad.
The 8.15 A. 41. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the ears of the
P. <S O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec aud
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
anti Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
‘Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
morning.
t Accommodation train
gFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH.
General hlanager.
b
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad, Portland, Me.
au3
dtf

___

Bristol and Pemaqnid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at *ow rates
C. A. COOMBS, Sap’t.
jy20dtt

AUBURN

film Houwe, Court. St. W. N. Ac A. Young,

Proprietor*.

run

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Halt
Proprietor.
Cony Ilou*e9 G. A. & H. Cony. Proprfto

Augnstn ITouse,

as

rr,

tor*.
_

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J.E. Harriman dr Co.
Proprietor*.
Frnnlilin House,—Ilarlow St., HeLau
lin A Darn, Proprietor*.
RATH.

Sagadahoc House— K. B. Nayhrw, Prop
Bath Hotel, C. IB. Plummer, Proprietor

CAM!
As

FAMILY

a

it
Drug-

use

JURUBEBA.
ARE YOU

Weak, Nervous,

or Debilitated?
Are yoo so Languid that any exertion requires more of an effort than you feel capable of
making?
Theu try JURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lower

depth of misery, hut it is a vegetable tonic acting uirectly on the liver and spleen.
It regulates the Bowels, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole
system as
to

soon make the invalid feel like a new
person.
Its operation is not violent, hut is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no

au2Gtlw

POSTPONEMENTS IMPOSSIBLE.

First

A

Mortgage Premium Bond
OF

—

THE

—

IV.

Y. Industrial Exhibition Co.
Authorized by tho Legislature of the State of N. Y.
2d Scrie Drawing,
OCT. 5, 1874.

IHORCENTHAU, BRUNO & CO.,
Financial Agents, 23 Park Row, N. Y
P. O. Drawer !l». Applications for
Agencies re-

ceteeil.__seltlw
For

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT
AllliViLl DISEASES,
lUOLAOL.lj

AilU XllXU

Use

Wells’

Carbolic

Tablets.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATRIEDAND MURE REMEDY
Sold by Druggist!,
iel14w
Harry Hill, the Champion Wrestler, 26 East
St., says GILES*

Houston

LINIMENT IODIDE AMMONIA
Soreuess and stiffnes of the Joints and Musrecommends it to all gymnasts.
Wm. H. Van Cott, Superintendent of the Fleetwood Park, has used Giles’ Liniment Iodide
of Ammonia on horses and recommends it.
Habby Bassett’s owner, Col. McDaniels, uses
in bit stables Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia. Depot 451 6th av., N. Y. W. F.PHILL1PS & Co., wholesale; F. T. MAHER «& CO., retail,
cures

cles;

___selt4w

AGENTS
For Best and Latest

World

K.

"mn

stamp. Dean & Co.

Publishing

SPIRIT

OUR

Life

application

as

aliove._

and

prietor.

JEFFERSON, 9.
Wnumbek

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer. Proprietor.
LOVELL.
Kezer Valley House, C. H. Harris, Pro-

prietor.

9IACU1AS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.
NORWAY.
Heal** Hotel, O. B. Green, Prop.
Elm House, .Uain St. W. W. Wbitmarah

Proprietor.

NAPLES*

Elm Houae, Nathan Church A Sou, Pro-

prietor*.

NORTH RRIDGTON.
Lake Hotel—J. B. Alartiu, Proprietor.

SAMPSON, Agent.

53 Central Wharf, Boston.

June2tf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Calais

aud

Si.

John.

Baulorlh

Digby

Wiudsor and Halifax.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK!

days.

Connections made at

lor St. Andrews,
Eastport
and Houlton.

Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock

*c16t4w

uTS

Articles in the World. $2.00 worth of samples
given away to those who will become agents. J.
BRIDE & CO., 767 Broadway, N. Y.
sel6t4w

4^7
^AAGENTS’PROriTN per week
I

*UV Will prove it or forfeit $50<>. New articles are just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. CA1DESTER, 267 Brood way,New York.
sclG
f4w
information of this Startling Book about to be
published by us. Sent Agents who address, AMERC AN AUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn. selCtiw

House,

NORTH NT RAT FORD N, If.

Willard House, C* H. Builey A: Co. P

prietors.

PEAK’S INLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, and Fred-

erickton,
I3P-Freigbt received on days of sailing until 4
o'clock P. M.
jull’dtfA R. STUBr.S, Agent

ORCHARD BEACH.'
E. H. Drake. Proprietor.

OLD
Ocean

same

NOBRIDGEWOCH.
Houae, B. Uanforth. Proprietor
NORTH ANSON.
Hotel. Hrowudc Hilton, Propr

Somerset
dor*.
rtor*.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

On and after Monday June 15th,
the International Steamship Company’s Steamers, City of Portland,
Cant. S. H. Pike,New York, Capt.
■'E. B. Winchester,and New Brunswill leave Railroad Wharf, loot
wick,
ot State St., every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY, at 6 P. M., for Eastportand St. John,N. B.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

H.

9Ierrill A Plaist

LINCOLNVILLE.
House—F. E. Phillips, Proprietor.

Hracb

of Central Wharf Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—
William Lawrence,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George AppoldCapt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo. H. lJallett.
•‘John Hopkins S' Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded trom Norlolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Late.
Freight forwarded from Sot folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Term,
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee* Alabama anti
Georgia/f and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
Balt, & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
11
by the West.
places
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meali to Norfolk $15.00.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, tune 05 hours.
For further information apply to
end

E.

—

LEWISTON.
Be Witt Houae, Hellrn A Co., Proprietor*

Steamships cf thisLinesail from

J

House,

Proprietors.

Norfolk aud Ealttmore and Washij,touu
D. C. Steamship Line.

Lunev Hon
tors.

PITTNFIELD.
»e—Fletcher A Gale, Proprie-

PHILLIPS.
House, Adams Sc

Barden

Proprietors

Kobbinsou,

PORTLAND.

—AJ?l>—

Adams House, Temple Nt.Charles Adams

PIf ILAD£LPII f A

Albion House, 111 Federal 8t.J.G Perry*

Leave each port every

WedVy

Proprietor.

Proprietor.

American House, India Nt. E. Gray, Pro

Stemn»liip Line.

prieior.

tc

Sat’d’y

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and
J. K. itlarlin, Proprietor.

Green

Nt.

Fulinoulb Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

Mo

Wharlagc.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 n.m
From Pine Street Whart, Phila
delpliia, at 10 a. in.
Insurance one half the rate

■

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sout
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. U. SAMPSON, Agent,
TO

Jn23-ly

liong Wharf, Kpmpq.

FOR BOSTON.

etor.

Preble tlouse, Congress Nt. Gibsoa AC#.,
Proprietors.
Nt. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plan
Nts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. N. Hotel. Junction of Congress and Federal Nts. E. Cram & Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.
Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn Sc Co.,
Proprietors.
N ACC

A KAPPA.

Central Home— Alvin Allen, Proprieto
NUO WHEGAN.

Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Proprietor.
Elm House,

JI. H. Ilil'ou, Proprieto

VINAL

HAVEN, LANE’N INLAND.
Ocean House, F. ITI. Lane,
Proprietor.
WILTON.
Hilton llonif.II. N. Green*

Proprietor

CoHiuii§sioiicr$’ Notice.

BOARDS

Silver laiiMtre, Highly Ornamental. A perfect
protector to put under stoves. Ask your dealer tor it.

Full

H1RA91.
9It. Cutler Bouse,—Hiram Hasten, Prot

inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Portland, May 1874.
iny 18tf

scl6t4w

UNWRITTEN HISTORY.

11ARTLA9D.
Park Honte-R. I,. Williams, Prop.
Hartland Bonne—I. R. I.ittlefleld. Prop

5 o’clock p. m.
For further particulars

Y.__sel6 t4w

W ANTED—AGENTS

HALLOWELL.
Hallowelt House—II. Q. BLAEE, Pro

Hampden.

good, by
free. Address with six
stamp, M. Yopso, 173 Greenwich St.,

STs?g

EOAC RO FT.

Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at

honic, male or female; 933 per
IVapIt
T! 4/1 Ik week, day or
evening. N.Capital
"r *«na valuable package «f
TAP
fill
AAFA wAA
mail
cent return
N

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, ill. W. Clark. Proprietor.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave Railroad Wharf every lflondny
Wedneaday and Friday EveningM, at flO
o’clock,or ou arrival ot ExpressTrain from Boston.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Buck sport, Winterport

Co.

13 University Place, New York,
Want Agents everywhere for the following:
OE THE HOEY BIRLE. Edited by Frank Moore. /Inelegant 8vo, 61.0 pp.,
500 Engravings—from tho Old Masters. Price, $5.09.
FIRST HUNDRED YEARN. The
Life of the Republic, By C. Edwards Lester. 12
monthly parts. 90 pp.each. Royal 8vo. BOets.each j/art.
and public services of
CHAKLEH SUMNER. By C.Edwar.ls Lester. 6th Edition,revise.! and enlarged.8vo,7UOpp,83.75.
fit HE NEW YORK TOMRS. Bv Warden
X Sutton. A complete history or Noted Ci'iminals of
New York, and the Rumance of Prison Life. 8vo. 670
pp, $3.50.
Circulars, specimen pages, and teiuis to agents on

Simpson,

CAMDEN.
Hay View House, E. H. Demnth, Prop.

Monday

sel5d4w

The United States

Proprietor.

CALAIS.
W. D.

Hotel,

Foxeroft Exchange, P. 91. Jeffords, Proprietor.

SAMPLE to Agents. Ladica’Com-

New Bedford, Mass.

International

tion to her usual landing at So. W. Harbor, during
which time the Lewiston will leave Machiasport at
4,30, instead of 5 A. M.

WANTED

with

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P. Chamberlain,Propri-

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan Ac Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins Ac Sons, Prop*.

Map of Un ted States and

h bination Needle-Book,
-■-'Cliromos. Send

Ocean
etor.

BOSTON

published, together with Charts and Pictures.
Large wages made with certainty. Send
for terms at once to I). L, GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord, N. H.selMW

Record,

Thxrsday morning at 5 o’clock,touching as above,
arrivingl n Portland same njgbt, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for
Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. De-

ever

ti rx

every

Ac

BRUNSWICK, HE.
P. Ac K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Chas. Deeklno, will
leave Railroad Wharf foot of
State St., every gTneaday
and Friday Eveuing.at
lO o’clock, or on arrival of Express Train from
Boston, commencing May 19th, 1874.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge, Jonesport and

and

HAVE YOU TRIED

Co. Proprietors.
BETHEL.

Trips per Week.

Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport

_

Hou*e, Tremont St.—Ckapia

Chapman Bouse,—Andrews
Proprietor*

MACHIAS

&

Capt.

BECBXN HOlfT, Proprietor, New York.
au26t4w

WILL BUY

BANUOR

Steamboat Company.
Two

MEDICINE,

is the reward of genuine merit. Those who
will be without it. Eor sale by all
gists. Price 25. cents.

etor.
Treuiont
Gurney A

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

>RINE

once never

BOSTON.
Parker Hou*e. School Ac. H. D. Parker Ai
Co., Proprietor*.
St. Jnmca Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri-

dit

GREAT POPULARITY OF

EVERY ROND
purchased previous to October 5th will participate.
Address for Bonds and full particulars,

COMMENCING AUG. 3, 1874.

ALFRED.

Alfred House, K. II. Goiling, Proprietor.

freight

Employment

-■$20--

Mdls daily.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfield

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels tn the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

Leave Franklin Wharf,Portland
.every MONDAY and THURS'DAY. at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
extra.
Passage in State Room $5,
Goods forwarded to ami from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
to the
Shippers are requested to send their
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES* Ag’t, Pier 38, £. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can be obtained at 22 Exchange Street.

PORTLAND,

U.na

HOTELS.

Co.

JylG

.A

Apply to
HENRY FOX, General A not,
Franklin Wharf, Portland,
or S. F. AMES. Agent,
Pier 38, East River, New York.

»el4tf

mjals

MANAGER.

.■•ill nAntl.n..

Mondav and Thursday, an usual.
Freight taken at the lowest rates.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

and at the Lowest Prices.

M.

JOBk,

Tlin K.li-un/tra nml Vranonni..

a»i.

SEMI-WEEKLY LUSTEL

WE

—

will

86 West street. New York.

Maine

Limington, daily.

At New Castle for

Ilium,

jy28tt

Work

ol

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Corner and Dam’s

-.--

HEW

Passenger accomnidations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, Including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births inclnded),$3.50.
For freight or passage apply to
«
Until further notice the “Geo. Cromwell will bo
the only steamer sailing.
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Boston & Maine R. R. building. Head of wharf
or
CLARK & SEAMAN,
Portland,

Daily Press Printing House

promptly and

TO

—

—

9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior Ind
the east, and at New-York with Cromwell Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines to the
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.

109 EXCHANGE STREET

sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their
tents, like the Arabs,
And
silently steal away.”
This is no new discovery, but has been
long used
with wonderful remedial results, and is pronounced
by the highest medical authorities, “the most powerful tonic and alterative known”
Ask your druggist ior,it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWINS CO., BOSTON.

i^-v^£?3«lay8 excepted)

Ui

and

7.30 A. M., 1.30 and 4.15 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. 12 M. and 5 P. M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Billon
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

TRAL

AND

The Steamer CHESAPEAKE
ruu between here and New
WASHINGTON”
and “GEO.
York in connection with the KLand
FRANCONIA
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
EANORA
will form a semi-weekly line.leav I
leaviug bore every Tuesday, at $
ing Boston & Maine It. R. Wharf 1 P, M., and New York every Friday at 5 P. M.

PRINTING

Passenger trains will leave Portfor Boston, at 6.1S, 9.10 a. m.

_______

JSUSSana.d

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

PORTJLuAISrD
—

Steamship Co.

The first class Steamships, “GEO.

▼

On and after Monday, Aug. 3, 1871.

and Liberty daily.

x^3E

For Peak’s Island.

many.

RAILROAD.

WORKING

and Rockland.

sel0dlaw3wTh»

HAS NEVER BEEN

MAINE

Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages counect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Nortbport, South Thomaslon and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren lor Union, daily.
At Warren for detterson and Whitetield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Friday*
At Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro’, Washington

estate are called mion to make payment to
HENRY C. PEABODY, of
Portland
Administrator with the Will annexed

Raymond, July 21,1S7I.

&

[RAILROAD.

_

the Will
-.7,
,v 111 ,m‘

Berry-

Will until further notice
follows:

Direc rail route to Wiscasset, New
le, Dam an scotta,
Waldoboro,
S-ww-'Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

unon

w

Voyage.

passage $G0, steerage $20.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

—

rfcscriptioii

Providencs

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY give*
to aau
direct
communication
torn Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Ceutial and the Phil. & Reading R. R*s., and to all
ttoe principal cities in the South and Southwett. No
Y/harfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COY LE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
anl 1 ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this liner
sail from Halifax .every ot her Tuesday, fo
Liverpool, touching at Qnecuwtown. Passage
(first-class) $70 and $60 gold or its equivalent; thirdclass $20 U. S. currency to British ports, $20 to Denmark aDd Sweden, prepaid $20 and $26.
The Olaagow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec eveiy Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin

all points in the

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any ambunt exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate ol
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treat,
W. J. SPICER, Local Suprentendent.
Portland, July 30. 1874.jy3tdtf

Iron Line of Steamers!

Clyde's

SEW YORK.

Every

0

A HD

PHILADELPHIA.

First-class Weekly mall steamers of this line sail Irom Quebec
every Malurday Morning,
for Liverpool, touching at

BOSTON,

on

LINE.

Ocean

Shortest

A*D

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that foe
subscriNOTICE
ber has been duly appointed and taken
ntmself

PORTLAND

Running between

Book, Card and Jot

Offices'

baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

Yarmouth,

dlV

SERVICE.

SUMMER

an“ nntu

July 21. 1874.

night.

JOHNSON, minor child and heir of
iw?A^P^Ev.E*
Mary P. Johnson, late of
deceased. Pe-

EBEN D CHOATE late of
Will and petition for the probatePortland, deceased
thereot' nrew-nre
* di
by Sarah Choate the Executrix therein
SARAH DOOLEY, late of
Portland, deceased
Petition for license to sell and
convey real estate mesented by Lems Pierce,
Administrator.
•THOMAS L. LIBBY, late of Portland
deceased
Petition for license to sell aud
convey real esabnr'
* “ 1
sented
Aaron

ALLAN

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendia
condition, is wen equipped with lirst-class roiling
stock, ami is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
er'PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leav ing Portland at 1.15 p. m. and 12 o’clock mid-

for allowance, by

bets* Administratrix*6’*

44

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

DARIUSM.HILL AND AL. minor children and
heirs of Rufus B. Hill, late of Yaimouth, deceased,

IRA TIBBETS, late of Cape
Elizabeth, deceased
** allowa,‘“ bV Sarah Tib:

THE

EASTERN

Northwest, West and Southwest

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the
County of Cumberland, on the First
Tuesday of September,in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
seventy-four, the following matters having been presented for the action
thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interesta
ed, by causing copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers
printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Portland on the first
Tuesday of
October next, a t ten of the clock in the
forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and
object if they see cause.
JOHN GOODWIN, late of Baldwin, deceased
hirst account presented for
allowance, by John M.
Goodwin, Administrator.
JOHN W. BORNHOLM, late of Brunswick, deceased. Will and petition for the probate
thereof,
presented by Thomas U. Eaton, the Executor therein named.
JOHN G. GREEN, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Waiver of the Provision of the Will,and petition that
Wilson may be appointed Administratrix
p* will
with the
annexed, presented by Mary P. Green,
widow of said deceased.
late of Brunswick, deceased.
x> 45LEMONT,
Petition for allowance out of
personal estate, presented by Caroline
Lemont, widow of said deceased.
ENOCH MORSE, late of North Yarmouth, deceased. Final account of Amos
Osgood, Trustee,prea|l°wauce, by William Osgood, Executor
of the W ill of said Amos
Osgood, deceased.
ISAIaH H. BAKER, minor child and heir of
Isaiah H, Baker, late of
Windham, deceased. Petition lor license to sell and
convey real estate, presented by Thomas
Pennell, Guardian.

Swi“SSntal

CF

Will be taken

m

and

a

lOHBY g. JAOKKOT, Iate ot
Elizabeth,
deceased. Petition tor license to sellCape
and convey reai
by James W. Johnson, Adminis»
Vre,sen,ei1
trator de
boms non with the Will annexed.
SILAS MARINER, late of Cape
Elizabeth defor all0",ante by Gble°“

6.00
6 10
8.09

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

To all Persona Interested in either ol the
Estates hereinafter named:

of said deceased.

44

York’.

___

—

44

BOSTON & MAINE

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, »t. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Frauciaeo,

hug about it. Money given back it it
tails to curs.
Price75cl8

late of Gorham,deceased.
Will and petit on for the
probate thereof, presented
by La\ ima B. Libby, the .Executrix thereiii named.
111. STC^NE, late of Falmouth, deceased.
Petition that Samuel P. Bachclder
may lie appointed
Administrator, presented by Daniel If. stone a sou

3.00

Red and the Yellow Tickets

Adams and at

important

license to sell and convey real estate preCharles W. Mitchell, Guardian.
ELIZABETH H. ELDER, late of Gorham deceased. First and final account presented for allowby Freeman Harding, Administrator.
ancc;
CHARLES F. FROST & ALS. minor children and
ueus ot
onaries rrost, late of
Gorham, deceased.
Second accounts presented lor allowance
by Eunice
J. Frost, Guardian.
MESHACH RUST, late of Gorham, deceased.
Will and petition lor the
probate thereof, and that
may b0 appointed Administrator
nritt
mth *i11
the TC-Mk!ey
\v,ll annexed, presented
by William A.Rust
itUSt’ ^ Executora named in said
WiU

44

44

NOTICE.

TO AND FROM

ARRANGEMENT.

—

103 Federal St.

tition lor
sented by

44

2*50

gg||g|fc«hd^&22118711

Harbor,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

I It needs only a trial
to sati»fy the most

hirst and final accounts
presented
James M. Buckman, Guardian.

44

74 EXCHANGE ST.

PROBATE NOTICES.

AT

<<

44

213
2 30
2.45

F.

__

and

OF TRAINS.

[Passenger

hicks .v rin

7 & 9 CENTRE

n

lou

Je23eodtf

44

4.00

SPECIAL

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.50 p. m.
Express Irom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston and Auburn, at 7.45 p. m.

that people should
know it.
Dr. Evans* Remedy will cure

_

44

a. m.

WHOLESALE -A.GKEjS'TS.
W. F. Whipple At Co„ Johh W. Perkin*
& Co., W. W.
Phillip* A Co., *0
jy!4
POKTCAYP, ME.
d3m

CATARRH.

44

16,1874._pe!7dtd

Express for Montreal, Qnebec and West at 12.30 a.
m.
This train will ruu Sundays and not Monday.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

Should any person into whose hands this notice
comes, have a frieud whom he knows or thinks is afflictediwith any Nervous Disease, Nervous Debility,
etc., he will confer a real kindness on his friend by
sending it to him, so as to give him an opportunity
of being cured by the use of Dr.
Lothrop’s CORDLAL
BA LM OF SYRICUM and TONIC PILLS.
Sold by all Druggists.

is

44

44

0*02

•«
»«

Johns, N.

Monday, Wednesday

__

Slmitli Paris at R

skeptical. No bum-

Houghton,

&

a

«•

10.25
10.30
44
10.40
RETURNING:

—

Loring

«»

Eastern Railroad.

Auburn and Lewiston at 9 a. m.
Mail train at 1.25 p. m., tor Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal aud the West.
Accommodation train for Auburn, Lewiston and

During the year 1865 Dr. G. Edgar Lothrop had a
new and peculiar
drug, from the interior of Africa,
brought prominently under his notice by the very
strange ctiect it produced on an animal who had
accidentally swallowed a large quantity. Owing to
this circumstance he was led to make many
exj>eriments on the lower animals, and he soon discovered
that it had a very peculiar enect on the Nervous System. This induced him to experiment both on himself
and some of his patients, and such was the wonderfully beneficial effects, and so rapid the cure of those
afflicted with nervous diseases, that Dr. Lothrop
came to the conclusion that he had discovered a new
and valuable addition to the medicines of the pharmacopoea. He soon found that this medicine,in conjunction with some others, cured nervous diseases of
all kinds with a certainty and
rapidity of which lie
had no previous conception*
A tew words on that special disease
generally known
as Nervous Debility or Weakness. This is in most cases
b.ought on by total ignorance of the fearful pernicious effects, but it is also brought on in
many cases
brought on through no fault of the person afflicted,
but by disease, long confinement, and several other
causes—but in all cases the effect on the constitution

—.

Frank H.

Sept.

Express for

HARTFORD, CONN.,

BY

a. m.

9.45
9.56

««

OTHEIU.

except

ISr* RETURNING will leave Halifax ou TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day ol sailing.
Excursion Tickets to Halifax and return good rntil October 1st, $10.00
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

130

«
44
1.00
4.15
Lewiston,
4*
44
44
3.00
6.00 44
The 12.45 and 4.00 P. M. trains from the Fair
Grounds are through trains to Boston. The 6.00 P.
M. train will run through to Portsmouth.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. 1st Div.
A. BROWN, Supt. 2d Div.

On and after Monday, July 27,1874,
will run as follows:
Et?"“*?!????5,trains
EXpreg8 train 7 a. m. for Montreal
—■■“““—■■■"Quebec, Auburn and Lewiston.

THAT

SALE

at 7.30

y.33

«

Arrive Portland,

W. H. TURNER, Superintendent.

E-wV-6.00 p,

won’t sell the land.
A great stallion race took

Mystic

Depot.

factoring Co.,

Price 83.75.
All books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., C1I AS. H. DITSON & CO
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York
d&w2w
sell_

at

7.30 a. m. and 4.15 p. m.
Tickets for sale by Rollins,

^

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mann

FOR

Bay

p. m.
For Wolfboro and Centre

ALTERATION

It

Awarded Vint Premium by American
Institute, 1869, 1870 aud 1871: Geld
medal by l.oniaiana and Texas
State Pairs, 1871; aud Vint
Premiums whenever fairly
pat in competition.

CO.,

•«

lojo

44

8.40
8.45
8.55

«•
.«

for St.

44

131

993

44

flKAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

f\ IUI D C

Under Patents dated Oct. 27th, 1808, April 13th and
20th, 1800, and June 28th, 1870.

Danville

44

Alton Bay and Steamer Mt. Washington, 7.30 a.
in. (passengers taking this train can make the entire
trip over the Lake, and return same day) arriving in
Portland at 7.20 p. m.
For Wolfboro, via Wolfboro Junction, all rail, at

Heart, St. Vitus* Dance, Epilepsy, Nervous Headache, Sleeplessness, Restlessness during Sleep, Loss
of Memory, Irritability, Nervousness,
Twitching of
the Nerves, and all other Nervous
Diseases, will find
this medicine a real blessing.

MANUFACTURED

for Alton

via

is the same. Heretofore, there has been no cure for
this disease, but Dr. Lothrop, having
put up this
medicine in the form of CORDIAL BALM OF S jTRICUM AND TONIC PILLS, combined with other
medicines, offers them to all sufferers as a safe and
si>eedy cure. Our Lunatic Asylums are full cf patients, in many cases brought thither by the effects
ot Nervous Debility. Many thousands suffer in silence, hopeless of relief, having often been deceived
by unprincipled quacks. Such is not the case with
Dr. G. Edgar Lothrop’s CORDIAL BALM OF SYRICUM and TONIC PILLS. A very short trial will
demonstrate their efficacy.
Any who suffer from the effects of over indulgence
m tobacco, or alcoholic
stimulants, Palpitation of the

STEAM ENGINE,

Juc,8 25

44

Leave
Fair Ground 12.45

St.
Exchange dtf&Sup

v“i|Depot

£*■■■'

Try it once and you would
without it.

Cordial Balm of Syricum.

Black Hills.

place

Magnesia

6m

—

LOCKE,

a

Trains leave Portland & Rochester

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
J. W. PERKINS & CO.

myl

44

Auburn,
Lewiston,
Ar Fair Ground,

the

FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE BY

descrintinn

Recently enriched by the addition of “Czerny’s
Letters on the art of Playing tse Piano
and of “Schonann’s Maxims.” It is now a book
of 269 large pages.

At least the scientific men with
the expedition assert that Gen. Caster did not
himself see any gold. At any rate the Indians

not be

N.Gloucester,8.12

44

New York aud return

to

49 1-2

toT

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

being investigated by Havemeyer.

Watson Webb has been sued for money obtained from the Brazilian government while

will be found invaluable.

Row, New York.

BATES

Bad for Kelly-Long Branch closes the season this week-Senator Morrill of Vermont
talked agriculture and anti-reciprocity at the
Vermont State Fair-Five per cent, of tho
Cuban militia has been called into serviceThere isn’t so much yellow fever as white
league plague at the Southern ports,-Jaimes

Indigestion,

children,

Hill,

44
44

Gray,

44

5.15

7.23
7.45
8.00

44
44

Agency, and needtu

W. D. LITTLE &

j\17dtf

Friday.

It is reported that Russia is seriously offended with the German government for its seeming attempt to act as arbiter of Europe, as displayed in the recognition of the Spanish gov"

with young

pfp

The death of the eminent statesman and
writer, Guizot, is announced.

majority.
A fruitless attempt has been made to assassinate the Presideut’of Peru.
The would-be
assassin was captured.
Twenty persons were killed and many injured by a railroad collision near Norwich, Eng.,

f^“Tirkft»

NEWSPAPERS.

Dealers in Printin'’ Materials of

heretofore,

reduced rater.

ADVERTISING AGENTS

.Vnp

us as

Walnut

44

WAREHOUSE,

GEORGE I*. ROWELL &

by

information cheertully furnished.

fiaper

governments.

Extensive labor troubles are reported at Bolton, Eng., the operatives of seventy-four mills,
13,000 in number, baring struck.
An election took place Sunday in the department of Marne-et-Loire, at which the Republi
can candidate had a large plurality but not a

of the

10G WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds oi
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
uwest prices. Send fur estimates.

FOREIGN.

There is little of importance in the Spanish
contest. There has been little fighting. The
German and Austrian ministers have presented their credentials with the respects of their

Dyspepsia,

sold

at lower rates than any other

Stomach,

common

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING

or

24 and 25.

YORK,

AM.

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston trom Boaton & Providence K. K. Denot daily,
Sunday
at 5.30 p. M. connecting at Stouington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
ami Friday, and with the elegaut and popular Steamer Stouington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always iu advance stall other liar*. Baggug*
checked through.
Tickets procured at debits of Bcston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St. .and W. D. Little & Co.,
49} Exchange SL
L. \V\ FILKINS.
n s RAHCiX’K
Gen. Pascnger Ag’t. New
President.

Capt. W.A.Colby, will leave Kailroad W* arf,Portland,every Saturfor HA LI FAX, dij_,day at 5.30 p.m.
MHHSHS^'rect making connections with the
ntcrcolonial Railway,for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamer

Exciirsion tickets gold at the office for one fore the
trip, leaving passengers at the Fair Grounds
7.00 A.M. 8.50 A.M, and 1.05 P.M.
Westbrook 7.15
•*
9 m
1 09

Falmouth,

Steamship FALMOUTH,

The

NXC-W
OP

1 his is the only inside route A vol
iug Point Judith.

Prince Edward IsWith coiwectioBM
land, Cape Breton and St. Joliuu, N. P.

Leave Poi tlam1

Cumberland, 7.30

U-OXi
AHKAD

to

round

44

STOi\li\CJTO\ LIYE1

S,

22723,

September

Tickets

via either Boston & Maine and Eastern, or Steamers
to Boston, the Stonington aud Fall River and all
Rail lines to New York, the Michigan Central, Great
Western and Pennsylvania Central Pacific Railroads,
and all other favorite routes

are

Milk of

ADVERTISING AGENC1,

on

campaign in

Through

STEAMERS.

TO

DIRECTi

—

State Fair at Lewiston

aha, San Francisco, and all points
West and South.

LIMB

Halifax Nova Scotia;

—

—

Winnepiseogee.

so

OF

For New York, Philadelphia, Regular and Special Trains
TO THE
Baltimore, Washington, St. Louis,
New Orleans, Texas, Chicago, Om

AS A
jul5
LAXATIVE FOR CHILDREN
For Lake
It la superior to any other preparation, requiring no
persuasion to induce them to take it, and is also pefemales
DAILY EXCURSIONS,
during pregnancy.
culiarly adapted for
It is a positive preventive against the food ol infants.
souring on the stomach. In cases of
Tickets to TVollboro’ aud Centre Harbor
Summer Complaints and Diarrhoea,
aud Return, $4.00.

S. Ml. PEXTENGILL & CO.’S

HAIL

—

Rheumatism and Gout.

Saturday evening. He thinks he is needed in
Congress. He also undertook to explain his financial record. Failure.
The Democrats have opened the

—

“SUPERIOR TO CALCINED OR CAROF MAGNESIA, WITHBONATE
OUT THEIR DANGEROUS ASSOCIATIONS.’’
Indorsed and prescribed by tbe leading physicians
throughout the country, as being the GREATEST
ANT-ACID yet presented to tne medical public. It
immediately and certainly relieves

Headache,

STEAMERS.

ARRANGEMENTS

MAGNESIA.

DODD’S

know him, and by others not so good.
There
will be an independent Republican nominated.
Gen. Butler annonnces himself as a candidate for

OF

Acidity

leaders ain’t a high toned class, but to their
credit thay threw over Gov. Moses and nominated in his stead Hon. D. H. Chamberlain,who
is said to be a very good man by those who

men, he would,
est duty, entertain any petition presented. To this the committee replied that
there were no armed men at the place of
the meeting, and that if Gov. Kellogg had acceded to the proposition which the committee
had brought, viz: that Gov. Kellogg abdicate
the office of Govornor, the people of Louisiana
would be saved from scenes of bloodshed. The
committee then reported the result of their interview to the meeting and the people were ad-

—

AGENT.

ADVERTISING

The convention adopted a long list
of excellent resolution which as a whole would
be a good platform for the Republican party,
when the new rebellion in the South is quelled.
The Republican Convention of South Carolina was in session several days last week. The

menace
this
as
his
high-

RAILROADS.

M I L K

Sourness

parties.”

In reply, he said that Gov.
give np the arms because
there was assembled near the place of the
meeting, large bodies of armed men met at
the instance of the leaders of the mass meeting. He also said that if the people had as-

time Penn issued a proclamation to
the colored people assuring them that their

per cent

RAILROADS.

Heartburn,

S. R. NILES,

The “National Reform Convention” at Detroit, Mich., last Wednesday, was a fizzle.
There were but few delegates present and they
are classed as the “bankrupt politicians of both

not

same

5

crats, while the House will show about 110 Republicans and 41 Democrats. The Republicans
lose Knox county but gain Somerset.

represented him.

vised to get their arms and assist the White
League to execute the plans arranged for them.
At four o’clock a daily paper was issued
which contained a proclamation from one D.
B. Penn, who claims to bo Lieutenant Governor, elected on the same ticket with McEnery
whe is absent, reciting the outrages of the Kellogg government, and calling the militia of the
state to report to their officers for the purpose
of “driving the usurpers from power.” At the

new

Our state elect ion has resulted very much as
predicted last week. The vote has been
light, but Gov. Dingley is endorsed by a majority of 11,000; five Republican Congressmen
have been elected; the state Senate will probably be made up of 29 Republicans and 2 Demo-

the crowd meanwhile waiting for the result of
interview. The committee did not see Gov.
Kellogg, bnt Gen. Dibble, of his staff who

would

Cur-

we

of New Orleans to take measures to get the
arms. The meeting was held Monday in the
streets, and a committee appointed to wait
upon Gov. Kellogg and make the demand, the

riohta

tavorame,

follows:

MEDICAL

44

POLITICAL.

boots and shoos, were seized by the state
authorities at New Orleans on the ground that
thej were intended for secret political organizations, the seizure being made in accordance
with the laws of the state. Saturday a call
was issued for a mass meeting in the streets

peacefully

as

loan.

as

armed

continue

fident of the success of the

The public is again startled with the news
of bloodshed iu Louisiana. A few weeks since
arms—muskets of foreign make and entered

of

balances

622,208.
The Secretary of the Treasury is entirely con-

CIVIL WARS IN LOUISIANA.

without

treasury

reported
Tuesday they
rency, $14,689,151, specie, 371,840,858. The receipts of he internal revenue business front
The
July 1, to Sept. 24, were $21,539,370.
amount of outstanding bank currency is $380,-

Night Sept. 10th.lt

sembled

AGENCIES.

FOR ALL THE LEADING

were

for the week ending Wednesday

Kellogg would

at

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

His spirits were so light—
“The little anchor on the left,
The great one on the right.”

The

now

get to trial in November.

The door was open wide,
And at the door the dearest face—
A dearer one inside!
He hugged his wife and child; he sang—

the

Otherwise there is nothing new.
Gold, to-day, ro9e to 110.

Butler.
Friday.

“But bow’s your wife’and little one?”
“Come home with me,” he said.
“Go ou, go on: I follow you.”
I followed where he led.

[From

The insurgent government is taking possession of alllthe offices throughout the state. The
President has resolved on decided measures.

gusting in its details. Much of the statement
was evidently prepared by his counsel, General

When one comes home from sea.
You know the song you made for me?
I sing it morn an<l|night—
‘The little anchor on the left.
The great one on the right!’

Upon the

THE LATEST.

saying

“I heard last night that yon were in;
I walked the wharves to-day,
But saw no ship that looked lik* yours.
Where does the good ship
lay ?
I want to go on board of her/*
“And so you shall,” said he;
“But there are many things to do

a

for a wrong done to him, and that there was no
great crime; connected with the matter any-

perance camp meetings will hereafter he held
in various parts of the country.

not attempt to explain his note to Mr. Beecher
that ho (Beecher) “could staud if the
whole case was made as clear as mid-day,” He
also reiterates his former statement that Mr.
Beecher confessed to the crime of adultery
not only with Mrs. Tilton but with other women. One case which Moulton gives is dis-

his hand a hearty grip.
T‘So you are back again?
They say you have been pirating
Upon the Spanish main;
Or was it some rich Iudiaman
You robbed of all her pearls?
Of course you have been breaking heaits
Of poor Kanaka girls!”
“Wherever I have been,” he said,
“I kept my ship in sight—
‘The little anchor on tbe left,
The great one on the right.’
I gave

He had

work done. Among the eminent temperance
advocates present were Miss Prances E. Willard,
late Dean of the Northwestern University,
Chicago; Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Johnson of
Brooklyn, Bev. W. H. Boole of New York,
Dio Lewis and Bev. Dr. Cudworth of Boston.
A national association was formed, and tem-

When Tilton found that his wife had
way.
testified against him, and that he had been
treacherously dealt with, he put his full stateMoulton fails to exment before the public.
plain away the charge of blackmail, and does

“The little anchor on tlio left,
The great one on the right.”

f•

by the former, and that Mr. Beecher assented
to the publication or reading of the same from
his pulpit, and that after Tilton had been summoned before the investigating committee he
(Tilton) prepared a report for the committee, to
which Beecher’s friends assented, to the effect
that the committee found that Beecher, Tilton
and Mrs. Tilton were all excellent people, and
that Mr. Beecher had apologized to Mr. Tilton

undersigned, having been appointed by the
rHEHonorable
Judge of Probate for tlie Count y ot
Comm issionei

TIIE

SEA
SUPERIOR
STEAMERS

GOING

JOHN BROOKS AND FOREST C ITY
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, (Sunday. excepted) nt 7 o'clock P.1M.
ltetnmlng leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
(lays at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50.
Tickets and

change Street.

State Rooms

can

lie

m to reCumberland, Slate of Maine,
ceive and.decide upon all claims against the otate of
James K. Dock ray. late of Portland, in said County,
deceased, hereby give notice tliat they have aniKiini-

ed the sixteenth day ot October. November and December uext, at lo o’clock iu the forenoon on each ot
said days, for meetings for the purpose* aforesaid, to
l»e held at the office of Kingsbury & Jordan, 83 Mid
die Street, Portland.
LEONARD G. JORDAN, \ n
Commissioners.
ALFRED M. BURTON,
p°’l
dlaw3wF

1

School Trarlirr.

obtained nt 211 Ex

Through TickDs to New York via the varum,
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken at low rates.
•». B. COILE, JR., General Agent. mchUOtf

Graduate of Bowdoin College, who
ATeacher
experience in teaching, desire*
some

a*
r

in

winter,

or

Portland Me.

some

both.

has had
a posit i »n
District School, this tall
Address TEACHER, Box HI A

High

or

wlw37*

